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PART I 
MUGHAL ARCHITBCTURE 
ItnBMJCTlOH 
Though the Mughal empire was founded in lb26 by Babur, 
Mughal archi tecture aid not commence unt i l the reign ot' Akbar. 
The reasons for t h i s are not far to seek, tiabur himself hardly 
ruled for f i v e years ( lb26-3Uj , v»Aiile h i s son Humayun's re ign 
of ten years (153U-40 and 1555-50) was marked by uncertain 
condit ions that ult imately c o s t him h is kinjaom. Whatever few 
builuings have come down t o us l i k e the baburi mosque in Panipat 
in the ers twhi le Punjab, and now in Haryana s t a t e , the J ami 
Mosque at bambhal and the tiaburi mosque of Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh, 
Humayun's mosque at Fatehabad in the iiaryana, do not represent 
any d i s t i n c t architectural s t y l e . 
I t was only during Akbar's reign that the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
Mughal arch i tec ture took a concrete form. The great arch i tec tura l 
t r a d i t i o n s e t down by that eii^eror were maintained under Jahangir 
(1605-27) and reached t h e i r h ighest mark during Shah Jahan's rule 
(1628-58) , but i t s tarted dec l in ing immediately afterwards. Thus, 
Mughal archi tec ture of India d iv ides i t s e l f i n t o three d i s t i n c t , 
n«Mly , Early Mughal, L«te Mughal and L i t e r Mughal s t y l e s . 
THfi feARLY MUOHAL STYLE 
( i d i 6 . i ^ 2 7 ) 
The f i r s t monuMnt in t h * early Mughal s t y l e i s the tomb of 
Huntyyn e«fistruct«d in 1565-66 by his widow. One of th« nost 
OtttttMiiinf Musi its l ^ i ld ings in Otihi» i t i s ragarfisdi as • 
l i nd nark in the development of Mughal a rch i t ec tu re in Ind ia , 
^^•aft^^s^i £«f»x^4i«ntin9 the f i c s t of the Mugbai^ 4scheia«» of tomb 
gardens : i t s tands in the centre of a la rga four-walled garden» 
enclosure entered by impressive vjatewaysi one each in the middle 
of i t s three s i d e s . The high ana wide square platf(»rm on which the 
tomb stands* has on i t s s loes small rooms with arched f r o n t s . 
The plan and design of the tomo are ino ica t ive of strong fore ign, 
mostly Pers ian , influence. For example, i t i s square in p lan , but 
i t s corners are f la tusnea, and the middle of each side i s deeply 
se t back in the form of an alcave or arched v a l u l t . The plan of 
the in t e r io r i s also d i f f e r en t , msteaa of the single square or 
octagonal chamber h i ther to in vogue, the re i s a la rger octagonal 
cent ra l chamber with a va lu l ted ro^f which i s surrounoeo on four 
corners by s imi lar compartments small in s i z e , a l l interconnected 
by ga l l e r i e s and cor r idors . Moreover, the foreign influence may 
oe seen in the treatment and shape of i t s dome placed on an edge-
rimmed c i r c u l a r feiate. On the other hand, the indigenous elements 
are ci«»e«rfiibie in (ileQjtfit f i n i a l s and kiosks with cupolas,use 
of wHliite M«rl»i« iiA9f in red sand ston*, a low decorative designs , 
• t o . Although i t s dome 4^>p««rs some w^at low for i t s bases i t s 
kiosks and the finiaJls* o ie fan t in themselvos, aeems a l i t t l e out 
of tune with tho ont i ro t o t t i n g , and the decoration of i t s facade 
i s i in i tod* The •aiitdI.eMi i s a great a rch i t ec tu ra l achievment on 
account of th* porfoet ^ v ^ o x t i o n s of i t s d i f fe ren t p a r t s , the 
pleasing oont»«i t #f «o i san^ stone and white marble, the graeeful 
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curves of i t s bold arches ana the ^rana volume of i t s do:ae. 
bomewhat s imi la r in oosign t o huraayun's toiab i s that of Ataja 
Khan (d . l 562 j , constructea in lb66-67 of smaiiar dimensions, the 
in-alay vvorR of much coloured maroles and the iovv re l ief carvings 
of i t s facade ate far r icher ano finer than m hutnayun's tOind. 
Akbar, himself as a grea t a pax-ron of archi tec ture as of 
other a r t s constructed a l a rge number of bui luinys at Agira,Fateh-
pur i j ikr i , Lahore, Allahabaa, Hohtasgarh \.in bihar; and elsewhere. 
His buildings are mostly constructea of red sand stone with 
l imited use of white marble, being endowea with a l i oe ra l mind 
and ca tho l i c i ty of t a s t e , he patronised inaigenous building 
t r a d i t i o n s with the resu l t t ha t the forceful a rch i tec tura l s t y l e 
of his reign i s marked by a judicious mixture of purely indigenous 
and foreign forms. The cen t ra l them*;; of Akbar* s builaings i s 
the use of the t rabeate system, though the arcuate forms s .uwere 
also adoptea but mainly for Decorative purposes, fhe p i l l a r s h a f t s 
are now generally many sided ano have b racke t - cap i t a l s . The 
ornament cons is t chiefly of the carvings or bolo inlay,perforated 
screen works ano a r t i s t i c a l l y painted aesign on the walls and 
ce i l ings in golo or colours . 
RlzD FUrtI 
Stanaing on the oank of Jamuna at Agra is the first major 
builaing project of AKbar. An irregular semi-circle in plan, its 
massive walxs are of concrete and rubule faced entirely with huge 
blocks of finely dressea red sano stone. The Delhi Gate of the 
fort on the West, forming the principal entrance, is an imposing 
nnh, j | , , I ' 
JAHAi>iGIHI PALACE 
FUHT-AQHA 
s t tuc tu re consis t ing of an arched gateway between two massive 
octagonal bas t i ons , each with one octagonal domed kiosk at the 
t o p . Within the f o r t , most of the buildings are those tha t were 
constructed in the reign of Shah Jahan. The only building of 
Akbar's period, preserved in en t i r e ty , i s the Jahanqiri Mahalt a 
l a rge square palace bui l t of red sand stone in the usual pa lace-
plan of double-storeyed chambers enclosing an open court yard . 
With the exception of a few arches appearing here and there in a 
subsidiary pos i t i on , the e n t i r e palace with p i l l a r s , be^ms, 
brackets and f l a t cei l ings i s bu i l t in the Hindu t rabeate s ty l e 
which also charac ter ises the profuse carving a l l over the builoing 
but pa r t i cu l a r ly in the shape and design of the brackets . 
The most spectacular building a c t i v i t i e s of Akbar's reign 
took place at Fatehpur S i k r i , where a la rge number of impressive 
buildings were constructed, almost wholly of red sana s tone, for 
r e s i d e n t i a l , o f f i c ia l and r e l i g ious purposes. Among the r e s iden t i a l 
bui ldings, the most important are the palace of Jooh Bai and 
houses of iv'iaryam, Turkis Sultana and b i r b a l . Palace of Jodh Bai. 
comolete in design and arrangement, i s self-contained in every 
respect ana provioes a fine example of the type of building meant 
for royal res idence . I t s almost plain ex te r io r i s in shax-p 
contrast with i t s in te r io r which i s remarkable for rich carvings 
of the p i l l a r s , balconies, perforated stone windows and ornamental 
niches . Many of the s t ruc tu ra l elements and motifs of decoration 
executed in the indigenous s t y l e impart the palace an a rch i tec tura l 
character of i t s own. Mary am*s house is a small block consis t ing 
of a room having a verandah on three s ides , ano on the fourth a 
d set of th ree rooms; some port ions of i t s i n t e r io r ana ex te r io r 
were o r ig ina l ly e.flbellished by large mural pa in t ings , t r aces of 
which may be seen even now. House of furkisti Sultana , despi te 
i t s being a small one-storeyed buiiuing, i s pa r t i cu la r ly remarka-
ble for the picturesque environment of paveo courts ano water-
courses on the one hand and for profuse carved decorat ions, of a 
r ich var ie ty and crafts-nanship, occupying the whole inner ano 
outer surface of the bui ld ing, on the o ther . 
The most distinguished among the o f f i c i a l buildings a t 
Fatehpur S ik r i i s the two-storeyed Uiwan-i-if^has or the Hall of 
Pr ivate Audience. Though of moderate s i z e , i t i s remarkable for 
the unusual treatment of i t s i n t e r i o r , which consis ts of one 
s ingle chamber V(<ith overhanging ga l l e r i e s project ing from the 
s i d e s , in the centre of the f loor i s set up an exquisi tely carved 
s ingle p i l l a r of substant ia l s i ze , the expanding capi ta l of 
which supports a c i rcular stone platform connecttio with g a l l e r i e s 
a t the four corners by narrow diagonal passages. 
There a r e , in addi t ion, qui te a few notable builoings at 
Fatehpur S i k r i , such as tbm Panch i/iahal, the Khwaogah, the 
Ast ro loger ' s Seat , e t c but the most impressive of the whole 
group i s the magnificent Jami niosque with i t s lofty gateway cal led 
buland uarwaza ana the marvellous tomb of Shaikh salim Chis t i 
s i tua ted within i t s open quadrangle, Jami mosque. Unlike the 
other bui ldings at Fatehpur S i k r i , i s chiefly constructed in the 
arcuate s ty le anu belongs to t h e usual open court yara type of 
mosques. VVhii>e in general aesign i t i s purely I s l an i c , some of the 
s t ruc tu ra l forms, especially xa the sloe wings of i t s prayer hal l 
SHAIKH SALIivl CHISHTI'S TCMB 
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and c lo i s te r s -a rcade are in Hxndu s ty l e , fhe laosque proper i s 
one of the l a r g e s t and f ines t uosques in India , remarkadie for 
the ski l ful va r ia t ion in the construction of the in te r io r of i t s 
p rayer -ha l l , for i t s oaianced composition aaa for the var ie ty of 
i t s rich aecoration of carving, jjaintiny and inlay worK over 
most of the i n t e r i o r , tquaxiy impressive i s the Bulanu larwaza, 
the southern gateway t o the enclosure, in general form, i t i s 
dominantly Pers ian; the pendentivis of in te r sec t ing arches used 
in i t s sertii-dorne also point to t h i s fac t , b u i l t in the form of a 
se:ii~octaqon projecting deyona the wall of the mosques i t has 
been regarded as one of the most perfect a rch i tec tu ra l achievraent 
in India. 
T<^ nb of Shaikh Salim Chi f t i bu i l t in white marble standing 
on square marble platform, the tomb-chainber i s surrounoed by a 
verandah closed by elegant marble screens executed in extremely 
r ich and de l i c a t e geometrical pa t t e rn , while i t s deep cornice 
i s supported on serpentine brackets of r a t e design ana excel lent 
carving reminiscent of the brackets in ttie shanzaai ' s tomb, at 
Chanoeri, but here they are lauch f iner . 
The a rch i t ec tu ra l s ty le as practised in the reign of 
Jahangir i s aiaiost s i i i i la r to tha t of AKbar's perioo. However, the 
s ty l e appears to lose some of the force ano v i r i l i t y c h a r a c t e r i -
sing Akbar's bui ld ings . Uf the nonuments of Jahangi r ' s r e ign , the 
most important are /Ucbar's torao ( i612-lJ) at Sikanoru near Agra 
ano the tomb of itimadud Uaula (1626) at Agra. The most asses t ing 
feature of AKbar's taab is i t s unusual form and design. 
i - * ^ ! 
MAli^i uiAffcWAY 
f^ 
I t i s s i tua ted in the midst of a spacious and eladorately i a i d 
out garden, having four imposing gateways of sufficient a r ch i t ec -
t u r a l meri t . The southern gateway is pa r t i cu l a r l y impressive on 
account of i t s pleasing proportions,profuse surface ornamentation 
in inlay, ana four graceful white-marble minarets of a new but 
perfect ly developed type. The tomb proper i s a f ive-storeyed 
s t ruc ture in the shape of a truncated pyramia. The grouna storey 
consists of a massive t e r r a c e ; each of i t s four sides has shallow 
arches except in the middle where an alcove or vaulted arch i s 
se t with in a rectangular frame crowned by a graceful marble kiosk, 
The upper intervening ones contain a number of red sana stone 
pavil ions arranged in order, while at the t o p , the f i f th storey 
comprises an open court , enclosed by a f la t - roofed archec gal lery 
the outer arches of which are f i l l e d with de l ica te ly perforated 
white marble screens and a t a l l and graceful kiosk at each corner. 
Archi tectural ly not perfect , the tomb i s superb in effect on 
account of the or ig ina l i ty of i t s conceptions and schemes of 
decorations which consists chiefly of exquis i te carvings, a r t i s t i c 
painting in gola and colours , t i l e -decora t ion ana pleasing inlay 
work, in geometric and f l o ra l designs. 
Tomb of Itimadud-Daula, bui l t by h i s daughter, Bnpress 
i>lur Jahan, stands on a raised platform in the miudle of a garden 
enclosure.Buil t wholly of marble and decorated profusely with 
exquisi te in lay work, i t forms a connecting l ink oetween the 
s ty l e of Akbar and that of Shah Jahan : the s ty le assumes a most 
d e l i c a t e . I t i s square in plan ano consiscs of a central chamber 
enclosed by coniiected rooms with three archeo openings in each 
lfifeiii;ji:iUi.Sife:;;'.-;i*. ^^iAi.r;)*-" iJjS;!;ti^s»:s ;,-*a 
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sid» md a broad octagonal tower, sonawhat aqual inu appaaranca 
at aaeh eornar. A squara pavil ion abova the roof having finaly 
parfwatad marble scraans forms tha uppar storay.Ramarkabla for 
tha eharm and harmoi^ oi i t s da sign, the tomo i s an architactur^U. 
achlavnant of a high ordar, but i t s architectural character i s 
overshadowed by i t s exquisite pietra dura in precious stones over 
i t s whole surface. The different motifs l ike rose-water v e s s e l s , 
grapes* wine-cups ana f lasks , the cyprei>s, e t c . , einployed in th i s 
particular inlay work are purely Persian in character. 
fimonq other raonuiaent belonging to th i s parioo are the 
mausoleum of Jahangir at Shahoara near i.ahore ano the tomo of Khan-
i-Khanan at Delhi. The for-ner, l ike the tomb of ^ b a r , i s situated 
in the center of a large garden ana i s a square structure of one 
storey standing on a low pl inth , ciach of i t s four sloes consists 
of eleven arches of v^ich the central one forms the entrance»while 
at the four corners r ise lof ty and hand some octagonal minarets 
in five s tages . The rich surface decorations of marble inlay, 
glazed t i l e s and painting are i^s main ornamental features. The 
tomb of Abdur-HahliB Khan-i-Khanaa constitutes a significant link 
between the tomb of Hpi«yun and the Taj Mahal. Mow standing 
divested of i t s white aarble facing, i t largely resembles tha 
former, but the wngiea of i t s single chamber, square in plan 
internally and externally, are not f lattened. 
This early ^aperiod Mughal .style seems to have started 
influencing the local atyio In the newly annexed provincial 
terr i tor ies of Bangai (ineliicting aHiari, Oujarat, ate ,* only 
aftar the consolidation ol th« Mu9h«I authority i , a . afta^ the 
elos* of th« sixt«onth osntury. 
Tho most typical among the buildings of th is s ty le at such 
pl(ie«s i s the palace-ccxnplex i l597) at Hohtasgarh in Shahabao 
d i s tr ic t of Sihar, with the principal iintrance called Hathia Pol 
or Elephant Gate forming i t s most aecorative part. The various 
buildings of the complex, such as iiarddari, Daroar Hall, Shish 
Mahal, Phul Mahal and Nach Ghar, represent the same v i r i l e and 
forceful architectural s ty l e that haa been ini t iated in Akbar's 
buildings at Fatehpur bikri and elsewhere. Another building 
expressive of the s^ne robut manifescation in the same region i s 
the Choti Dargah or tomb of Mokhdum Shah Daulat (1616) at Maner 
near Patna, which, alongwith i t s large impressive gateway of 
great beauty and elegance, i s an architectural achievment of a 
high order. I t s most striking feature i s the elegance and pleasing 
variation of design ano neatness of execution. Consisting of a 
square tomb-chamber, enclosed by a continuous verandah, some of 
i t s salient features are the subtle variation of design,particu-
larly of the front elevation in three stages including the domical 
roof, perfect proportions of i t s different parts and their 
harmonious composition, elaborate carving of a very high order of 
i t s verandah-ceiling in f loiaga design and fret-work of great 
delicacy and exquisite f in i sh . The small mosque nearly i s also 
architecturally not without significance. I t s most strikini) 
feature i s i t s pointed vaulted stone roof resting on stone-struts 
after the fashion of wooden roofs . 
At Ajser in Hajasthan i s the naasivt Akbar's Palance local ly 
called the Magaiint a rectangular ttructujre with four inpdting 
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Octogonal bas t ions of s u f f i c i e n t architectural merit at tha 
cornara and an audiance-chambar in tha cantre* entarad through 
a raagnificant gateway in the typ ica l early Mughal s t y l e . 
THE LATE MUGHAL STYLE 
(1628-53) 
The Mughal s ty l e reached i t s zenith during the reign of 
Shah Jahan (1623-58) who was a great bu i lder . He created numerous 
elegant bui ld ings at Ajmer, Lahore, Sri t^agar and other p l a c e s . 
The t r a n s i t i o n from the forceful and robust early Mughal 
S t y l e of Akbar t o that of pre t ty and e legant Late Mughal s t y l e 
of Shah Jahan i s as sudden as i t i s obv ious . . Shah Jahan's i s an 
aje of marble buildings with the change of building mater ia l , the 
technique of surface oecoration also underwent a i change; 
decorative carvings in low r e l i e f on red sand stone gave way t o 
a r t i s t i c in lay of semi-precious and multi coloured stones in 
marble, representing p e t a l s and curving t e n d r i l s of conventional 
f lowers . S t ruc tura l ly , t o o , the s t y l e changed. For exftoiple, tha 
curve of tha arch astuaed a mul t i f o i l shape, usually of nine 
f o i l s or cusps , w^ile the p i l l a r s have now f o l i a t e d b a s i s , e i t h e r 
tapering or many sided shaf t s and valuted bracket c a p i t a l s . The 
use of double columns i s a l so not infrequent. The squinch-arch 
pendentive and f i a t roofs are now replaced by vaul t s b u i l t in tha 
in tersec t ing -arch vault ing system or shouldered roofs . The doiaa 
piaead on a h i ^ d^m and with a constr ic ted neck takes a bulbous 
shape in tha P a r t i m a t y l a . In f a « t , tha denas of Shah J#i«ii*» 
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buildiimt «r« r^ fflarkabX* for their •xtr«a*ly pleasing contours. 
tli« car l i«r building ac t iv i t l « s of sh«h Jahan av r«pras«n» 
t«di toy hit raplacemants or remodelling of ear l ier structures in 
the forts of i«ahore and Agra. In the former, he built the Oiwan-
i-Aa, tha Khwabgah, the Shish Mahal, the Muthamman iurj etc .The 
large group of Shah Jahan*s marble buildings in Agra Fort includes 
Oiwan-i-Khas (1637) with i t s most graceful double coloumns 
carrying multifoi l arches, the Khas Mahal consisting of three 
marble pavilions of elegant form and design the bhish Mahal ,i4agina 
Masjid, Muthamman Burj remarkable for i t s chaste decoration of 
inlay and marble f i l igree work, ano the Moti Masjid (1655;, a l l 
of which are characteriseo by refinement of taste and chasteness 
of execution of al l these structures, tnostly erected in marble, 
the most impress-ive is the Moti Masjid built in typical Shah 
Jahan style situated on an elevation on a red sand stone basement, 
i t consists of the usual open courtyard surrounded by an arched 
cofridor on three sides and the prayer-hall on the west. The 
l a t t e r , which has i t s facade coaposed of seven multifoil arches 
of great beauty, i s covered by three graceful domes placed on high 
druas «nd of bulbous shapo, and i s surrounoted by beautiful 
octagonal kiosks , ono at each corner, while a range of del icate 
ones i s placed along the parapet front. All these elements ara 
tasteful ly combined to produce a composite whole which on 
account of i t s superb effect has been rogarded as one of the 
purest and most elegant buildings of i t s c la s s to be found any-
whoro. 
Now building projoett woro also ujutortckon sido by ftii«« 
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th« most is^ortant of which «r« the majsstic H«d Fort and th« 
magnificent Jatni Masjid in his new capital of Shahjahanabad in 
Delhi. Red Fort, completed in 164B(itself i s an imposing structure 
of encircling massive walls , broken at intervals by boldly 
projecting bastions topped by oofneu kiosks, and entered through 
two main gateways, the Delhi and the Lahori Gates, uf the ex i s -
ting buildings therein, the more important are the Diwan-i-Atn, 
the Muntaz i^iahal, the Hang Mahal, the Diwan-i-Khas, the Khwabjah, 
the HauHnam ano the Muthamman burj. Structurally, these buildings 
are fine examples of the prevailing Late mughal style.Workmanship 
of the most perfect order marks the rich and ^orjeous decorations 
in different s t y l e s , to wit , in pietra dur#, low-relief marble 
carving in arabesques and flowers, and painting in or411iant 
colours and lustrous gold. The Diwan-i-Khas in particular i s 
most lavishly ornamenteo ana richly emseliishea. The same was the 
case with Hang Mahal and other jalaces but very few traces of 
their original embellishment have survived. Another remarkable 
feature of the Fort i s the superbly magnificent Throne Seat, a 
white marble c«nopi«d pavilion l ike structure, set in a vaulted 
recess in the back wall of the Diwan-i-Am. Richly inlaid woith 
precious stones, i t was intended for the royal throne. The 
decoration on the wall of the Throne-Seat consists of panels of 
pietra dura work, which on account of the presence of one panel 
representing Orpheus with his lute i s generally attributed to a 
European a r t i s t , Austin da Bordeaux. 
JaiBi Masjid of M h i » also constructed tioom. t h i s t i n * ( idi6) 
i s ona of tha nest iaptw^Biv nosquas in India. 1% i s bui l t l», 
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th« usual s t y l « of an opan court yard and arched c i o i s t a r s . Tha 
• n t i r a bui ld ing i s raisad ovar a l o f t y basemant with n a j a s t i c 
f l i g h t s of s taps leading t o imposing gateways on three s i d e s i 
whi le at i t s four corners are placed twelve s ided kiosks 
surmounted by marble domes. The facade c o n s i s t s of eleven mult i 
f o i l arches, the central one* s e t within a rectangular frame, 
r i s i n g above the res t ; with two minarets, one at each end, and 
the three shapely and 9leqant domes of white marble ornaraenteo 
with s t r i p s of black marble, i t imparts beauty ana dignity t o the 
whole bu i ld ing . Jami mosque at Agra, constructed by Jahanara, 
the e ldes t aaughter of Shah Jahan, in lo4b . Though i t s chief merit 
l i e s in i t s p leas ing proport ions , the happy arrangement of i t s 
arches in the facade and the presence of beaut i fu l kiosks on the 
parapet, i t i s not as a r t i s t i c ano impressive as i t s counterpart 
in Delhi . Considerably smaller in s i z e , i t s arches are not 
mul t i fo i l but simple, i t s domes lack heights ano gracefulness of 
shape, and there are no minarets to adu t o i t s general appearance . 
^ a r t from t h e s e , quite a few buildings of note were constructed 
during t b i s period; for example, Waxir Khan's mosque (1634) at 
Lahore, the chaste and beaut i fu l Shah Jahan mosque of white marble 
(1637) at Ajmer, the ornate and r ichly decorated ehini-ka-Rauga 
at Agra, the handsocoe caravanserai of Azam Khan (1637) at 
Ahnadabad, the inpress ive Lukochuri Gateway U635) at Qaur, the 
Satogi Dal an at Haimahal in north fiihar. Pari B i b i ' s tomb (1684) 
at Dacca e t c . 
Tal Mahal a t Aaga Apart from i t a romantic appeal, the 
Taj i s a matterpieet at A l ^ i t e e t u r a l s t y l e in conception. 
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tr«atia«nt and execut ion, a l l a l i k e . The conception as usual takes 
the form of a jarden tomb, but s i tuated as i t i s one the banks 
of t h e Jamuna, i t i s enclosed only on three s i d e s , ^he s o l i a 
foundations and substructure of the terrace of the laj amply bear 
out the remarkable engineering s k i l l and per fec t ion of bui lding 
technique, i t has been e s tab l i shed that the t errace on the r i v e r 
front has been raised on wall foundations with f i l l i n g s of 
rubble masonry in between. The majestic entrance gateway i s 
again a monument in i t s e l f . I t s facade c o n s i s t s of a l o f t y vaulteu 
arched recess s e t within a rectangular frame, with s imi lar but 
smaller a lcoves in two storeys on each s ide and an octagonal 
turnet sur.aount^^d by a domed pavi l ion at eacl. corner. The profuse 
inlay of white marble ana precious stones i n t o the red sandstone 
surface and the e legant ly executed i n s c r i p t i o n s in la io with olaCK 
marble on white marble surface impart a charming elegance t o the 
whole s t r u c t u r e . The Taj i t s e l f i s s i tuated in the centre of 
a marble t errace between two buildings of s i m i l a r design, a 
mosque on the west and i t s exact repl ica on the east for 
maintaining symmetry. The four white marble minarets, r i s i n g in 
four storeys and crowned by shapely domes which stand majes t i ca l ly 
a t the corners of the terrace add t o the d ign i ty of the e n t i r e 
s e t t i n g . Archi tectural ly , the mausoleum i l l u s t r a t e s the bui lding 
t r a d i t i o n of tomb architecture as represented in Humayun's tomb 
and the tomb of Khan~i-Khanaa in i t s f ina l ano most perfect form. 
I t i s very s imia lar in general design t o Humayun's tomb; i t i s , 
f o r example, a l s o square in plan ex terna l ly , with f la t t ened 
corners , v ^ i l e the facade on each side conta ins a huge vaul ted 
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arch«d r«e«t t s« t within a rectangular frame with s imilar but 
smaller arched recesses in two storeys on each s i d e . I n t e r n a l l y , 
t o o , i t c o n s i s t s of an octagonal hal l forminsj the centtaph 
chamber enclosed at each corner by two>storeyeo coo^artments 
connected toge ther by cor i idors and passages . The octagonal ha l l 
has a vaulted c e i l i n g cons t i tu t ing the lower part of the beauti ful 
double dome. The perfect ly shaped dome i t s e l f , placed in the 
centre on a l o f t y drum, i s extremely elegant and Persian in 
character, whi le around i t , on each corner of the roof, are four 
•jraceful cupolas , whose aomes are of Indian design but s t i l l quite 
graceful . Al l these d i f ferent parts have been couibinea together 
to foiTti a j e r f e c t l y balanced composition of jreat architecturdl 
merit in i t s e l f , iiut what has made thu Taj astounaingly beaut i fu l 
and areani-like i s the chaste white raarole of pure texture and 
d e l i c a t e grain used in i t s construction and the lav i sh anu 
sumptuous embellishaiint in the form of surface oecoration of rich 
v a r i e t i e s - h ighly a r t i s t i c p i e tra dura ornamentations in f l o r a l 
and arabesque pat terns , el)egant marole-carvings in low r e l i e f , 
d e l i c a t e t r a c e r i e s of marble r a i l i n g s and beaut i fu l ly executed 
inscr ip t ions in blacK marble inlay on the white surface. 
The Taj Mahal has re legated t o the back ground a l i t t l e 
known and small but arch i tec tura l ly impressive mosques, c a l l e d 
ratehpur S ikx i Masjid ( c . l 6 4 d ) , j u s t outside the main entrance 
of i t s enc losure . Standing at the west a end of a l o f ty basement 
comprising m u l t i f o i l arched c e l l s , the r e s t of i t forming an 
open court , which i s fenced on a l l s ides by an ornamental f«iic«4i 
g a l l e r i e d balcony supported on brackets, and having at each 
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front corner « denned octagonal turret, the mosque consists of a 
prayer-hall of three chambers, fronted with a series of engrailed 
arched openings* the central one of which is covered by a single 
bullous doine and the side ones with shouldered roofs. Architec-
turally the mosque is a monument of fine proportions and 
perfectly balanced composition, its four corner oct-agonal turrets 
rising above the prayer-hall, the artistic parapet between them 
and above the deep cornice supported on brackets, the varying 
height of the facade, the shallow panelling of engrailed arches 
covering the whole of the exterior and above all, its somewhat 
unusual but extremely pleasing elevatio sial aspect, have made 
this mosque one of the oest monuments in the chaste and juru 
Late iviughai Style. 
Tht LATtH MUGHAL STYLh 
Ub5d-ld5 7) 
The golden era of Mughal architecture practically enoed with 
the period of unrestrained building a c t i v i t i e s under Shah Jahan, 
and architectural art suffered a great set back both in regard to 
s ty le and the number of outstanding monuments. Coinciding as i t 
does with the accession of Aurangzeb (1658-1707) to the throne, i t 
would not be surprising If t h i s reaction was the result of natural 
phenomena usual in the history of fine ar t s , but there Is no doubt 
that the particular dis l ike of that emperor for fine arts and his 
almost continuous pol i t ica l engagements hastened Its pace. The 
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L«t«r Mu9h«X s t y l e representing t h i s reac t ion i s markect Isy 
d i s t i n c t degeneration of archi tectural forms and designs* 
deter iorat ion of taste» lack of proportions and oalance e t c . 
The bui ld ings of Aurangzeb's reign that may be worthy of 
not ice are very few in number. The most important archi tectural 
monument representing the juater mughal s t y l e i s : The Tomo of 
i^abia Daurani : wife of Aurangzeb, bu i l t in about Ibol at 
Aurangabad in the Deccan. I t i l l u s t r a t e s the general ana rapid 
deter iorat ion of the b r i l l i a n t Late i^ughal s t y l e . I t was intended 
as a repl ica of the Taj with which i t su f fers in comparison t o 
architectural beauty, i t s minarets , for example, are not so 
graceful in ou t l ine as those of the i a j , nor i s i t s central dome 
so perfect and imposing as that of i t s prototype . The Badshahi 
Masjid of Lahore Ouilt in 1674 i s of considerable arci i i tecturai 
merit marked by vigour ana strength in comparison ana treatment, 
i t r e l f e c t s t o a certain extent the s t y l e of shah Jahan's 
bui ld ings . The chief features of i t s oesign are i t s uroao courtyaiid 
with the red sand stone arcaded facade of the prayer-hall 
crowned by shapely and p leas ing white marble domes and the e ight 
miners. Some of which have f a l l e n down now. 
The Moti MasUd in the Hed Fort constructed by Aurangzeb 
in 1659-60 constructed e n t i r e l y of the best pol ished white marble, 
i t i s a small but chaste s tructure and c o n s i s t s of a small open 
courtyard infront of the prayer-hal l enclosed on threu s i d e s . 
A prominent feature of t h i s small mosque i s a curved cave over the 
middle one of the three n u l t i f o i l archways in i t s facade. The 
i n t e r i o r of i t s prayer-hall provides a very f i n e example of chaste 
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ornament in marble; the decorat ive treatment i s res t ra ined and 
extremely a r t i s t i c . True* the three domes as they stand today 
are too rounded in shape and lack the usual smoothness of curve 
while t he i r f i n i a l s look out of proportion, but i t should be 
remembered t h a t the mosque was dama^eti ourin^ the Mutiny and the 
present sect ion of the domes does not represent the or ig ina l dom-
e s . Uf the same pa t te rn , almost are two mosques, one each at 
Anrangabad ana td l ichpur . 
Uf the other monuments b u i l t during t h i s periou, the 
mosque ana tomo of bardar Khan tlo84j at Ahmaoaoad deserve 
mention here . Situaced in a high-wallea enclosure v^ith an 
itaposing gate-way, there two f ive edif ices of mooest dimensions 
represent a cur ious , Out not an unhappy, blending of the l a t e r 
Mughal and the liujarat s ty l e s of Anoo-islamic a rch i t ec tu re . The 
mosc s-r iking feature of thuse iouildings i s t h e i r large ana 
small Persian domes, uniforuily pear-shaped ana separated from 
t h e i r high c i r c u l a r bases of pleasing design oy elegant moulding. 
Mughal authori ty underwent a rapid decl ine with the ueath 
of Aurangzeb. The decadence in the f ie ld of archi tec ture tou 
became alinost complete. 
Tomb of oafer J^nt^ at Delhi iabout 1 7 5 J ; , the l a s t notaole 
monument of the Later Mughal period, an unsuccessful e f for t was 
made to a r re s t the degeneration of the s t y l e , tiot en t i re ly devoid 
of a rch i tec tu ra l merit , the tcxnb stands in a la rge garden on a 
l a rge arcaded square, t e r r a c e . The tomb proper i s a double storey4i 
•d building with large and small arched alcoves in i t s s i d e s , 
four t u r r e t s with kiosks at the corntrs and a central dome, the 
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usual archi tectural alamants t o be found In a iwughal tomb. 
Howev«r« the treatment of t h e s e Individual e lements , t h e i r some-
what unpleasing nature and lack of imaglQation in t h e i r composition 
have prevented i t s otherwise grand conception to m a t e r i a l i z e . Had 
i t mater ia l i zed , the tomb of bafoar Jang woulo haves been a 
worthy f i n i s h to the story of luughal archi tecture in India . 
The information on the top ic "Mughal architecture" has been 
co l l e c t ed from various sources . There are : Reference books 
(Encyclopaedias, guides; , books, and per iouicdi l i t e r a t u r e . The 
l ibrary catalogues of the maul ana Azad Library, Hesearch Library 
Centre of Advanced Studies , Dajartment of h i s t o r y , Aligarn Muslim 
Univers i ty , Aligarh and l i b r a r i e s of Archaeoloj icai Survey of 
ino ia (i^orthern C i r c l e ) , Agra and Dehradun are also consui tea 
for searching the primary and secon^-ary sources which are 
re la ted to the subject . 
Organization of Material 
The bibl iographical d e t a i l s were recorded on 6 x 4" cards 
according t o Indian Standard Ao. IS:2381-1^63 :Hecoounendations 
for b ibl iographical reference and the titfce of the p e r i o d i c a l s 
were eabbreviated according t o i s : 18-1^49 (Reprint 1967) : 
Abbreviation for t i t l e s of p e r i o d i c a l s . 
The nethod of systematic c l a s s i f i c a t i o a in which the 
materia ls can be arranged in to appropriate p laces was adopted. 
Every entry in i t was provided with a subject heading derived on 
tbe bas i s of Dr, Ranganathan*s chain procedure with sooe modif i -
c a t i o n s . Thus a l l the e n t r i e s of the »mm kind cane c l o s e t o one 
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a n o t h e r . 
ILLUSTRATIONS 
ARCHITECTUREpiviUGHAL - DESIGNS and PLANS-TOMBS-rMARBLE-
HUMAYUN - DELHI 
TAPLOU ( R i t a ) , Octagon in Is lamic tombs - a s t r u c t u r a l 
exigency or a metaphysica l symbolism.Islamic C u l t . 
5 1 . 1 ; 1977; 141-9. 
Octagonal geometry i s desc r ibed which i s used in the 
I s l amic tombs. The p lan of Hymayun's tomb i s a l so 
i l l u s t r a t e d with o t h e r s . I t held in t h e a r c h i t e c t u r e i s 
a l so d i scussed and compared with square p l a n . 
The e n t r i e s so c l a s s i f i e d , a re arranged according t o 
genera l t o s p e c i f i c r u l e . The e n t r i e s vi/hich con ta in genera l 
informat ion on t h e sub jec t a r e arx-anged f i r s t then the e n t r i e s 
which deal wi th the s p e c i f i c aspec t of t h e sub j ec t i . e . Designs 
ana Plans which i s f u r t h e r subdivided on t h e b a s i s of t y p e s of 
b u i l d i n g s and t h e mate r i a l u s e d . F o r t s , M i n a r e t s , Mosques, 
Pa laces and Tombs, Marble or Red Sand Stone used for the b u i l d i n g s ) . 
Then arranged t h e types of o u i l d i n g s i . e . F o r t s , Minarets ,Mosques, 
Pa laces and Tombs. Their gene ra l a r c h i t e c t u r e and h i s t o r y , and 
o the r a s p e c t s of spec i f i c b u i l d i n g s i . e . deco ra t i on and ornamant 
and types of decora t ion i . e . i n l a y , P i e t r a Dura, Monices-glasa or 
tliU,, engravings e t c . These a l l comes under the s p e c i f i c b u i l d i n g . 
The p a r t 3 c o n s i s t s of Indexes . I t c o n t a i n author and 
sub jec t indexes which w i l l be he lpfu l in s ea rch ing t h e s p e c i f i c 
en t ry in t h e b ib l i og raphy . 
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PART 2 
ANNOTATED BIflLICXiaAPHY 
ARCHITECTURE, MUGHAL - GENERAL 
i . ANAND (Mulk Raj) . De lh i , Agra, S i k r i . 1968. Marg. Pub. 
Bombay. P 67. I l l u s . 
I l l u s t r a t e s the three mughal c i t i e s with the ir h i s t o r i c a l 
backgrounds. The monuments and t h e i r archi tectural d e t a i l s 
are a l s o provided. The ornamental decorat ions , i n l a i d work, 
design of the dome e t c . are a lso d e s c r i b e s . 
2 . BROWN (Percy; . Indian architecture ( Is lamic per iod) . 1956. 
Taraporevala, Bombay; P 14o. 250 I l l u s . 
Gives the history of architecture in India from 120u AD 
onward and discusses a l l the h i s t o r i c a l muslim monuments 
in India with the i r p l a n s , s t y l e of arches , inlay work, 
s t y l e of the dome, t h e i r colour decorat ion , i l l u s t r a t i o n 
of the paint ings are a l s o given. The s t y l e of archi tecture 
i s divided by the per iod . 
3 . BROWN (Percy ) . Indian archi tec ture . VZ. Islamic per iod.1968. 
Bombay. P 60 . 
Describes that in no other part of India , have these common 
place objec t s been enlarged or embellished to such an 
ex tent . Even the f l o r e n t i n e wel l -heads , conception of rare 
e legance , are conparatively i n s i g n i f i c a n t by the s ide of 
the WAYS of Qujarat which took the form of extensive 
subterranean g a l l e r i e s of a highly archi tectural order. The 
monuments such as mausoleums, mosques and places of mughal 
period are d iscusssd . 
4 . CHATTgRJI (Nand L a i ) . Architecture of Akbar and Shahjahan -
a comparative study. Indian Cult . 4 , 1 ; 1937; 123-6. 
A comparative study has been made on the architectural 
po l icy and ideals of Akbar and Shahjahan. 
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GBNIHAL 
5 . CCWiBAEE (H Cj t t c S t a t i s t i c a l , descr ip t ive and h i s t o r i c a l 
aceount of the North-West provinces of India . V 7. 
Farrukhabad and Agra. 1^34. Allahabad, NWP and Oudh 
Govt. P ress ; P 684-768, 
Describes the Bulandbagh, aarabagh, Zahrabagh, Chini-Ka-
Hauza, Itiraad-ud-Daulah, Red Fort , Moti Masjid, Shah Jahan 
Palace and the monuments at Fatehpur S i k r i , i t gives the 
a rch i t ec tu ra l de t a i l s of the buildings and gardens, the 
inc r ip t ions and inlay design on the arches , wa l l s , ce i l i ngs 
are also descr ibes , besides the s t ruc tu re of the dome. 
6 . DESAI (Z A). Mughal per iod . In Indo-Islamic a r ch i t ec tu re , 
by Z A Desai. 1970. Publ icat ion Division, Ministry of 
Inforraation and Broadcasting, Delhi; P 47-61 . 
Describes the a rch i tec ture of Mughal period by dis t inguishing 
the following s ty les : ( i j the early Mughal s ty le (1556-1627), 
covering the tomb of Huniayun at Delhi, Agra Fort , Fatehpur 
S i k r i , itimadud-Daula, Khan-i-Khanan at Delhi, Taj Mahal, 
Akbar's palace at Ajmer, Shahibagh at Ahmedabad, ( i i ) the 
l a t e Mughal style (1628-'58), t h i s i s an age of marble 
bui ldings with decorative carvings in low re l ie f on red 
sand stone gave way t o a r t i s t i c inlay of semi-precious and 
mult i coloured stones in marble, represent ing pe ta l s and 
curving t e n d r i l s of conventional f lowers . The bui ldings 
cover in t h i s period axe J Diwan-i-K.has at Agra fted For t , 
Khas Mahal, Shish Mahal, t'jagina Masjid, Muthamman Burj and 
the Moti Masjid, ( i i i ) the l a t e r Mughal s ty le (1658-1857), 
the most important a rch i tec tu ra l monuments are the tomb of 
Babia Daurani at Aurangabad, Badshahi Masjid at Lahore, 
Moti Masjid in Red For t , Tomb of sardar Khan at ^medabad 
and the tomb of Safdar Jang at J e l h i . 
7 . Q&XtZ (Hcxnann). India*s fabulous a rch i t ec tu re : History*t 
lJ^ll^illt on th* ar t of bui ld ing . In Fodor's guidt t o India* 
by iufene Fodor and William Curt I? . Fodor's Modern Guiclts, 
Inc . New York. ? 163-78, 
Describes two basic types of th i s a r ch i t ec tu re : the Pathan 
Style (12th t o 16th centur ies ) and the Mogul s t y l e ( i6 th t o 
19th c e n t u r i e s ) . Both s t y l e s were based on the ar t of pers ia 
snd Turkis tsn tout vsrierf with the dynast ies and the locale* 
Describes the ffi«ni«tnts»the material used, inlay work, 
ornanention undsr both the s ty l e 
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ARCHITICTURE. MUGHAL - GENERAL 
8. QQSiZ ( H*nnann}. L^t^r Mughal architecture. Mfra. 9 ,4; 
1958; 11-7. 
Dltcussas the later Mughal s ty l e . The influence of Rajput 
and Buropean az't on i t . I l lustrations of the buildings 
and palaces in Agra Fort, Red Fort,Delhi, Juiwaa Masjid, 
Delhi, and sketch of Mosque of Wazir Khan, Gulabi Bagh, 
Lahore Fort, Shalimar Gardens, Badshahi Mosque in Lahore 
are given. 
9 . Q0KHALE (B G). Indian art and architecture. In Funk & 
Wagnells new encyclopedia. V13. Funk & WagnelTs, Inc . , 
New York; P219-20. 
Indo-Islamic architecture i s divided into three phased 
the Pathan,the provincial, and the Mogul. 
The Mogul monuments includes Jama Masjid,Ahmedabad, 
Taj Mahal, Pearl Mosque, Palace fortresses at Agra 
and Delhi. 
10. INDIA, INFORMATION AND BROADCASTxNG (Ministry o f - ) , 
PUBLICATIONS DIVISION. 5000 Years of Indian architecture. 
1956. Publication Division, Ministry of information 8. 
Broadcasting, Delhi; P 52 . 
Describes 50 monuments of Indian architecture including 
the Qutb Miner, Jama Masjid, Ahmadabad, Mausoleum of 
Sheikh Ahmed at Sarkhej , Ahmedabad, Rani Sipri Mosque, 
Jama Masjid,Mandu, Daulatabad Fort, Mausoleum of Sher Shah, 
Hiaayun*s tonb, Taj Mahal f t c , and also give i l lu s t ra t ions . 
! ! • MGHTA( RUStM J } . Masterpieces of Indo-Islamic architecture. 
1976. Taraporevala. Bombay; P 70(Plates) . 
Arehittetural detai ls of Islamic monuments in India are 
i i s€ussed. Alto covered the Mughal monuments i . e . mosques, 
ni«usoleum,palaces,forts in different parts of the country. 
The colour decoration, s ty le of architecture,and engravings 
are also discussed. 
12. MISRA (Rekha). Buildings and gardens of the royal ladies 
during the Mughal period. Quart Rev Historical Stud. 6,4; 
1966-67;224-5. 
Daseriliet tto« nwies of the roy«L female builders with the 
naae of th« buildinga and gardens l a i d out by them. The 
influenc** ofi the s ty l e of architecture used, i s also 
discutsoi . 
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ARCHXTiCTURE, MUOHAL- GENERAL 
13. S A L . Splendours of Mughal architteture- Notes. Mara. 
10,2;1957J18-9. 
Jahingir*8 tofsb^skxine of Guru Arjan Mai,fort at Lahore, (iulabhi Bagh Sataway, Sballmar Gar«i#a« Badshahl Motqua 
gateway and mosque of Wazir Khan are i l lustrated and the 
architectural style are discussed, to show the l inks in 
the chain between the ancient Hindu and the Medieval 
MuhiBsmadan experiments. 
14. SARASWATI (S K ) . Mughal Architecture. In MAJUMDAR (R C) , £ i . 
History and culture of Indian people. V3; 1954. V5;1957. 
Discusses the architecture and i t s history in the Mughal 
period, and divides the monuments on the basis of the 
s ty le of the architecture of that period. 
15. SARASWATI (S K). Mughal architecture. In Mughal «napire, 
by R C Majumdar, 1974, Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan,Bombay; 
P 741-802. 
Discusses the architecture of the monuments of the Mughal 
period with i l lus tra t ions . Fortresses and palaces at 
Agra, Fatehpur Sikari, Delhi, Lahore are described in 
de ta i l . Design of mosques, mausoleums axe explained and 
compared. 
16. siVARAfclAMURTI (C). Islamic architecture in India: Mughal 
s t y l e . In New Encyclopaedia Britannica, V 17; 1982. 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. Chicago. P 182-3. 
Gives the architectural s ty le of the Mughal period. Persian 
Indian, and various provincial s ty les were successfully 
fused to produce works of unusual refinement and qual i ty . 
It begins with the tomb of Humayun, bui l t of red sandstone 
and marble and shows considerable pertian influence. The 
Fort at A^ra and the c i ty of Fatehpur Sikari represent 
the building activity of the ei^eror Akbar. It alto describes 
the Jam! Masjid and Bui and Oarwaza, one of the f inest mosque 
of Mughal period, palace of Jodha Bait Turkish Sultana*s 
house, the Paneh Mahal, these are of trabate ( U n t i l , o r 
horizontal beiva}construction, arches being used very 
sparingly. Akbar's tonb at Sikandra, i s of vast proportions 
and unique design, consist of a series of stepped terraces 
on which rests a centotaph. Taj Mahal, Moti Masjid and 
the Jasii Masjid at Agra were alto mentioned as examples. 
plan of Jaiii Masjid, Ahaedabad and i l lustrat ions of other 
Bonuaents were given. 
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17. SI*A8T (T«d) and QliBON (David). India. 1980. Colour Library 
inttrnational; P 93. 
liivai a i l luttratad account of India, which also includas 
the HtonuMantt of Mughal Period, such as Moti Masjid in 
tha Atd Fort, Agra, Taj Mahal, Diwan-i«^ in Agra Fort, 
lomh of Himayun and J ami Masjid,Dtlhi, Tomb of Shaikh 
Salim Chist i , Diwan<-i>Khas, Pach Mahal,Birbal*a houst 
and Buiand Oarwaza at Fatahpur Sikari . Thesa i l lus trat ions 
shows the inlay work on th« walls and ce i l ing , f loral design 
in different colour, the marble screens. Arches and panels 
with inscript ions. 
18. SORMANI (Giuseppe)• World and i t s peoples. V 2 . India, 
Ceylon, Bhutan, the Maldives. 1968. Greystone Press, 
New York; P 308-19, 
Provides coloured and black and white i l lu s t ra t ions . The 
detai ls of modeled re l i e f in the Red fort Delhi, detai l 
of a marble rel ief in the Taj Mahal, Itimad-ud-daula, 
Red Fort, the central p i las ter of the Hall of private 
audience at Fatehpur S ikr i . 
A Turkish architect, Yusuf was responsible for the design 
of palaces in Agra, Delhi and Lahore. Mogul builders used 
white marble and inlaid coloured stones for delicate 
decoration work. The Mogul gardens: Pure Iranian s ty l e was 
more and more fo used for gardens. Their chief features 
were canals intersecting at right angles, geometrically 
designed and arrangeil flowerbeds containing a great variety 
of flowers and surrounded by trees , open pavil ions, and 
numerous fountains,pools,falls,graded terraoes, niches 
m4 baths for the women of the court. This style was used 
for the Char Bafh, the gardens of Shadara and of Zebinda 
Begun, and the thr«e monumental gardens of Shalimar near 
Delhi, Lahore aad in Kashmir. 
19. TERRY ( J ) . Charm of Indo-I$lamic architecture: an introduction 
to northern phase. 1955,Taraporevala. Bombay; P 40. (Plates 61) . 
Describes with i l lus trat ions the monuments of Islamic period 
including Mufhal monuments «^ich includes- Jehangir Mahal 
at Lahore Fort, Fatehpur Sikri , Akbar*s Tomb, Himayun*s Tomb, 
ToMb of Itn-ud-daula, Taj Mahal, Masjid-i-Juna, Shish Mahal, 
Diwan-i-Khas and Pearl Mosqye and also gives the deta i l s 
of carving,floral design,inlaid work & inscriptions. 
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20. PANIKKAR (K M). India undtr the great Moghuls, In Surv«y 
of Indian history,by K M Panikkar. 1954. Aidta, lombay; 
P 163-6. 
Moghul archltacture hat be«n discussed undtr tha Indo-
Islamic architecture. The Fatehpur S lkr l , v^lch Akbar 
bui l t . Is an example of Hindu and Muslim conceptions. 
The gardens which Moghul emperors la id out In Agra and 
Kashmir are the examples of land scape architecture of 
that period. 
21. POWELL - PRICE (J C). Akbar. In History of India, by 
J.C. Powell-Price. 1955, Thomas Nelson, London; P 276-80. 
Gives I l lustrated dlscriptions of the architecture of 
the Akbar reign. 
The tomb of Humayun i s the f irst example of the Persian 
influence, which i s the begnlng of the Mughal s ty le of 
architecture. One of the novel-ties was the sett ing 
of the gardens tomb with i t s paved paths, ornamental 
flowerbeds, avenues of cypresses, running water courses, 
fountains, and the entrance gateways leading upto the 
facade of the main edi f ice with the dome. This was the 
f i r s t example of the double dome. This conception was 
borrowed fron the Tlmurid buildings of Bokhara and 
Samarkand, as was the recessed archway in the centre of 
the facade. 
The main gateway of Red Fort, known as Delhi Gate, 
entrance with i t s archway and bastions and decorated 
with marble and coloured t i l e s showing dragons and birds 
and fo l iage and elephants. The Jehangir Mahal have been 
constructed in the s ty l e of Bengal and Gujrat. Carved 
stone brackets support stone beams and flat ce l l lugs» 
Akbar's great contribution to architecture i s , his c i ty 
of Fatehpur Slkrl . 
GENERAL - AKBAR & JAHANGIR 
22. SMITH (V A). Mogul empire. In Oxford history of India, 
by V A Smith. 1923. Clarendon Press, Oxford; P 419-21. 
Indo-Perslan architecture of Akbar and Jahanglr, beglnlng 
with the mausoltum of Hunayun and including Fatehpur Slkrl, 
Slkandra, the tomb of Itia«d-ud-daula and many dignified 
buildings at Lahore and other places, are discussed. The 
edif ices of Shahjehan are charaeterixed by elegance and 
by the lavish use of cost ly decoration. 
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23. MUKERJI < Saty* Chandra). Agra in plcturas. 1910. Indian 
Frass, Allahabad; I> 85. 
Prasants a historical dascription of Agra of Mu9hal pariod 
with i l lus tra t ions . It daseribas tha architaetural data i l s 
of tha buildings. I t s dasign, layout plan, daeorativa 
work, incriptions angravad on tha panels, design of tha 
p i l l a r s , marbla scraen and colour dacorations* 
24. PHXYA LALL. Pictorial Agra: Il lustrated by a series of 
photographs of i t s principal buildings, ancient and 
modern with descriptive lettezprass of each. 1911. 
Priya Lall & Co., Agra; P 73. 
Divided into five parts . Part 1 the Taj; 2 . Fort; 
3 . Other ancient buildings; 4 . Fatehpur Sikri and 
5, The more modern buildihgs. The Taj: It gives the 
ful l structural detai ls of the mausoleum with i l lus tra t ions , 
i t s gardens, water supply, inscriptions, inlay work,colour 
mosaics e t c . The Fort: This part gives with i l lus tra t ions , 
the history and architectural of al l the bull dings, pal aces 
mosques and gardens in tha Fort. The part 3rd discusses 
the other ancient buildings such as Jama Masjid, Akbari 
Masjid, the Masjid Mautmid Khan, Itimad-ud-daula, Chini-
ka«>Rauza, the Ram Bagh, Mbar's Mausoleum at Sikandra. 
Fatehpur Sikri; covered the details of Naubat Khana, 
Diwan-i'-Am, Turkish Sultana's Hanmam, Khwabghah,House 
of Turkish Sultana,Panch Mahal,Diwan»i~Khas etc . 
- ALLAHABAD 
25. SHIVASTAVA ( Salig Ram). Note on two historical places 
in Allahabad district. J U P HiEltorieal Soc. 12,1; 1939;95-8. 
Dascribas tha location *nd nap of tha region frooi where 
Shah Jakian had passed. Tha nanas of tha places tha buildings 
made by tha Mughals in these places are described with tha 
incriptions engraved* 
- BIHAR 
26. DESAI (Z A). Indo-Islamic arehitactura of Bihar. Islamic 
Cult. 46 . 1} 1972; 17-38. 
Deseribat tha architecture of Bihar by classifying into 
f ive phase. Tha early and lata Mughal s ty les nas bean 
diseussad iji tha fourth wad f i f th phase. The nonunants 
disQuasod undar these phases are aotquo and toab of Habash 
iOian and t«Hb of $a^i sultan^ the pa4aoo eompi^x of 
Rohtaih 9aiii. Taaib of Makhdua Shah Daulat, Sangi Masjid 
at Manor, 
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ft7. imifk, TOURISM D£VgLOFM£^ ir CQHPOHATXUN. Guidt to Delhi. 
1973. Itidian Tourism D«v«Xoprsent Corporation, Now Dtlhi; 
P 203, 
Moinumentft of Mughal period, daseribed with i l lustrat ions 
and arehitactural d e t a i l s , art Huiaayun*s tomb c<»H»lex, 
Red Fort, Safdarjung's tomb, Moti ki Masjid e tc . Humayun*8 
tomb i s the f i r s t mature instance of the garden and 
tomb complex v^ich expressed the Mughal appreciation 
of monumental architeccure harmonised in surrounding 
of natural beauty. Char Bagh plan of the garden accorded 
with the Persian s ty le of landscaping. The double dome 
structure i s used in th i s tomb with the vaulted c e i l i n g . 
28. PAGE ( J A }• List of Muhanunadan and Hindu monuments of 
Shahjehanbad (Delhi). V 1, 1915. Suprintendent Printing, 
Calcutta; Plates 13, 
Gives the i l lustrat ions of the monuments of Shahjahanabad 
showing architectural detciils. These includes, Khirki, 
Fort; Bridge in front of Lahorigate, Watergate, Sonehri 
Masjid, 
29. PAGE ( J A }• List of Muhammadan and Hindu monuments, 
Delhi Province. V 2. 1919, Suprintendent, Printing, 
Calcutta; P 308, 
Includes some unnamed monuments of Mughal period and 
gives their architectural details and inscriptions 
on them and the s ty le of architecture such as early 
Mughal and late Mughal. 
30. RAO CV L S P ) • Dtlhi . Jn Hew Encyclopaedia Britannica. 
V 5; 1962. fincyiXopatdit Sritannica, Inc. Chicago. P 574. 
Undtr the tubhtading 'Building type and architectural 
f taturts of nttt* , th« author dtseribts the type of 
Indian architteturt and i t s period of the monuments in 
Delhi, which i s rioh in nattrial for t h t study of Indo-
It lonie arehitteturt* I t also describes the later Mughal 
architecture reprtttnttd in tht Rtd Fort and tht Jam! Masjid, 
which r tvta l t and increasing ust of aarblt ovtr tlaboration 
with f lor id decoration, and tht construction of bulbous 
doses and ainartts . Tht Rtd Fort havt a rtd-sandstont walls 
75 f t t t in htight, which tnclost a coaple^ of palaces, 
gardens and other buildings. 
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3 1 , mMiWi ( MULK RAJ) and BISHT (R S ) • Haryana he r i t age : 
IV mtditfval. M^j^.27,4; 1974;22-42. 
Ooseribes tha a r^h i tac tura of tba aonumants In Haryana. 
Th« Mughal period monuments discustad in t h i s chaptar 
ineludas itiarnaul Tomb of Shah Quli Khan, J a l Mahal, Garden 
and T r ipo l i a , Jaini Mosque, Tonb of Islam Quli Khan. 
Pinjaur: Mughal garden, Thanesar: Tomb of Sheikh C h i l l i , 
Panlpat: Tomb of Shah Qalandar, Faroukna(^ar 3ao l i . I t 
also i l l u s t r a t e the painted cei l ing showing decoration, 
Fidal Khan*5 Mughal garden showing the promanade towards 
Ja l Mahal v/ith the founta ins , 
- KASHMIR 
32, i^ ICHOLLS (W H) • l^ uhatnmaddn archi tec ture in Kashmir, 
Archaeological Survey of India . Annual Rep. 1906-7, 161-70. 
Discusses the a rch i tec ture of Islamic perioo in Kashmir. 
I t i s diviaed in t o th ree s t y l e : 1. Pre-Muahal s ty l e 
2, Wooden s t y l e , 3 , Pure Mughal s t y l e . I l l u s t r a t i o n s of 
coloured decoration work, plans of Jami Masjid, Section 
A-A vide ground plan, carved ornaments, de t a i l s of column 
and eaves, cross Section of Mosque of Shah Hamadan are 
given. Shalimar Bagh, Nishat Bagh and Chama Shahi in Kashmir 
are a lso discussed, 
33 , NICHOLS (J R ) • Muhammadan a rch i t ec tu re . Marg. 8,2}1955; 
76-92. 
Muhammadan archi tec ture in Kashmir ia divided in to th ree 
s t y l e s . The Mughal s ty l e i s discussed in the l a s t . 
In t h i s s ty l e of bui ldings grey lln>e stone was tised. In 
tomb of Tug-i-fiaba, the marble i s used. The Pa t ta r Masjid, 
Mosque of Akhun /«ulla Shah, the baradar i in Shalinar Bagh* 
- LAHORE 
34, KRAMRISCH (STELLA), Pakis tan- l a t e r Hindu, Buddhist, and 
Muslin a reh i t ee tu re . I Q Encyclopedia Americana. V 21; 1966, 
^ e r i c an a Corpn., New York; P 1332. 
Besides other a rch i tec ture i t also descr ibes the inpaet 
of Mughal s ty les which enriched Lahore with a f«»t,Mosques 
and tombs. In 1637 the Shalimar garden was l a id out i t n s a i i 
a r ch i t ec t s in l a s t Pakis tan eombine<l eltflitnts of indigenous 
t r a d i t i o n of baaboo construct ion with the if^periad Myghal 
s ty le* 
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3&, BEOWI (P«rey) . Monuments of th« Mughal p«riod. | n CaMbridg* 
h i t t o ry of India, by Richard Burn. V 4 . 1937, Unlvaraity 
Prass , Cambridge; P 52.3-76• 
Dascribaa the his tory of Mughal monuments f ron the period 
of Babur t o the l a s t emperor of Mughal empire with 
a rch i t ec tu ra l d e t a i l s . The monuments,discussed in d e t a i l 
are Sher Shah's tomb, Sasarara, Purana Ql la , Humeyun's tomb 
Palaces in Agra Fort , Fatehpur S ik r i ; Jodh Bai 's Palace , 
Diwaa-i-Khas, JaoRi-Masjid, Buland Dawrata, Mughal gardens. 
Tombs of Akbar ana Jahangi r , Delhi Fort,Fountains and garc^as 
Mosques at Delhi and Agra, Wazir Khen's mosque, Lahore, 
Taj Mahal* Ornament at ion, inlay work,curveQ panels and 
construct ion mater ia ls are discussed under a rch i tec tura l 
technique. 
36, CHAGHTAI ( M Abdullah). Faraily of grea t Mughal a r c h i t e c t . 
Islamic Cul t . 11, 2;1937;200-09. 
37, DKSAI (Z A). Indo-Islartiic a rch i t ec tu re . 1970. Publ icat ions 
Division, Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Daihi; 
P 6 1 , 
Describes the a rch i tec ture of Mughal period beginning with 
the tomb of Hutnayun, one of the most outstanding Muslim 
buildings in Delhi, which i s regarded as a land mark in 
the development of Mughal archi tecture in India, The pl;iih 
and design of the tomb are indicat ive of strong Persian 
inf luence. 
Had Fort standing on the bank of the Jamunui at Agra/ 
i s an i r r egu la r t e n l - e i r c l e in p lan . The Delhi gate ' 
Qi the Fort on the west i s Mn imposing s t ruc ture cons is t i l i^ 
of an ar«h«fil gateway between two massive octagonal bastiofisjit 
each with ona tctagonal domed kiosk at the t op . The whol« < ., 
s t r u c t u r e , with i t s charming facade in the back side» arcaiied 
t e r r a c e s , doned pavi l ions and f l n i a l s , a n d r ich and var ied ; U 
ornamentation incluaing white marole in l ay , i s architectuslaliy 
a noble and dignified,monument In i t s e l f . 
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38» JHA (Mahtvir), Agr« & Fat«hpur Sikr i . 1979, Jayna 
Publishing, Dalhi; P 101. 
Historical back ground of Agra, Fatahpur Sikri and tha 
Mughal monunants are discussed. The architectural plan, 
inscription, inlay work and floral designs, engravings 
of Taj Mahal, Red Fort, Chini-ka-RauJa, Sikandra, 
Itjj»ad-ud-daula, Oiwan-i-Am, Diwan-i-Khas, Khwabghah, 
Turkish Sultana's House and bath, Panch Mahal, Palace 
of Jodh Bai, Sheikh Salim Chisti 's totab, Buland Darwaza, 
Taj gardens, Hambagh are described with i l lus tra t ions . 
39. KR^RISCH (S te l l a ) . India- architecture and art. In 
Encyclopedia Americana, V 15; 1966. Americana Corpn., 
New York. P 26 g. 
Discusses the history of architecture in India. It also 
includes the architecture of Mughal period. The monuments 
of the Mughal periods includes-'Mausoleum of Humayun,emperor 
Akbar's fortress-palace in Agra, Fatehpur Sikri,Itimad-ud-d«ula 
Taj Mahal. 
4 0 . LEYDEN (Rudolf Von). Indian art- Indo-Islamic architecture. 
In Chambers's encyclopaedia. V 7} 1967, Pergaoaon Press, 
Oxford; P 447. 
Mughal architecture i t s origin in India, the different 
s t y l e s , the lay out of gardens are discussed. 
4 1 . MARSHALL (John). Monuments of muslira India. Ln Cambridge 
history of India. V 3;1928, P 568-640. 
Discusses the Indo-Islamic art of building in India 
including Mughal period. The influence of Persian and 
Hlndustyle of art on the Mughal architecture discussed 
with examples. The ornamentation, decoration in the form 
of patterns in pietradura i s eii^lained. 
4 2 . MATH (R). Glimpses of muslim architecture in India. 
Mara. 35,2; 84-101. 
Diseussas tha nuslin architecture in India from i t s 
beginning• Early phase starts with Qutab Minar, the 
Pre-Mufh«l toab foxias, motqua types of Sultanata periods. 
Regional styXts and tfoa Mu^al s ty le •Under Mughal s t y l e 
ItJditettSiii tht toak of Him«yuB«P«neh Mahal, Sirteal't 
pal ace, inland tatwaia at FatahptHr Sikri, ltiiBad»ttd<-daula, 
Btlhi Qata 4 t« | M#ial ,at Agra and Had Fort at Saihi. 
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4 3 . RAWSON (Phi l ip) , Islamic architecture. In World architecture: 
an i l lus trated history, by Trewin Copplestone. 1963fHdmlyfi, 
London; P 162-6• 
Pitcussei the architectural history of Mughal monuments 
dabur, the f i r s t Moghal who f i r s t started the dome 
constructionon, Akbar who devoted his time at Fatehpur 
Sikri to make a complete city in Pink Sand Stone, P i l l ar s 
& Canopy was the mode of construction of buildings. The 
Panch Mahal, Oiwan-i-Khas & Jami Masjid are described with 
the detai l of the decoration work,design of the brackets 
and arches, Pearl mosque which has a simple colonnade 
supports ,low pitched with wide projecting eaves. The 
tomb of Sher Shah, Taj Mahal, and marble screen at the 
Taj Mahal are also i l lus tra ted . 
44 . VOLWAHSBN (Andreas). Living architecture: lilaaiic Indian. 
1970, Macdonald, London. P 191. 
Takes up the story with the successive Muslim invasions 
from about 1000 to the 17th century; i t concentrates 
particularly upon the great Moqul sulers and f inishes 
with the disintegration of their empire and the consolidation 
of British power. 
Islamic architecture in India i s found mostly in the 
north. I t i s Persian in s ty le and origin and, mosques 
are among the finest examples. This book describes and 
i l lus tra te s palaces, tombs, forts- and indeed whole town's 
whose characters are almost exclusively Islamic. Agra-with 
the Taj Mahal, one of the most exquisite buildings of a l l 
times i s among the centres treated in deta i l , as are Delhi, 
Jaipur, Fatehpur Sikri , Bijapur, >Uimedabad and many others. 
HISTORY- AKiAR 
45 . BANERJI (S K). Historical remains of the early years of 
Akbar's reign (1556-1572). J U P Historical Soc. 15;i942; 
88-100. 
Describes the history and architecture of the buildings 
built by ^ b a r . The inscriptions on Lai Chowk, Din-panah 
are given with their englith translation. The tomb of 
Moh«nraad Ghaus at Qwalior i s described mentioning i t s 
main architectural defects . The other buildings described 
are: Arab Sarai, Adh«ii Kh«n*s tonb, the Fort at Agra and 
i t s buildings, the Akbari Masjid at Ajner, their ornamentation, 
Zi 
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4 6 . LALL(John} and DUBE (D N ) . Taj Mahal and the glory of 
ixiughaX Agra. X932, Lustre Prass, Varanasi; P 176, 
Glvas the detai led account of the Agra of mughal period 
basidas tha Taj Mahal and other monuments at Agra and 
Fatahpur S i k r i . The architectural d e t a i l s through 
coloured i l l u s t r a t i o n s are provided. Other bui ldings 
are Itimad-ud-Daula, Had Fort , Chini-ka-Hauza,Arara Bagh, 
Akbar*s tomb, Fatehpur S i k r i . Deta i l s of inlay work 
on Shah Aahan's cenotaph, marble s c r e e n , i n c i s e d s tucco 
work, painted walls in Akbar*s tomb. Carved brackets 
and cusped arches in B i r b a l ' s Mahal are a l so i l l u s t r a c e d . 
4 7 . LATIF (Syad MuhJBnmad). Agra, h i s t o r i c a l and d e s c r i p t i v e . 
1896. Calcutta; P 308. 
Detai led account of the history of Agra i s given. The 
Fort i t s Khas Mahal,Samman Burj, Pearl Mosque, Shish Mahal, 
and oxher b u i l d i h g s , t h e i r decorat ion ,pa in t ings , s t ruc ture . 
The Taj Mahal , i ts des ign , s tructure of the building,geometry, 
decorat ion, inlay work ,e tc . The Itimad-ud-Daulah, Akbar's 
tomb, Chini-ka-Rauza, Fatehpur S i k r i , i t s plan of the 
b u i l d i n g s , the ir arch i t ec ture , Mariam*3 tomb at Agra, 
Ram Bagh,Anguri Bagh are discussed in d e t a i l . 
- BUAPUH 
4 8 . ARCHBOLOUiCAL SURVEY OF IMDIA. Bijapur and i t s archi tectural 
rwnains, by Henry Cousens. V 37; 1916, Bombay; P 132 .p la te s 118, 
Gives the h i s t o r i c a l background of the architecture of 
Bijapur. 113 p la tes have been given for i l l u s t r a t i o n s . Each 
monument i s discussed separate ly . 
- DELHI 
4 9 . SHARMA ( Y D ) . Delhi and i t s nei9hbourhood.l974. Director 
General, Archeological Survey of Ind ia , New Delhi; P 161. 
Brief descr ipt ions of the history and architecture of Delhi 
has been g iven. I t a l s o provides a br i e f sketch of the 
Indo-Islamic arch i tec ture . 
The monuments of Mughal period are a l s o included with 
t h e i r architectural d e t a i l s . 
34 
50. SHARP <H). Dt lhi , i t s stoary and bu i ld ings , 1921. 
Humphrty Miiford. London; F 148, 
Describds the di t f«r«nt st«ps of a rch i tec ture ustd in 
th« monuBfents of Delhi which are divided in to pathen 
s t y l e a. Mughal s t y l e , Mughal s ty l e begins with the 
v i c t o r i e s of Akbar. In the time of Akbar there was 
at f i r s t a return t o t he islamic forms, combined with 
free use of colours, in stone as well as in eucaustic 
t i l e s . At Delhi the type remained conventionalised-
square so l id s t r u c t u r e s , the t ^ s adorned with cupolas 
and a high dome. Plans and i l l u s t r a t i o n s are also given 
t o present the colour decorat ion,engraving,f loral designs 
on the walls & p i l l a r s . 
- FATfcHPUH SlKRl 
5 1 . RIZVI (Saiyid Athar Abbas) and FLYiMN (V J A). Fatehpur-
S ikr i ,1975 , Taraporevala,Borabay; P 175, 
Describes the a rch i t ec tu ra l history of Fatehpur S i k r i . 
96 i l l u s t r a t i o n s of d i f fe ren t monuments,plans of Daulat-
Khana, Fatehpur S i k r i , a r e ^iven. The book is divided 
in nine chapters dealing with: ( i ) h i s t o r y ( i i ) t h e Agra 
Gate, the Bazars,the palaces of the noblemen and the 
Diwan Khana-i-aram ( i i i ) t h e Daulat Khana,the t r e a su r i e s 
and the offices ( iv ) the Imperial harem (v)the great mosque 
and the Chisht i monuments with in i t ( v i ) t he Environs of 
the Jami mosque,Chishti buildings and the Rang Mahal (vii)Waterworks,the Hiran mindr,the palaces of and the 
two hammams,(viii)Monument8 of the Southern environs 
and (ix)Tombs of Shaikh Musa and Shaikh Ibrahim, Figures 
carved panels ,Elevation of the pedestal of the p i l l a r 
supporting the stone s e a t , a r e also given to i l l u s t r a t e 
the engraved designs e t c . 
52 . TjBRRY (John) , Background of Indo-Islaraic a rch i t ec tu re . 
Mara. 9 , 3 ; 1958; 9-10. 
Qives an h i s to r i ca l account of Indo-Islamic a rch i tec tu re 
and discusses the bui ldings of Fatehpur S ikr i b u i l t by 
Akbar which shows e c l e c t i c genious s t r a i n s of Akbar. The 
element of f^ndu a rch i t ec tu re in the Mughal a rch i tec ture 
are descr ibed. 
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93 , BMlBi (Claudt). Dttign «nd d«v*lopni«nt of Indian 
archit«etur«, 1969, Taraporavala, Bombay; P 20,piat«i 52. 
Praitnta a collaction of measured drawings and deta i l s 
for standing tha alamenta of Indian architactura. These 
plates (52 in number)illustrate, for the most part,only 
tha more monumental and ornate examples in the d i s t r i c t 
with which they each deal* omitting a l l reference to i t s 
smaller domestic architecture. 
Besides other Indian monuments i t also i l lus trates the 
architecture of the mughal monuments such as Taj Mahal 
and i t s gardens layout, Shah Jahan's palace at Delhi, 
Akbar*s palace at Fatehpur Sikri . The drawings show the 
plan and ornamental decoration, 
54. BeQDE (Prabhakar V). Ancient and mediaeval town->planning 
in India. 1978. Sagar Publications, New Delhi; P 245. 
The 1st part deals with the origin and growth of Indian 
c i t i e s . In the part 2nd, i t discusses the Forts and 
their planning and in part 4 vt^ich deals with Mediaval 
Forts, c i t i e s and gardens, he discusses, Fatehpur S ikr i , 
Palaces complex of Fatehpur Sikri, the ir plans,Architectural 
plan of Diwan-i-khas, Plan <i Section of the Hathi Pol,Plan^ 
of Agra Fort i t s palaces, Delhi Gate, Amar Singh Gate, 
Jahangiri Mahal in Agra Fort, and the plans of Red Fort, 
Delhi,Kutub Miner. 
55. CRESWELL (K A C). Early Muslim architecture. 2V. 1932. 
Clarendon Press, Oxford. P 405, 415. 
Qlvet the i l lustrated history of muslim architecture with 
plans of tha world monuments i . e . palaces,Fortress, Mosques 
e tc . The decoration, engravings, inlay work, the design 
of the doao, p l l l e r t , e t c . are discussed. Indo-muslim 
arehitecturo i s included. The design and ornamentation 
work of Mughal period monuments are inspired by the early 
mutlin arohitacturo, i . e . double dome structure, vaulted 
chMibers, inlay work, pierced marble g r i l l s * 
56. EASTWICK (E • ) . Handbook for travel lers in India,Burma 
and Ctylon. i f07, John Murray;l.^don; P 524. 
Qlvoa the olm 9i Aora c i t y , Agra Port showing posit ion of 
difforont B«U4iiiit» sootion and plant of the Taj Mahal, 
layout of tho f«ri»n»do60r«tion in inlay,engravings, 
oviia»oR%a4i«iit l l t t i iMv^idfAnfinri tafhttogili of Akbar at $iliandr«|Pi«i itf m M p w r f i i i t i , Plm of the palaca of Dalh|.. 
And «roliit«9tiir^ iAWViptiwi of tho ••numonts. 
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57. FERGUSSON (James). History of Indian and eastern 
architecture, 1910. 2 V. John Murray, London. P 530. 
In the second volume of the book, a separate chapter 
has been devoted on Mughal architecture. Mughal architecture 
i s divided into two s t y l e . Early mughal style & Mysore 
and Oudh s t y l e . It i l lu s tra te s the plans of Akbar's tomb, 
Place at Delhi, Taj Mahal, Moti Masjid, tomb of Mohammad 
Ghaus, Gwalior,Mosque at Fatehpur S ikr i , Imambara, Lucknow 
and the detai ls of the engravings, layout, design, inlaid 
work, 
58. ELEiCHER (Banist ir) . Indian Saracenic. In History of 
architecture, by Banistir Fletcher, 1954, Batsford, 
London; P 950-60, 
Mughal architecture has been discussed in this chapter 
alongwith other muslim architecture. I l lustrations and 
plans of Fatehpur Sikri , Taj Mahal, J ami masjid, Delhi, 
tomb of Humayun are given with the marble screen in the 
Taj Mahal, 
The ornamentation. Bracket column of Diwan-i-Khas, 
Fatehpur Sikri i t s elevation plan and arch springing 
mihrab are also i l lus trated , 
59. GOSWAMI (A), M. Glimpses of Mughal architecture, 1953. 
Govt, of West Bengal, Calcutta. P 56 , - Plates 45, 
I l lus trates with drawings & plans, the Mughal architecture 
splendours. The purposeful buildings of Fatehpur Sikri 
in their red sandstone lineaments, the grand mausoleum 
buildings: the tomb of Humayun at Delhi, the tomb of Akbar 
at Sikandra, Itimad-ud-daulah and the Taj Mahal at Agra 
have each i t s own characteristic features of elegant design 
and luxurious emblishments• The houses of worship» l i k e 
the spacious Jami masjids at Fatehpur Sikri,Agra and Delhi 
and the exquisite private chapels as two Moti masjids in 
the l a t t e r two c i t i e s are aach distinguished by a sense of 
ef fect ive design and proper accent and modulation in 
conformity with i t s purpose. The palaces of the Agra and 
Delhi Forts with the tomb of Humayun, the Persian s ty l e 
established i t s e l f . In Akbar's tomb i t again makes way 
for the Indian- the old Vihara type- to reappear in 
Jahangir*s tomb in Lahore, 
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60. HAVffitL (E B ) . Indian arehi t«e tur«: i t s psychology, 
St ruetur« and his tory from tha f i r s t muhaiiBfiadan invasion 
t o the prasant day, 1913, John Murray, London; P 260. 
Tiraatad tha Mughal a rch i tae tura in the chapters I I ,V,VI1I , 
IX, X, XIII & XIV. I t describes the rocnumants of t h a t 
period by i l l u s t r a t i n g plans of Taj mausoleun, Taj Garden, 
Jam! Masjids. Arch at Fatehpur S i k r i , Diagrams of b e l l -
shaped dome e t c . 
The Diwan-i-Khas i s a square bu i ld ing , containing a 
s ingle vaulted chamber, in the centre of which is Vishnu's 
symbolic p i l l e r or t r e e of the universe , on the top of 
which Akbar sa t enthroned. Surrounding t h i s chamber are 
corr idors containing the s ta i rcases which lead t o the 
g a l l e r i e s above; the l a t t e r run round the building at the 
height of the top of the p i l l e r s . The vaulted roof 
contructed with stone r i b s . The ground plan of Rajah 
B i rba l ' s house was i l l u s t r a t e d . 
6 1 . KEENE (H Q). Handbook for vis i tors ,Agra,Delhi ,Al lahabao, 
Lucknow.Benaras. 1896. Thacker,Spinck, Calcut ta . 
Describes the h i s t o r i c a l monuments of these places including 
Fort and i t s palaces , mosques, Taj Mahal , i t s garden, Jami 
Masjid, Fatehpur S i k r i , i t s monuments, Panch Mahal, B i rba l ' s 
House, Jodh Bai pa lace , Diwan-i-Khas, Turkish Sula tana ' s 
house and bath, Bui and Darwaza, Tomb of Sheikh Salim Chish t i , 
Jami Masjid, the Fort of Delhi, Himayun's tomb e t c . I t 
f ives the sketch p l ans , a rch i t ec tu ra l de t a i l s , deco ra t i on , nlay pa t t e rn ,mot i f s , descript ion of the domes, arches , 
p i l l a r s e t c , marble screen, t r i l l i s in Taj Mahar are a l so 
discussed. 
62 . NATH ( a ) . History of Mughal a r ch i t e c tu r e . V 1,1982. 
Abhinar, P 301. 
F i r s t volume of the 4 v o l s , s e r i e s . I t espires t o make 
a s t y l i s h study of the monuments(niosque,tombs,gardens, 
palaces and other bui ldings) of Babur and Humayun. I t 
also include those which were bu i l t at Delhi during 
the f i r s t two decades of Akbar's r e i g n . A l i s t of p r inc ipa l 
buildings included in the study i s given. I t i l l u s t r a t e 
the bui ldings t h e i r plans & design,decoration e t c . 
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63 , NATH (H). Some aspects of Mughal a r ch i t ec tu re . 1976 
Abhinar, New Delhi. P 168. 
Contains the s t ruc tu ra l analysis of the Bagh-i-gulafshan 
of Babur at Agra, Diwan-1-Kh«s at Fatehpur Sikr i .gajavyala 
of the Delhi gate and the mayura roandapa of the Agra Fort . 
I t a lso discusses with profuse i l l u s t r a t i o n s and concerete 
examples the canonic injunction against the depiction of 
l iv ing being in the a r t of islam, and the presence of t h i s 
taboo in the Mughal Architecture with reference t o the 
tomb of Itimad-ud-daulah at Agra where la rge-sca le animates 
motifs have been used in the i n t e r i o r decoration. The 
author a lso studied glass-mosaic and incisedpavat ing. 
The Moti Masjid of the Red fo r t , Delhi , has been s tudied 
in an a l l together new perspect ive . 
64, SMITH ( Edward F), Architectural master pieces of the 
Mughal emperors. Muslim World. 39.2:1949; 102-12. 
Discusses the s ty les of archi tec ture of the Mughal emperors 
from Babur to Shahjahan. The monuments bu i l t by them t h e i r 
ornamentatioh, coloured decorat ions. Plans and dimensions 
are also given, 
65 , SOUNDAHA RAJAN ( K V ) . Mughal phase, i n Islam bui lds in 
Ind ia (cu l tu ra l study of Islamic a r c h i t e c t u r e ) , by K V 
Soundara Raj an. 1983. Agam Kala Prakashan,Delhi; P 145-54. 
In chapter 7, the author t r i e s to examine the formal 
s t ruc tu ra l motivations in the Mughal phase and sub t l e 
d i s t i n c t i o n between the pre Mughal & Mughal s tages . I t 
also reviews cer ta in open and knotty aspects of the 
s t r uc tu r a l beginning of t h i s a rch i tec tu re and mater ial 
evidence on hand. I t i s a sympathetic study and Mn 
archeo log i s t ' s jipproach t o the h i s t o r i c a l developments 
re la ted t o the s t ruc tu ra l modes and layout pat terns 
of tomb of Itimad-ud-daula, Agra, Palaces and r e s i d e n t i a l 
complex at Fatehpur S i k r i , Taj Mahal mausoleum, Agra, 
Mosque of Wazlr Khan, Laho re , i l l u s t r a t i ons of the bui ldings 
are a lso given. 
66, STI&aLIN (Henri) . Moslem India. In Encyclopaedia of World 
a r c h i t e c t u r e , V 2 . 19 77, Macmillan, London; P389-408. 
Gives the illustrated account of the architecture of the 
Moghul nonuiaents i . e . Taj Mahal •Manseletin ol i^ mayun. 
City of Fitthpur Sikri« Jani Matjii* Rajah Biflial*t houte, 
F«iih Mahal» Oiwaii^ i-iChat, Itla«d-iii«d«iil«, Jihangiri Mahal 
4 Rti Fart, Pelhi. The taetional ^t&minq* and plans» the 
at:n^tttfa of tha piilara»axa alao fivM. 
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67. CARLLfiyLE ( A C L ) , Rtport on Agra, ^n Archeological Surve/ 
of India,Raport for tht yaar 1871-72. 1966. Indological 
Book HOusa. Varanaai; P 93-247. 
Describes the brief history of Agra, and discusses the 
architactura of the monuments and the description of 
inscription with their translation in english. 
The plans of M.sjid of Humayun, Akbar, Palace of 
Jehangir in the fort , Masjid of Motamid Khan, Idgah in 
the c i t y , Moti Masjid in the fort , Chini-ka-Rauza, Kalan 
Masjid are given. 
68. FODOR (Eugene), Trip to Agra: Moghul architecture at i t s 
best. In Fodor's guide to India, by Eugene Fodor and 
William Curtis. Fodor's Modern Guides, Inc; New York. 
P 264-91. 
Besides other information on Agra, i t also gives the 
architectural plans of different monuments of Fatehpur 
Sikri , Akbar's Mausoleum which l i e s inside a huge garden, 
i t s corners tipped by four slim minarets sprouting from 
a wealth of inlay work in stone. A powerful four storey 
structure,each floor-a series of arcades and tapering to 
a marble c lo i s ter which almost seems to be floating on the 
top of the c lo is ter below. Fort and i t s palaces, the Taj 
Mahal are al l described in deta i l . 
- BANGLADESH 
69. ANAND (Mulk Raj). Islamic architecture: Mughal s t y l e . 
M^rq,27.2il974! 25-30. 
Discusses the architecture of the mughal period monuments 
in Bangla Desh. Statts with the h is tor ica l back ground and 
i t s origin in Bengal. Gives the plan and sectional drawings 
of the Barakatra,Lalbagh Fort i t s sect ion elevation of the 
south gate in Dacca. It also dicusses the Qutab Shahi Masjid, 
Kherna mosque,Altakuri laosqua i t s section elevation and 
plan of Bibi Marian's mosque. 
The Lalbagh mosque i s a three-domed type of the Mughal 
mosque within the fort . The front i s an open terrace, 
i t i s on a raised platform behind an oblong building, with 
octagonal corner miners,rising above the parapet wall with 
their plastered kiosks. Eastern facade i s decorated with 
rectangular panels containing multi-cusped arches, the roof 
i s ccHnposed of three domes, the central are being bigger 
than those the s ides . The domes are f luted and have leaf 
ornamentation and are crowned with f i n i a l s . 
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70, ANAND (Mulk Raj). F«t«hpur Slkri. Mara. 20,411967139-51. 
Architactura of Fatahpur Sikrl and i t s monumants i s 
discussad. Block plan of Fatahpur Sikri ,saction of tha 
toisb, mural carvings on tha walls ,madallion undar the 
dome of Jodhbai*s palace, j a l i of marble,and ornamental 
bracket i s i l lustrated. Other buildings discussed are 
Raja Birbal's House, Hiran Minar & Diwan-i-Khas. 
71 , BANEHJI (S K). Adninistration buildings of Akbar's 
Fatehpur Sikri . J Indian Hist. 23,1;1944; 1-18. 
Discusses the history and architecture of the buildings 
in Fatehpur Sikri. The buildings are- Diwan-i-am, Diwan-i-
Khas, Daftar-Khana.the mint, the treasuries , the Shifa-Khana 
and water works. It describes the layout plan of the 
buildings and their u t i l i t y . 
72, TErtRY (John). Mughal architecture: Synthesis of Hindu 
and Islamic forms, Fatehpur Sikri, Marq. 9,3; 1958; 12-20. 
Fatehpur Sikri , i t s layout plan, plans of Raja Birbal's 
Palace, Jodhbai's palace and plan 6, sect ion of Sheikh 
Salita Chishti tomb, the drawing of mihrab showing Persian 
inscription and floral pattern are given. 
The Salim Chishti*s tomb, i t s d^^coration and the synthesis 
of Hindu and Muslim decoration in i t , and other buildings a»e 
briefly described, 
73 , SMITH (idmund W). Moghul architecture of Fatehpur-Sikri. 
1973, Indological Book House, Delhi; P 38,120 (p la tes ) . 
Describes with i l lus trat ions the architecture of the 
aenunents at Fatehpur Sikri i . e . Mahal-i-Khas, Panch 
Mahal, Dlwan-i-Khas• Ankh michauli, the hospital , Mirian's 
garden, Nagina masjld, Miriam's kothi or Sonahra makan. 
plant, coloured decorations, inscriptions and paintings on 
the walls are i l lus tra ted . 
The buildings consist of two c la s se s , religious and 
doaestict i>nd for beauty and richness of design rank 
anongit tha f inest in India* The Soti|ue, a cc^y of one 
at Makka and oxtansivoly inlaid with marble and enamel 
and whito narblo ihrino eovoring the remains of Salim 
Chi t t i , i s on* of the most baautifml spaciment of Moghul 
architaeturo axtant. Of tha domastio buildings'* Jodh Bai's" 
palaoe i s tha largost . 
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74. QQETZ (Hermann), Kashmir art. In Encyclopedia of world 
art. V 8; 1963. MC Graw-Hill, Naw York. P 971-2. 
Discussas tha architectura of Kashmir with the plans 
of buildings* and dascribes tha buildings constructed 
by Moghul amparor Akbar i . a . Fortrass at Hariparbat* 
patthar Masjid in Srinagar with a front arches and 27 
domes and mosque of Mull a Akhun Shah» built of a f ine 
grey lime stone, which are in pure Persian sty le 
characteristic of the transitional phase between the 
early Mughal style and the calss ical s ty l e of Shah Jahan* 
It also decrribes the hiitory of Mughal gardens in 
Kashmir i . e . gardens at Achabal, Nishat Bagh* Chashma-i-
Shahi. 
75. SAND£RSON( Gordon). Nadan Mahal, Sol ah Khamba and the 
tomb of Ibrahim Chishti, Lucknow, Archaeological Survey 
of India. Annual fleo. 1912-3. P. 132-5. 
Discusses the architecture of the above monuments with 
the plans of Nadan Mahal, Section and detail of brackets, 
Chagga and base are shown. South elevation and detail 
of window and corner brackets are shown, ground plant 
of Solah Khamba, siae elevation, detai l of ce i l ing . 
Plan elevation and deta i l s of the tomb of Ibrahim Chishti 
i s given. The decoration work detail of the j a l i screens 
are also described. 
DESIGNS and PLAi>lS- BATHS 
76. NATH(R)« Mughal hammam and the ins t i tut ion of ghusal-
Khana. Islamic Cult. 44 . 2; 1970; 101-10. 
Traced out tha history of hamm«s and how these have 
been introduced to Mughal architecture. The set of 
hammams with furnaces, tanks, water channals, earthen 
pipes found in tha walls at the Ranbagh, which has been 
identif ied as tha terraced garden of Babur. I t ' s s i z e 
structure, their water supply arrangement have been 
given. 
It also describes the Turkish Sultana's Hammam at 
Fatehpur Sikri , which i s the most developed and perfect . 
Every palaces had i t s own hamnam. These hanimams have been 
put into three c lasses: Hakim*s bath, Turkish Sultana's, 
King's bath near Suland Darwaza; and Baths in the Jodha 
Bai's palace, in Abul Fazl's house* 
i'»lii'i!i!i iltimm3. 
\m \ 
i! 
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77 , SRIVASTAVA ( A L ) . Agra and Fatshour S i k r i in t h e 16th 
c e n t u r y . J Indian H i s t , 48 ,1 ;1970; 4 3 - 9 . 
Descr ibes the plan of Agra and Fatehpur S i k r i , I t a l s o 
g ives t h e d e t a i l of s i x gateways e r e c t e d by Akbar f o r 
defence and adornment. These were: Madar, Ghahassu, 
Nirn, N u r i , Bans, and p u t t u . The imposing Delhi gateway 
seems t o have been b u i l t l a t e r . 
At Fatehpur S i k r i , a l a r g e i r r e g u l a r r e c t angu l a r 
space two rni le3(north t o south) long by one m i l e ( e a s t 
t o west) broad and seven miles in c i r c u i t was enclosed 
on t h r e e s i d e s by a s t r o n g b a s t i o n e d - s t o n e wall wi th n ine 
ga tes four of which namely, the Agra g a t e in the e a s t , 
Ajmer Gate t o the wes t , Dholpur ga t e and t h e Elephant 
ga te a l s o ca l l ed Delhi gace t o t h e n o r t n were impor t an t . 
The f o u r t h s ide (Sou th-wes t ) of t h e r e c t a n g u l a r was 
p r o t e c t e d by a l a r g e a r t i f i c i a l l a k e . Within t h i s v a s t 
enc losu re s nob les , o f i i c i a i and o the r were i n v i t e d t o 
bu i ld houses for t h e m s e l v e s , 
- BULAiMD DAi^ WAZA-FATEHPUH SilCHI 
7 8 , BAi>JHHJl (S K) . Buland darwaza of F a t e h p u r - S i k r i , 
Indian H i s t o r i c a l Quar t . 13; 1937; 7 0 5 - 1 3 . 
Descr ibes t h e design and ornamentat ion of Buland darwaza. 
I t ' s geometry, purpose , and plan a re d i scussed bes ides 
the P e r s i a n I n s c r i p t i o n s on the pane l s of a r c h e s . 
7 9 , JMES (Dav id ) . A r c h i t e c t u r e . jD[i I s l amic a r t : an i n t r o d u c t i o n , 
by David James. 1974. Hamlyn, London; P 76-93, 
Descr ibes t h e a r c h i t e c t u r e of Mughal p e r i o d with i l l u s t r a t i o n s . 
The Buland Darwaza, Jama masj id, Fatehpur S i k r i , t h e l a t e r 
i s t h e l a r g e s t bu i l d ing of the Mughal emperor M b a r . 
Begun in 1571, t he mosque i s a v a r i a t i o n of the open p l an 
Arab t y p e , and i s supposed t o be based on t h e mosque of 
Mecca. The o r i g i n a l sou the rn gatw was rep laced by t h e 
Buland Darwaza. The gaxe which i s p r a c t i c a l l y a b u i l d i n g 
in i t s e l f , i s given an even g r ea t e r appearance of monumen-
t a l i t y by being se t a t t h e top of a s t e e p f l i g h t of s t a i r s 
and having i t s s i de s recede at an a n g l e . 
8 0 , MOHAMfAAD YASiiM. Buland Darwaza- when b u i l t ? Proc Ind ian 
H i s t . Congress . 27; 1965; 269. 
The Buland Darwaza i s gene ra l l y b e l i e v e d t o have been 
b u i l t in t h e year 1601-2 A.D. in commemoration of Akbar ' s 
Deccan conques t s . The author has ques t ioned t h i s popu la r 
b e l i e f and cons iders i t e n t i r e l y unfounded. 
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8 1 , ANAND (Mulk Raj). Akbar»» Agra, Marq.2Q. 4; 1967; 35-3 . 
Diseussas tha erchitactura of tha taonumants built by 
Akbar, Ha dalibarataly fusad Islamic gaomatry and 
calllgxaphy with tha Hindu lova for birds* baasts and 
flowers in the decoration, Tha complex motifs amployad 
by Akbar in Jahangiri Mahal, i t s origin frum Raja BLan 
Singh Tomar palace. Brackets >i> p i l l ars and walls and 
their motivation in the s ty le of Rajasthan & Gujrat. 
I l lustrat ion of plan of Agra Fort and I ts buildings 
are given, 
82 , HAVELL(E B). Handbook to Agra and the Taj: Sikandra, 
Fstehpur-Sikri and the neighbourhood, 1924, Calcutta; 
P 143. 
Gives the detailed account of historical background of 
Mughal period monuments with plans of Agra Fort, showing 
the plan of the palaces; Fatehpur S ikr i , showing the 
position of xhe buildings, the walls and gates; plan of 
Jodh Bai's palace. It discusses the architecture of the 
monuments in Agra Fort, J ami mas j id , Taj Mahal, Itimad-ud-
Daulah*s tomb, Chni-ka-Rauza, Rainbagh, Sikandra: Akbar*s 
tomb, Kanch Mahal,Mariam Zwaani's tomb, and the buildings 
at Fatehpur Sikri with many i l lus tra t ion . 
83 , NATH (R). Curved-roof and bent-cornice s ty le of the Mughals. 
Mf<il4gYa4 Iniiii AM4fgyi4iPY V 3; 1974; 198-208. 
First observed In the side pavilions of the Khas-Mahal 
in Agra Fort, These side pavilions have a curved chajja 
and curved roof each, l i k e the thatched bamboo roof of 
iengal , t h i s curve i s presented in the central part of 
the NtQlna Mat j id which was built by Shah Jehan, The 
curved feature next iyptpeart in the orie l window on the 
backside of the main gateway of the J ami M^sjid of Delhi, 
The Moti-Masjld of Red Fort, Delhi has an extremely 
impressive curve in i t s central part and i t i s here that 
th i s feature has been employed by the Shahjahanian architect . 
84, NATH (R), Mysteries of phansighar at Agra Fort, 
J. Indian Hist. 48, 3; 1970; 673-90. 
Traced out the history of the Fort at Agra, The plan 
of Phantighar in the J«h«ngiri Mahal at AQra fort was 
given* I t i s situated j u t t beDtf«th the Shahjehani Mahal, 
the ent ire notwerk vi unioxfround ehatebers and corridors 
hivo 60v«r«d tho whole oouthMOMtem t ide of the fort 
from tli«9tfi|aii lurj, Thit i t tecotsibXe orlfinally )»y 
tovota mm^mw frMi B«ii9«il Muxipikhuti MafealaJoliofi^ iri 
M#»«I tAnfHri-'iaQh UR4 MMli«hi-ih««aB» whieh «r# nom boon 
999999'* 
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8 5 . HATH IR) . Monuai«nts of Delhi: h i s t o r i c a l study. 1979. 
Anbika Publ i ca t ions , Mtw Dalhl . P 1 0 7 , I l l u s t r a t i o n 5 8 . 
Part I d f a l s with descr ip t ion of fortr«S5es and c i t i a s of 
Ovihi and Part I I with tha descr ipt ion of tha laonunents of 
Dalhi i . a . tombs, mosquas and p a l a c e s . I l l u s t r a t i o n of 
b u i l d i n g s , inscr ipt ion on the arches panels are a l s o 
g iven. 
Had Fort of L«lhi was discussed in the Chap.II of 
part I : i t describes the material used, the plan, 
archi tec tura l de ta i l of Delhi Darwaza,Diwan-i-Ara, Khas-
Mahal, i^am Hang Mahal,Khwab9ah, Burj T i l a , Diwan-l-iO'ias 
and other buildings with the design of d i f fevent garoens 
and water supply system. The other monumencs of Mughal 
period are discussed in Chapter Vl i of P t . I l under 
raonurnonts of the Mughal period, 
8 6 . SANDcIiSUi-J tOordon). Shahja*ian*s Fort at Delhi . 
/yrcheoloqleal Survey of India. Ainnual rteport^i 19x1-12; 
1-29. 
Discusses the architecture of Delhi Fort and i t s bui ld ings 
with plan of the f o r t showing the port ion of d i f ferent 
palaces d bui ld ings . Detai led of the bui ldings with the 
design end decoration work,painting on the wai ls are a l s o 
described. The i n s c r i p t i o n and t h e i r t rans la t ions are 
a lso g i v e n . 
-FURT1FICAT IQaN-DIIKAN- i-.4k4M-aBMERAL-L AHUHE 
8 7 . SAi^ DEriSOM (Gordon). Diwan-i-Anui, Lahore Fort . Archaeological 
^^rSfY o^ ^"e<ia> Annual Report. 1909-10. P 33-9 . 
C r i t i c a l study of the architecture of Diwan-i-Aam of 
Lahore Fort i s made. I t ' s plan with I l l u s t r a t i o n s ere 
g iven . The building i s ccmiparidd with the Diwan-i-are in 
Agra Fort 4 Delhi Fort . 
- MINARETS 
8 8 . MATH (R) . Minaret v s . the dhvejastambha. Indie a. 7 , l ; 1 9 7 0 j 
19-32. 
Describes the or ig in of minaret and dhvaj astamW^a and g ive 
t h e i r h i s t o r i c a l back ground and con)|>arision plans of 
Mosque, Buddhist Vlhar, P iroz ' s Jam! Masjid with Asokan 
p i l l a r were given. Purpose of construct ing a inares , was 
a lso [Qentioned. 
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BRIGGS (Martin S ) . £v«ry(Ban*s concise •ncydopaedia of 
a r c h i t e c t u r e . 1959, Dent, London; P 222: Piate 14, 
I l l u s t r a t e s the Buiand Darwaza in t he great mosque at 
Fatehpur S ik r i and describes Mughal a rch i tec ture of mosque 
under Muslim a rch i t ec tu re , and gives the general plan 
of i t , 
DESAI (Ziyaud- Din A). Mosque of Ind ia , 1979. Publ icat ions 
Division, Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Delhi; 
P 36. 
Gives t he h i s to r i ca l background of mosque with a plan 
showing the essent ia l p a r t s of a typ ica l congregational 
mosque than i t discusses the a rch i tec ture of mosques in 
India with i l l u s t r a t i o n s of carved stone screens of S id i 
Said mosque at Ahmedabad, The book i s divided in to four 
p a r t s : 1, Mosque in Islamic society 2 . Origin and develop-
ment 3 , Architecture of mosques in India 4 . Outstanding 
mosques of India, 
The mosques a rch i tec ture under the Delhi Sultan and 
Mughals are described separately in the chapter 3rd & 
4 th , 
- DELHI 
BifLAR (J D). Report on Delhi, In Archeological Survey 
of Ind ia , Report for the year 1871-72, 1966, Indological 
Book House, Varanasi; P 1-91. 
Gives a detai led report on the buildings of the Muslim 
period including Mughal per iod. F i r s t i t describes the 
a rch i t ec tu ra l de ta i l s of the monuments,than the i n s c r i p t i o n s , 
i t s language* Plans of Moti Masjid, Delhi , Masjid, 
Begampur are given, 
- MAHABATKHAN- PESHAWAR 
JAFFAR (S M), Monuanent of the Mughal period mosque of 
Mahabat Khan in Peshawar, Islamic Cul t . 14,1;1940;30-2. 
Built in the reign of Shah Jahan, i t s tands on the northern 
ou t sk i r t s of the c i ty proper , cal led Andar Shehr. In design 
and d e t a i l t h i s sacred s t ruc tu re follows the usual form of 
a Muslim place of prayer and closely resembles the Badshahi 
Masild of Lahore and Jam! Masjid of Lucknow. 
The a r t i c l e discusses the a rch i tec ture and plan of the mosque 
with i l l u s t r a t i o n s of t he buildings and ornamental work. 
PAfiCH MAHAL 
FATEHPUR SIKHI 
(AD 1571-85) 
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AHCHxIECTuHE, MUGHAL-DhSiGNS and PLAi^S-PALACHS-FAiaiPUn SiKrti 
9 3 . AliCHEOLOGiC/VL SUaVfcY OF l^UlA, Moghul archi tec ture of 
Fatehpur S i k r i , by ii.W. Smith. V 18, Pt 1; 1895. Supdt . , 
Govt. P ress , Allahabad; P 4 1 . Plates 125. 
Deals with Mahal-i-Khas,including Akoar's bea room, the 
Panch Mahal, the Diwan-i-Khas and few other bu i ld ings . 
I t contains ten coloured p l a t e s , reproducing fresco 
paint ings ana ornaments. One of the best i s that on 
the north wall of Akbar's bed room which represents some 
pessengers of d i s t i nc t ion taking t h e i r pleasure in a 
sa i l ing boat . 
The th rone -p i l l a r in the Diwan-i-Khas is the most 
curious of the many marvels at Fatehpur. I t deals in 
ae t a i l with plans of the aoove monuments. 
94 . -JODH BAI 
AKCHaOLOGIGAL SUfiVEV OF INDIA. Moghul archi tec ture of 
Fatehpur-Sikr i . by £ W Smith. V 18, Pt 2; 1896. Supdt . , 
Govt. P r e s s , Allahabad; P 34, p la tes 103. 
Describes in deta i l the archi tecture of the Hajah Bir 
Bal 's house and Jodh Bai ' s Mahal at Fatehpur S i k r i . 
I t contain 103 p la tes which i l l u s t r a t e the general 
i spec i f ic plans, of the above monuments, design, 
decoration de ta i l s of carved wall pene l s , geometrical 
pa t te rns carved upon the p i l a s t e r s , s t r i n g moulding 
around aomes, coloured ornamentation, d e t a i l s of j a l i 
sc reens . 
- AKBAHi-MAHAL- AGflA 
9 5 . TUCKEH ( R FROUDE). Akbari-Mahal in Agra Fort , ^ cheo loq i ca l 
Survey of India Annual Heo. 1907-8. P 8-22. 
Describes the a rch i tec ture of Akbari-Mahal, i t s plan, 
the plan of the Fort showing Akbari Mahal,ana the plans 
of the baoi i and i t s pos i t ion to the walls of the For t . 
A Iso i l l u s t r a t e s the baol i sec t ion. The oaoli was 
designed t o offer a cool r e t r ea t in the heat of the day. 
- JEHAi^lGlHl MAHAL 
96. ivlATH(H). Mayura- Mandapa of Akbar in the Agra For t . 
Vishveshvaranand Indological J . 11; 1973; lu2-06. 
So-called Jehangiri-Mahal in the Agra Fort i s a complex 
of rooms, hal ls ,annexes , g a l l e r i e s , and corridors disposed 
in a double-storeyed arrangement around a central cour t , 
with an open are on the r ive r s ide , Mayura-Mandapa,as i t 
can appropriately be ca l l ed , s i tua t ed in i t s upper most 
storey to thewest of the central uuaorupe. The plan diagram 
of the Mayura Mandapa i s given. The construction i s en t i re ly 
t rabeated with e s sen t i a l ly Hindu designs and motifs , l i k e 
chakra,sva3tika,seivath, totus,hame8a anu par ro t . This i s unique 
building in the whole range of Mughal archi tecture from the 
point of view of i t s s t ruc tu re and meaning. 
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9 7 . i\}fcVIl.i-(H H) . Agra G a z e t t e e r . V B; 1905. Aliahabaa; 209-10 . 
Descr ibes the low doors unoerneath the pla t form of t h e 
Kli&s i^/iahai v;hich l eads t o s t a i r c a s e s cousmunicating wi th 
a s e r i e s of unaergrouid chambers and p a s s a g e s , t h e i r 
l i g h t i n g arrangement through s l i t s in t h e w a l l , 
- THH0i4Ei>- TAKHi-i-AKBAirll- K/4.AiNlUR 
9 8 . rua<.HH (R Froude) . Takht - i -Akbar i a t Kalanur . Archaeological 
purvey of I n d i a . Annual Heo* 1907-B; P 3 1 - 2 . 
Lies about a mile t o t h e ea s t of t h e town of Kalanur . 
I t s s t r u c t u r e and h i s t o r y i s d e s c r i b e s , 
- T0f4BS 
9 9 . BURGESS (James) . Mughal a r c h i t e c t u r e . JsTj History of Indian 
ana e a s t e r n a r c h i t e c t u r e , by James Fergus son. V 2 .1967 . 
Munshiram Manohar Lai O r i e n t a l P u b l i s h e r s , Delhi ; P 283-332. 
Uescr ibes in d e t a i l wi th i l l u s t r a t i o n , 6. p lans of a r c h i t e -
c t u r e of tomb of Muhammad t ^ a u s , Gwal ior , Mosque a t 
Fatehpur S i k r i , ^Mtbar's tomb, S ikandra , Palace at D e l h i , 
Taj Mahal , Moti Mas j id , t h e M a r t i n i e r a , Begum Kothi and 
Imambara a t Lucknow. I t a l s o give t h e h i s t o r i c a l back 
ground of t h e monuments. 
100. LUi^ IYA (B N). Indian c u l t u r e and t h e Mujhals. I n Evolut ion 
of Ind ian c u l t u r e , by B 4^ Luniya. i960,Lakshmi Nerain 
Agarwal, Agra; P 376-423 . 
Discusses the a r c h i t e c t u r e of Mughal pe r i od bes ides o t h e r 
a c t i v i t i e s . 
Mughals inteoouced t h e s t y l e of c o n s t r u c t i n g mausoleums 
in t h e c e n t r e of a l a r g e p a r k - l i k e e n c l o s u r e , and t h e 
innova t ion of c o n s t r u c t i n g a double dome, the ou te r and 
inner one , t h e l a t t e r fonnea the v a u l t e d c e i l i n g of t h e 
raortiary chamber unde rnea th . He divi.dea t h e s t y l e accora ing 
t o t h e emperor, i . e . A r c h i t e c t u r e be fo re ano under Akbar, 
unoer J a h a n g l r , Shahjahan, and Aurangzeb. Then he d i s c u s s e s 
the l and scape a r c h i t e c t u r e of t h e Mughal ga rdens . 
-FAiEHPUH SiKril 
1 0 1 . ARCHeOLUGxCAL SUiWEY OF lAuiA. Moghui a r c h i t e c t u r e of Fatehpur 
S i k r i , by H w Smith. V I d , Pt 3;1«^97, S u p d t . , Govt. P r e s s , 
AlJa habad, P 6 1 , P l a t e s 9 3 . 
P a r t t h r e e of t h i s volume desc r ibes in d e t a i l t he a r c h i t e c t u r e 
of Salim C h i s h t i ' s tomb.l^iawab Khan's tomb,Shaikh Abul F a z i ' s 
house . Shaikh F a i z i ' s house , the Hathi p o i , Sangin b u r j , Hlran 
Minar, t h e l a k e . Record chamber of Daf ta r -khana , t h e Diwan-i-
Am, Turk i sh fcjath, and Baol ies e t c . Coloured oecora t ion on s o f f i t 
of Arched window opening,upon i n t e r i o r wa l l s are a l s o i l l u s t r a t e d , 
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102, j^iCh«JLLS (W H). J a h a n g i r ' s tomb at Shahdara . Archeoioa ica l 
.purvey Q^  I n a i a . Annual Hep . . 1906--7; P 12-4 . 
Descr ibes the a r c h i t e c t u r e ana g ives t h e p lan of t h e tomb 
of J a h a n g i r an6 t he r e s t o r a t i o n work done on t h i s . 
103 , ThUIWPSUN (J P ) . Tomb of t h e emperor J a h a n g i r . Memoirs A s i a t i c 
••^ oc Bengal . 5 ,4 ; 1916; 12-3U. 
Bui ld ings were in f a c t , a garcien p a l a c e ot the dead, s epa ra l ea 
by t h e wate rs of t h e Ravi from the p a l a c e of the l i v i n g . 
Mausoleum s tands on a p l i n t h . Round i t runs an arcaoed 
Verandah, on to which open a aumoer of c e l l s for r e a a e r s 
of t h e Quran ano o the r a t t e n d a n t s . Behind the e e l I s , e v e r y 
th ing i s s o l i d except tiie domed tomb chamber ana pa s sages 
which form i t s approaches . There a re minare t s a t t h e £our 
c o r n e r s , and in the middle of the roof i s a small chabu t ra 
or p l a t f o r m . 
This a r t i c l e d i s c u s s e s the plan of t h e mausoleum and 
the gemometry used wi th t h e s t y l e of t h e Mughal a r c h i t e c t u r e 
"®®^* - MAiiBLE 
104, CX)Dai.4GrON (K de B) . Akbar,roaster b u i l d e r . Indian Art 
and L e t t e r s . 17; 1943; P 38-43 , 
Discusses t h e tombs and t h e i r p l a n s , t h e s e are .nade 
of whi te marole . The tombs d iscussed a re Humayun's 
tomb, Aicbar's tomb at S ikandara (1612) , i t imad-ud-daulah 
(i6;>,B), end the Taj Mahal , Sheikh Salim C h l s h t i ' s toir>b, 
the Bui and Dar'Aazs and t h e g rea t mosque. 
, 3 « ml MMifem'H^ 
. H A I N EiMTHA.NiC£- AKBAl-i'S TUVlri 
SlKAiMDHA 
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AOIUW SIKANDRA 
10&. AHCHBOl^ iilCAL. SURVEV OF INDIA. Akbar*s tomb, Sikandrah. 
n«ar Agra, by E W Smith. V 35. 1909. Supdt. , Govt. Pr«$3» 
Allahabad; P 35» P la tes 64. 
Describes the plans of Akbar's tomb with 64 i l l u s t r a t i o n s , 
d e t a i l s of panels on tha great central arch, west facade 
of the mausoleum, the coloured decorat ion, engravings 
e t c . , ornaroentation on the dados and the s i ce of the 
archways, in la id panels . 
The mausoleum proper stands in the middle of a park 
l i k e p lantat ion measuring 3t furlongs on each s i d e . The 
c<Mapound i s enclosed by a high battletnented subble masonry 
wal l . The tomb i s of a pyramidal form and i s f i v e s t o r e y s 
high, each storey being smaller than that oelow i x . I t 
describes in de ta i l the plan and strucxure of each f l o o r ; 
the dome above i t and t h e i r decoration and engravings e t c . 
106. BLOCHKIANN (Hj , AKbar's tomb at Sikandra. Proc A s i a t i c Soc 
Bengal. IB74; 213. 
Discusses the Mausleum of emperor Akbar at Sikandra. I t ' s 
s tructure and plan are described in d e t a i l . The tomb i s 
of a pyramidal form and i s f i v e s toreys high. The plan 
of each f l o o r , the dome above i t , o e t a i l s of panels on 
the great central arch, west facade of the mausoleum, 
coioured decorat ions , engravings are g i v e n , 
107. CHATTEHJI (Nandlal) . When was Akbar*s tomb begun? 
?^9^, m4\^^ Mk,^ ,t ?o«)qrf$rt> 5 ; i 9 4 i ; 3 5 3 - 4 . 
Discusses the date of construction of Akbar*s tomb at 
Sikandra and a l so descrxbes the design of the mausoleum. 
108. OOSrz (Ham«nn}. Trans i t ion from s tone t o marble. 
y^T^. 9 , 4 ; 1958; 4 - 1 0 . 
Tomb of Akbar at Sikandra i t s d e t a i l s of various c l o i s t e r s 
of the top most s t o r e y , plan of a l l the four f l o o r s , 
J«han9ir*s Xmab, S h ^ d a r a , i t s drawings, interview showing 
prescoes on walls are i l l u s t r a t e d , with the photographs 
of It i»ad-ud-OMlah. 
L)escrib«s tha t r a n s i t i o n from stone €o marble in the 
construct ion of Mughal monuaents* 
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109. NATH (R). Pi«n of Akbar*» tonb at Sikandra (Agra) ana 
a proposed dome over i t , Indie a. 4 , 2; 1967; 99-106. 
Describes that the ground storey had been butlt during 
/Leber's reign and according to the original plan; the 
composition of the subsequent construction i s l ight ana 
fanciful and out of place , i t was rebuilt more in accor-
dance with Jehangir*s architectural ideas. Akbar's 
tomb has a unique design. It i s composed of t i e r one 
over the o -^her to a tota l of f ive s toreys , l ike the 
Assyrian Ziggurat or the earl iest stepped pyramid. 
Neither i t resembles the tomb of Surs or Lodis or Sayyids 
nor Humayun. i t ' s design may be inspired by Humayun's 
tomb and the Panch-Mahal at Fatehpur Sikr i . It also 
describes about the plan of the proposed dome as from 
the f i f th storey i t appears that i t i s incomplete. 
- HUMAYUi>i- OLLHi 
110. MMU (Mulk rtaj). Unaer the Mughals: Delhi. Mara.20. 
4; 1967; 31-4. 
Discusses the synthesis of Indian ana Persian craftmanship^ 
which begins with Humayun's tomb (1565). Sectional drawing 
of the main tomb i s given to i l lus tra te structure of dome, 
brackets. The plan of the garden i s also discussed. 
111. TAPLOO (Rita) . Octagon in Islamic tombs-a structural 
exigency or a metaphysical symbolism. Isl^nic Cult. 
51, 1;1977; 141-9. 
Octagonal geometry i s oescribed «^ich i s used in the 
Islamic toobs. The plan of Humayun's tomb is also i l l u s t -
rated with others. I t s need in the architecture i s also 
discussed and coi^ared with square plan. 
-ITLMDUDDAULA- ASRA 
113. BANERJI (S K). Tomb of Itimaduddaula at Agra. 
Islamic Cult. 17,2; 1943; 130-4. 
Describes with i l lus trat ions the history and architecture 
of the tomb of Itinad-ud-Daula at Agra. The pictrndura 
work, the marble screen, the marble tomb & screen, the 
f loral ornamentation on the panels of walls are shown. 
The design of the mausoleum is discussed in deta i l . 
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ITIMADUDLiAUl.A. AORA 
1X4. CHAIIERJI (Nandlal). Itlmadudciaulah's tomb at Agra. 
J Indian Hist. 32, 2; 1954; 191-5. 
Describes the architecture of ltjjaaduckjiaulah*$ laausoleuia, 
built insid* a well l a id out garden. The central structure 
i s designed l ike a parallelogram. The floor i s of marble 
and tasteful ly decorated with marble mosaic. The side 
of the main hall are decorated with inlaid designs. The 
ce i l ing i s most ar t i s t i ca l l y ornamented with gold anu 
s i l ver , and coloured flowers. 
The inscription are carvea out in the fughra sty le 
from the Uuran ana other holy texts . 
-TAJ MAHAL- AuRA 
115. ANANU (Mulk Raj). Shah Jehan: architect or lever ? 
Mara.22.3;1969; 3 - 3 J . 
This ar t i c l e Describes with i l lustrat ions the architecture 
of Taj Mahal* v^ich i s built on the roundeo ancient 
Indian geometry. The syrainetry of the proportions, the 
minor cupolas and the minarets lenoing grandeur to the 
largo dome, the near perfect fusion of the solids of walls 
with the hollows of the mihrabs, the inlaid calligraphy 
and the j a l i work, on top of the high pl inth, the four 
l ight minarets, on the edje of the r iver , the b r i t t l e , 
multi-coloured splendour of the precious stone inlay of 
coral and jaspar ano onyx and malachiti and cornelian, 
in the intricate j a l i work. It i s tasteful ly decorated 
by precious stone engraveo in the shape of flowings. 
It also decusses the other monuments bui l t by Shah Jehan 
and discusses the identity of the architect of the 
Taj Mahal. 
116. BHAM (Leon L). Taj Mahal. In Funk & Wagnalls new ency-
clopedia. V 22. Funk 6, Wagnalls, Inc; New York; P 418-9. 
Discusses with i l lus trat ion the architectural plan of 
the mausoleum. The design of marble screen, arabesques 
decorations, inscription inlaid in semiprecious stones 
are given. 
117. QOETZ (Hermann). Moghul School. ^ Encyclopedia of world 
art. V 10; 1965. MC Graw- Hi l l , New York; P 213-35. 
Discussed the history of Mughal architecture . Layout plan 
of Fatehpur Sikri , Taj Mahal(Plan of the co«plex,pl«n ^ 
cross section of the mausoleum) are given. It also i l lu s t ra te s 
the types of arches, domes,minarets used in the monuments 
of Mughal pariod in India. 
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T/a MAHAL. AGRA 
118. HOBSQN (J P«t«r). Taj Mahal. Jn Art of Islam, languaga 
and maaning, by Titus Burckhardt, 1976, World of la l«a 
Festival; P 6S-68, P 174-80, 
Oescribat with i l lus trat ion and plans the architecture 
of Taj Mahal, and also gives the geometrical analysis 
of the plan. 
Details of perforated marble screen of Chisti*s tomb, 
red sand stone/white marble screen decoration, in 
Fatehpur Sikri are also i l lus trated . 
119. KANWAR (H I S ) . Geography of the Taj. Indo-Asian Cult. 
20, Ij 1971; 36-*6. 
Describes the history and geographical feature, such as 
the sand stone used, brick clay,lime morter. The layout 
plan of the garden which i s in Char-bagh, f i r s t introduced 
in India by the emperor Babur* The plan of the mausoleum 
.ath dimensions are also discussed. 
120. K^ 'IWAH ( H I S ) . Harmonious proportions of v.he Taj Mahal. 
Islamic Cult. 49, 1; 1975; 1-23. 
Discusses the architectural plan of the Taj Mahal, and 
provides calculation of the diementions considered, i t s 
geometry. It also mentioned the mausoleum of Itimaduddaula. 
I l lustrat ions of the graph of the harmonious proportion 
of the building, i t s s i t e plan and geometry are given. 
121. KAWIAR (H 1 S) . S i te of the Taj Mahal, Agra. Islaaic Cult. 
4», 4; 1975; 195-207. 
Gives the historical background in the selection of the 
s i t e fox Tatj Mahal, the factors which influenced se lect ion 
of s i t e , environs of the s i t e at that t i a e . Also present 
i l lus tra t ion of the Hodgson's plan of the Taj Mahal, £ast 
India Co.*s nap of enviorns of Agra, original tomb of 
Mumtai Mahal. 
It i s also mentioned that the foundation coo^pritei 
a well knit system of we l l s , in which clusters of sal 
poles recused, with iron c l ^ p s fixed with copper r ive t s 
at intervals throughout the length, are pi led. 
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X22. KANIIAR ( H I S ) . Subterranean chambers of the Taj Mahal. 
lalamic Cult. 48. 3; 19 74; 1S9-75. 
It discusses with I l lustrat ions and plan of the subterra-
nean chambers below the main platform of the Taj Mahal. 
Their history and architecture i s discussed in the l i g h t 
of historian's account. 
There are a series of underground rooms comprisi-ng 
f ive different types in shapes their total number i s 
17, each of which i s separated from the next by a passage. 
123. KAi^iWAH LAL. Taj. 1968. R «. K PuDlishing, New Delhi; P 79, 
Gives a detailed historical account of the Taj Mahal 
with coloured i l lus trat ions showing the floral design 
and inlaid work. Discusses i t s architecture by giving 
plan of the building. Inlaio work in the cei l ing of the 
mosque and on the interior of the entrance are also 
i l lus tra ted . 
The Taj i s the culmination of tho Mughal s ty le of the 
architecture, which i s i t s e l f i s the culmination of the 
process of synthesis of the Hindu tradit ion and the 
Islamic or Persian. 
124. NATH (R). Immortal Taj Mahal: the evolution of the tomb 
in Mughal architecture. 1972, Tarapcrevala, Bombay, 
P 114. 
Describes the history of the evolution of the tomb in 
the architecture of mughal period. I t gives the plan 
of the Taj Mahal and describes the s ty l e of the archi-
tecture used in the mausoleum and the decoration for the 
bentif ication of the tombs, the natural background, which 
i s a valuable contributory factor)c of i t s aesthetics . 
Many i l lustrat ions of other monuments besides Taj Mahal 
have been provided. It also coo^ares Mughal inlay work 
with the pietra-dura. Plan figures 35 in number are 
also given of the different monuments* 
125. HATH (R). Taj: Dream in marble. Mara. 22,3;1969; 34-55. 
Discussei the historikcal background of the architecture 
of the Taj Mahal with i l lus trat ions . Plans 4. Section of 
the building are given to show the architecture. The 
aesthetics • ornamentation»c«iiparative study of theMughal 
inlay with Piatr«-^aa; incised painting are discussed 
in d t t t i i . tli« theory of • probable third g^ave and the 
story of • Soeond Taj are also prooontod. %• garden and 
the wator-devieos are also discussod in tho ar t i c l e . 
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126. PHICE (Martin). Taj Mah«l. Jri encyclopedia Americana* 
V 26; 1966. Amaricana Corpn., Naw York. P 221. 
Dicussas tha architactura of tha mausolaum. An 
octafon«l building, i t i s surmountad by a doma, at 
tha four corners of the platform centered by the 
mausoleum are minarets. The mosaics and inlaid work 
are also described. 
127. SACRISTfi ( Eduardo). Taj Mahal( French). Surama. 3; 1964; 
60-7. 
Describes the Taj Mahal with i l lu s t ra t ions . Gives the 
general plan of the Taj Mahal with section drawing of 
the main mausoleum, i t also i l lus tra tes the carving on 
the wall of Jamait Khana, marole screen inside the 
Taj Mahal* a view of the tonb showing the pieira-dura 
inlay colour decoratJ.on ana Persian inscription on the 
tomb. 
128. SHArtMA (Haaesh Chandra). Crown of the Taj. J Indian Hist . 
50; 19 72; 771-2. 
Discusses with the drawing, the crowning feature of the 
Taj* the Kalas* the actual plan of which i s laid down 
in black stone in front of the dummy mosque. 
129. SIVARAMAMUHTl (Cj. Taj Mahal. In New Encyclopaedia 
Britannica. V IX; 1982. Encyclqpaedia Britannica, Inc* 
Chicago. P 779. 
Building was commenced in 1632* plans had been prepared 
by a council of architects from India,Persia* Central Asia, 
Credit for the final plan i s given to Us cad Isa, M O^ was 
•Ither Turkish or Persian. The Taj Mahal complex cons is ts 
of a rectangle measuring 634 by 334 yards aligned north and 
south. Divided into three areas, a central garden, A sand-
stone entrance gateway with i t s attendant service buildings 
stands on the southern section v^ile at the north end the 
mausoleum Itself i s located. Its northern end containai the 
most s ignif icant architecture, with mosque and jawat, both 
facing the mausoleum, bui l t of red Sikri sandstone, with 
marble-necked domes and architraves and some restraind 
pietra dura surface decoration,contrast in colour and in 
texture with the mausoleum of pure white Makrana marble. 
The mausoleum, which stands on a marble plinth 23 fee t 
high, has four identical facades with ehanfered corners 
mm M matsivt arch that r i se s to a height of lOd feet on 
each faca* A bulbous double doaw supported on a t a l l drum 
coMplotot the stxueturo* The skyline tbytba of tho mausoleum 
i s created by parapets ovor oaoh «reh ond by pinnacles mvi 
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don«d kiofks ov«r each corner. A three storied minaret 
stands at each corner of the pl inth. The interior of 
the mausoleiHB i s organized around an octagonal chamber, 
which i s eiabellished with low-relief patterns« contains 
the cenotaphs of the Begun and Shah Jahan. These marble 
tombs are decorated with pietra dura and enclosed by / 
Bn exquisite perforated marble screen studoeo with precious^^ 
stones. A Vault below, at garden level»contains the 
true sarcophagi. 
-H£D iiMU bTOi>Jt- HESbiiNlO-AviriA 
130. NATH (H). Hessing's tomb at Agra- A Taj in miniature. 
Indiea. 6,1;1969; 29-36. 
Describes the history of George William Hessings. Plan 
of the tomb and some of the details have been borrowed 
from the Taj. It is a Scheme on a much reducal rate. 
Discusses the construction plan ana ornamental features 
of the mausoleum and compared it with Taj. 
The illustrations of the central archway. Vegetation 
form of the carvings on the pillars and the front view 
of the building; are given. The inscription above the 
doorway are also given. 
- FlRUZKHAi^ J 
131. NATH (H). Tomb Firoz Khan at Agra, uuart. Hev.Historical 
Stud. 7,3; 1967-68; 187-94. 
Gives the location and its history: Plans of the tomb 
of Firox Khan its architecture. It describes it as 
an octagonal structure and has a unique plan not found 
in any Mughal funerary structure. It*s design is discusseo 
in detail also discusses the ornaaenxation of the Gateway 
and a comparative study with other aonuments have been 
given. 
- JASWANT SIMGH 
132. SANPfiHSON (Gordon). Jaswant Singh ki Chattri. Archaeological 
^urv^v of India. Annual Reo.1910-11! P 96-103. 
Discusses the historical background and architecture of 
the Chattri of Jatwant Singh. Also provioes drawings of 
the detai l of columns and Ja l i d screens. 
It stands in a garden enclosed by a wall of brick 
masoury* faced with red sandstone. 
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MMnrm ZMIANI- ASRA- SIKANDAHAH 
133. SA f^iHSOH (CBord«n). Tomb of Mazyam at Sikandarh. 
Archaoioaical Survav of India, Annual Rao. 1910-li;P 94-6. 
A~rehit«ctura of tha tomb of Maryamu-Z-Zamani hat bean 
d«scuss«d with tha i l lustrat ions and plans of ground 
f loor , detail of facada, detail of panel. 
Style of the architecture of mausoleum i s not that 
of the year 1495 A.D* but belongs to what might be 
called the early Mughal perioo* which includes Jahangir's 
reign. There is a simple dado of coloured plaster* the 
sole internal decoration of the building. The sand stone 
used on the building i s of two variet ies* red and bulf 
and i s seen juxta posit ion on the external piers , the 
red panels, bearing patterns representing wine-jugs or 
lotus flowers being framed by buff sand stone borders 
of arabesque aesign. Octagonal Kiosks mark the four 
corners building, rectangular ones crowning the projecting 
which emphasise the centre of each facade. Their ornament 
i s essent ial ly early Mughal in s t y l e . 
-WELLS- WATEi SUPPLY 
134. NATH ( a ) . Account of a typical Mughal step-welKwaoli) 
and a well-house (Kupagar). Vishveshvaranand Indological 
J. 9, 1; 19 71; 130-36. 
Traced out the history of step-wells 6, well houses, and 
mentioned that these water structures were introouced in 
the Mughal architecture by the artisans of Gujrat. The 
baoli in the Diwan-i-Am quadrangle in the Fort of Agra, 
v^ich can be as igned to the reign of Akbar, i s more of 
an experimental nature ana i s not a step well pure and 
simple. A convenient stairway leaas down to the water 
level but i s could not have serveo as a summer retreat 
as there are no chambers, pillared ga l l er i e s or platforms. 
I ts purpose was purely ut i l i tar ian as i s demonstrated by 
the unusual size of the shaft of i t s wel l , being 26 feet 
in diameter and 8u feet in depth. The baoli at Fatehpur 
Sikri , ranks as the bes t . It i s in four stories below the 
the ground l eve l . The ground floor consists of open 
terraces and a spacious hall with a wagon-vaulted c e i l i n g . 
The construction i s in red sandstone on the beam-and-bracket 
system in which square simple p i l lars have been used. 
The example of the Kupagar in Mughal architecture, inspired 
by i t s prototype in Qujrat, i s the so-cal led baoli in the 
Akbari-Mahal compound near the Bengali Burj at the Agra 
Fort. The architectural plans of the baoli are also 
given. 
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135. S€iMDAfiA HAJAM (K V). BMOIU «nd hm*mB. iQ Islan builds 
in IndiaC cultural study of Islamic architscturs) , by 
IC V Soundara Rajan. 1983* Aqasa Kala Prakashan, Dalhi; 
P 155-60. 
Discuttas tht historical aspect of architecture of the 
baolis and hamams of Delhi, Sultanpur baol i , Kotha 
Mubarakpur, and Wazipur baoli . In these baolies the 
tq^ of the stairway has domes turrets . Those baolis 
are mostly erected in dressed rubble stone masoury and 
rerely in sand stone. In the haraam's and hot bath 
arrangement of Mughals, we find a permanent water source 
nearby. The hamam of Red Fort, Delhi was related to 
Nahr-i-Behist starting from a water well in the north 
west corner of the Hayat Baksh garden, further to the 
west of the hamam, a l i f t water arrangement from the 
Jamuna existed. Jehangir's ham f^s arrangement, in 
Kangra Fort i s a charming example of nature lover's 
passion for aesthetic judgement. The balance motif 
and j a l i partition at Tasbish Khana were also i l l u s t -
rated. 
-FORTlFiCAflUMii- Ga>li:HAL-AGHA 
136. RJHREH (A). Monumental antiquitus and inscription, in the 
north-western provinces and Oudh-1969. Indological Book 
House, Varanasi; P 423. 
Discusses the monuments in A3ra,0udh,Mathura. The 
monunents of Mughal period are also describes. Such 
as Red Fort and i t s buildings, Rambagh e tc . 
Inscriptions with translations are also discussed. 
137. t«JR BAKHSH. A r^a Fort and i t s buildings. In Archeological 
Survey of India, Annual Report, 1903-4; p 164-93. 
Report describes with i l lustrat ions the architectural 
detai ls of the buildings, palaces in Agra Fort. Plans 
of the palace buildings, their decoration, design of 
the c e i l i n g , p i l l e r s are given. 
-DELHI 
138. MiMD (Mulk Raj). Delhi under Shah Jehan. Mara. 
20, 4;1967; 58-60. 
Discusses the architectural features of the monuments, 
built by Shah Jehan. The Red Fort, Delhi and i t s buildings 
are discussed. 
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139. AftCHABOLOGICAL SUHVEY OF IMDIA. D«lhi Fort . 1932. 
Contral Publication Branch, Govt, of India* Calcutta , 
P S7, 
Raport of Archaeological Survey of India on the Delhi 
Fort. I t describes the architectural p lans oi the 
bui ld ings in th« f o r t , t h e i r colour decorat ion, inlay 
work on panes l , marble screen , A sketch plan of the For^ 
i s a l so given which i l l u s t r a t e s d i f f e r e n t buildings in 
the Fort . Gardens and t h e i r des igns , water supply systems, 
Haraams are a lso discussed* 
140. B£HN1£K (Francois ) . Description of Delhi and Agra. 
In Travels in the Mogul empire, A.D,1^5e>-l<;)68; by 
F Bernier and Archibald Constabh, Archibald Constabh, 
London; P 239-99. 
Gives the descript ion of Delhi Fort; Diwan-i-Am, Diwan-i-
Khas, Gosal-Kane, the J ami Mas j i d , Sikandra, Hed Fort , 
A^ra i t s paldces , Taj Mahal. Plans ana architecture of 
the monuments are a i s c u s s e d . 
141. HEAHN ( G R). Seven c i t i e s of Delhi . IVOo. W ThacKer, 
London. P 319. 
Describes the history of Delhi , including Mughal period 
and d i scusse s with i l l u s t r a t i o n s and plans of the monuments, 
The momuments discussed are Diwan Khas, Pearl mosque. 
Rang Mahal, Hamam e t c . 
Khas mahal and i t s channels of water, the exqui s i t e 
i n l a i d and pierced marole screen. The archi tectural 
d e t a i l s are also provided. 
-HiSrORY- AGHA 
142. ASHRAF HUSAIN (M). Historical guide to the Agra Fort.1944. 
Archeological Survey of India. P 30 (Plates / ) . 
Buildings have been arranged in a sequence decided by 
their position. It has been provided with an index, and 
its appenbix where in all the inscription in the Agra 
Fort have been included. Description, with illustrations, 
are provided of the architectural details of the buildings. 
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143. MATHUH (N L) . Htd Fort and Mughal l i f a . 1964. National 
MuteuiB, Naw Delhi; P 52 . 
Presents a brief descr ip t ion of the Fort and palaces 
with a rch i tec tu ra l d e t a i l besides the sketh of the 
dai ly l i f e of the emperor. 
The Fort i s an i r r e g u l a r octagon in p lan . I t has 
two main entrances. The hal l of audience stands on 
a stone p l i n t h . I t was r ichly painted and are l a id 
with gold . I t has forty p i l l a r s . Also descr ibes . 
Rang Mahal, Khas Mahal, Muthaounan Burj , Diwan-i~Khas, 
Hamam, Pearl Mosque, Hira Mahal, Shah Burj gardens, 
Naher>i-Bahisht. The i l l u s t r a t i o n of the buildings 
are a l so provided. 
144. SANDERSON (G). Guide t o the buildings and gardens, 
Delhi Fo r t . 1937. Manager of Publ ica t ions , Delhi, P 9 3 . 
Describes the buildings and gardens in the Delhi Fo r t . 
Plan of Dolhi Fort showing the arrangement of ou i ld ings , 
now demolished, i s a l so given, i t gives the de t a i l s of 
the a rch i tec ture of d i f fe ren t monuments and the i r purpose 
of bui lding the same. I t describes the a r ches ,p i l l a r s 
t h e i r design, decorat ion, the p i e t r a oura work of the 
r eces s . The decoration for the panels of black marble, 
in la id with a variety of coloured stones in designs 
of b i rds and flowers which are the sole exannples in 
India of t h i s pa r t i cu l a r form of technique . 
-LAkiOAc. 
145. yOQEL (J Ph). Historical notes on the Lahore Fort. 
Memoirs ^iatic Soc Bengal.5.4; 1916; 38-
Architecture of the buildings of Lahore Fort is discussed. 
The early-Mughal edifices built of profusely sculptured 
red sand stone are distinguished by features of Hindu 
architecture- such as brackets with figures of elephants 
and lions, and frieze of peacocks which are characteristics 
of the tolerant rule of Akbar and Jahangir. The Persian 
inscriptions, the frescoes on the walls, marole trellies 
seems with red sand stone ports are discussed. 
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146. NATH (R) . U«piction of fabulous animals (QaJ-Vyala) 
at the Dalhi Gata of Agra Fort, Medieval India; 
A mis c e l l any. V 2; 1V72; 4S-52 
Describes the s tructure of Delhi Gate. Inlay has been 
mainly used on the panels above the second storey arched 
openin^js. Just below the f r i e z e and c o r n i c e . These panels 
depict fabulous animals which are t h e i r only samples In 
the Mughal archi tec ture . There are 12if panels on each 
s ide of the gate , each panel showing double animals or 
ducks separated in the former case by a geometrical pattern 
and the l a t t e r by an Aisyrian palmette . The f igures of 
d i f f erent animals with names have been given. 
-PIETHA DURA 
147. BAi'lHiUl (S K). Shah Jahan's monuments in iL>elhi and 
A)mere. J U P His tor ica l Soc. 19,2;1V46; 14d~62. 
Describes the history and architecture of the bu i lo ings 
b u i l t by Shah Jahan. The Fort of Delhi and i t s pa laces 
hammam, the Begam Ka bagh, Hanshanara bagh, the bagh<-i-
S ir h i n d i , Jami Masjld, Shah Jahan's masj i t at the dargah 
in Ajmere, are discussed with the ir p i e t r a dura inlay 
work, inscr ip t ions on the arches. 
148. ISHWAHI PRASAD, Shahjahan. ^ M u g h a l env>ire, by Ishwari 
Prasad. 1974, Chug Pub l i ca t ions , Allahabau; P 505-07. 
Building a c t i v i t i e s of Shahjahan are described i . e . 
in Agra Fort he b u i l t the Samman Burj and the reoti masjld. 
Samman Burj i s a s tructure of marble fac ing towards the 
r iver s i d e and decorated with precious s t o n e s . The Motl 
Masjld , s i tuated t o the north of Dlwan-i-Am. The ou11dings 
in the f o r t at Delhi were suoptnously decorated. The 
Diwan-i-Khas was the highly ornamented building which 
contained the f i n e s t specimens of p i e t r a dura. 
-SHAH BURJ- PIETRA DURA-DELHI 
149. SAtMDERS0i<4 (Gordon). Shah Burj, Delhi Fort . Archaeological 
Survey of India, Annual Hep. 1909-10. P 25-32. 
Plan of Shah burj , i t s ornamentation,and architecture are 
descussed. The square framing of the tank below the Shah 
Burj i s ornamented with p i e t ra dura work and the spandrels 
at i t s four c o m e r s . The in ter ior of the building was 
decorated by marble dado, in la id with p i e t r a dura* i s 
spaced i n t o p« ia l s by f l o r a l des igns , the borders of the 
dado being formed by a simple intarwining pattern. 
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and OHNAMENT-TILE MOSAIC- LAHORE 
150, NATH (H) . History of decorative art in Mughal a r t , 
arch i t ec ture . 1976. Mot i la l Banarsidas. Delhi; P 1B8 
Describes the his tory of ornamentation in the art and 
archi tec ture of the Mughal period. 
T i l e mosaics paint ing on walls of Lahore Fort, P i e t r a -
dura inlay in Taj Mahal, Xtimad-ud-Daulah, Persian i n s c r i p -
t i ons on the panel of arches are d i scussed in d e t a i l with 
t h e i r ornamental v a l u e . 
I b l . QOETZ (Hermann). Mosaics- India. In Encyclopedia of world 
ar t . V 10; 1965. MG Graw- H i l l , New York; P 351. 
Describes the history of the introduction of Mosaics in 
India. The Moghul emperors brought the l a t Timurio 
Safavid s t y l e of t i l e mosaic to India . The buildings of 
the f i r s t phase in which the mosaic decoration are used 
represented by tomos near the mausoleum of Humayun in 
Delhi , the second phase l imi ted to the Punjab with examples 
in Delhi and Agra. The f igural t i l e p i c tures on the wa l l s 
of Lahore Fort, other t i l e covered bui ld ings in Lahore 
are the toiubs of Asaf Khan, Zebinda Begam e t c . T i l e 
mosaics are also found in the garden of Haushanara Begam 
in Delhi and the tomb of Afzal Khan in Agra. 
-MUSUUES- GEiMEHAL- AHMEDABAD 
152. AHCHEOLOolCAL SUHVEV OF INDIA. Mosque and tomb of b i b i 
Achut Kuki, Plates LXXVI-LXXXI. iQ Muhammadan Architecture 
of Ahioedabad. Part I - A.D. 1412-1520-1900, William Griggs , 
London. P 64-66. 
Describes the archi tecture of the mosque, inscr ip t ion 
engraved, the s t y l e s of the p i l l a r s , l i g h t i n g arrangement 
of the mosque. 
-MOSQUES -QOL OUMBAZ - BUAPUH 
153. COUSEHS (Henry). Mosque at the Qol Gumbaz, Bijapur. J^ 
Archeological Survey of India, Annual Hep., 1902-3; 
P 3 4 - 6 . 
Discusses the archi tec tura l d e t a i l s g iv ing i l l u s t r a t i o n s 
of e l e v a t i o n and s e c t i o n of cornice , plan of cornice of 
the mosque. The r e s t o r a t i o n work done. 
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154. ZAFAR HASAN (M). Mosqu* of Shaikh 'Abdu-n- Habi, Memoirs 
9, 1921. Arch«Qlogie«l Survey of India, Calcutta; F 7. 
Situatad on Dalhi Mathura Road, about a lailw away from tha 
Oalhi gata. This mosque belongs to the s ty le of early 
Mughal architecture exhibited in the KhairU'*l<4ianzil and 
contains a central henispherical done without any flanking 
towers. It was built by Shaikh *Abdu-n-> Nabi, chief 
Sadr of Akbar. 
This ar t ic le discusses the architectural details , 
with ground plan ana inscription on the marble tab le t . 
-FATiiHPUH SiKiil 
155. BANHttJI (S K). Historical outline of Akbar's Dar-ui-
Khlafat» Fatehpur-Sikri. J Indian Hist . 21; 1942; 196-209. 
First building, the stone-cutters* mosque, was built 
long before Akbar f e l t interested. This mosque hardly 
have any decoration except in the mihrab and serpentim 
brackets. The artc i l s gives the h is tor ica l sketch of 
the Great Jani masjid, Uiwan-i-Khas, Diwan-i-Am, the 
haiinmams. The Hiran miner i s also describes^ 
-KASHMIH 
156. KAK (R C). Muslim architecture. Ln Ancient monuments of 
Kashmir, by H C Kak. Sagar Publications, New Delhi; 
P 69-105. 
The architectural s ty le of Mughal period i s discussed 
besides others. The monuments are Pathar Masjid, mosque 
of Akhun Mulla Shah, and the barahdari in shaliroar bagh. 
The landscape architecture of Chasmishaw, i<iishat and 
Shalinar gardens and the buildings in then. 
-HISTORY 
157. ANAND (Mulk Raj). Delhi: Later Mughal. Mara. 20,4;1967; 
66-7. 
Discusses the architecture and history of the buildings 
built during 1658-1777. The isonunents are Moti Masjid 
in the Red Fort, Delhi; Jam! Masjid in Mathura; the 
mausoleum of Rafia Daurani, Daulatabad, and the mausoleum 
of Safdar Jung (1739-1753). 
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158. BAHeUX (S K). Monuments of Aurangzib's r«ign. 
J If P His tor ica l Soc. 16, l ; 1943i 138-47. 
Discusses th s monuments b u i l t by Aurangzlb, the able 
so ld ie r of shah Jahan ' s re ign . The moti masjid, Delhi 
Fort , Nagina Masjict of Agra, Qyan Bapi Masjids of Senaras 
and Jami masjid of Mutt ra . The a rch i t ec tu ra l s t y l e , the 
insc r ip t ions on them are explained. The other two monu-
ments are the Badshahi mosque of Lahore and the tomb of 
the Hafia-daurani in Aurangabad. 
-MOTi - AGHA 
159. MATH (R) . Moti-Masjid of the Red For t , Delhi. Indie a. 
8 , 1 ; 1971; 19-25. 
Moti-Masjid of the Red fo r t i s s i tua ted near the p a l a t i a l 
mansions in the u i c in i t y of the Hayat-bakhsh garden. I t 
i t enclosed by high wal ls with de l i ca t e battlemental 
c r e s t i n g . Red sano stone i s used ex te rna l ly , the en te r io r 
i s composed of pure white marole. The archi tec ture of 
t h i s mosque has some insperctory from woolen proto types , 
from the excavated ca i t ya -ha l i s in the Barabar h i l l s of 
Bihar, belonging t o the Mauryan age. 
-DACCA 
160. ABDUL WADUD. Historic mosques of Dacca. Islamic Cult. 
7.2; 324-34. 
Mosques in which hand of the Mughal can be undoubtedly 
perceived, are: Mosque of Islam Khan; Mosque of Hayat, 
the merchant; Mosque of Hajji Shah Baz, Mosque of churihatta. 
Mosque of Nawab Shaista Khan; Mosque of Khan Muhammad 
Murdha; Mosque at Lai Bagh, Mosque at the chowk;Mosque at 
the Begum Bazar; Mosque of Khwajah Ambar and the mosque 
with seven domes. The author discusses the historical 
background, architecture and the Persian inscriptions on 
them. 
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AaCHlT£CIUHis, MUQHAL-MOSQUgS-DidCOHATION and Ommmj-
CAaVINOS- XrtSCRIPTIOJiS 
161. MATH (R). Personality of Akbar as revaled in tha 
inscriptions at Fatahpur Sikri ana Agra. Indo-Iranica. 
25,3-4J 1972; 112-24. 
Inscriptions on stona panals and other parts of the 
monuaents at Fatehpur Sikri and Agra were studieii. In 
Fatehpur Sikri the inscriptions are found in the stone-
cutters' mosque, the Jaml Masjid, the tomb of Salitn 
Chishti, the Khwabgah and at Agra in his tomb at Sikandra. 
Stone-cutters' mosque at Fatehpur S ikr i , has inscription 
on stone panels aoove a l l the nine arches of the facade 
and also over the naihrab. They are mostly c^ranic verses 
enumerating the attributes of ^od and praising him. 
The J ami Masjio has beautiful inscriptions carved in 
stone in Maskhi characters on oolong panels which have 
been used above the arches niches, near or on the f r i e z e . 
There are s ix panels in the portal above the arches and 
a continuous Frieze above them. Panels have Persian 
inscript ions . 
Tomb of Sallra Chisti i s situated in the courtyard of 
the Jami Masjid. The main entrance of the porch has 
carved inscriptions on white marble in Maskhi. There 
are eight white marble panels with carved inscription 
on the external walls of the mortuary chamber in verandah, 
v^iich have Uiranic verses . Three ser ies of painted 
inscriptions, one over the other, are also there. 
The Bui and Darwaza have beautiful inscriptions in 
Naskhi characters carved around i t s main portal facing 
the South, on three oblong panels with fo i lea ornamental 
ends. 
ittLbar's tonb at Sikandra: the main gateway has persian 
inscript ions , carved in white marble in styl ized Maskhi 
characters, cm the south and north portals and also inside 
the h a l l . Twelve couplets of Persian verse have been 
inscribed <m carved panels on the fr ieze inside the hall 
in Nastaliq charanctera. 
All these monuments contain large scale inscriptions 
mostly carved in red sand stone or white marble in 
beautiful Naskhi charachers. 
- P&SHAWAH 
162. iaVlKi£ (W). Persian inscription in Peshawar City. 
Archeological Survey of India, Annual Hep. 190d-9-
F 2B3-6. 
Inscription cm a ttona in a small nosque i s described. 
Th« writing i s csrved in ths surfacr of the slab «nd 
twit raised as i t usually i s in Muhiwaadan inscript ions. 
Ths ehsrsctsr » • of ths nsstaliq typs and nsstly cut . 
TN isiifusfo is nstrical Pmnim, II i i^om to ths 
piltAd of ^fli Jihsn, XilustratioA ff t ^ JliM i^pt^ iftRo 
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mmmWSnihB, MUQHAL-MOSQU^-OECOHATION and (BHAMB^T-
StONBS-COLOUHHD- FAT£HPUH SIKRX 
163. ARCHiOLUGICAL SURVHV OF Xi^ DlA. Moghul archit«cture of 
Fat«hpur S i k r i , by E W Smith. V l a , Pt 4 ; 1898, Allahabad, 
Supdt.» Govt. Pressi F 21 ; PI at«» 3 3 . 
Part four of t h i s volunae deals with J ami Masjid, duland 
Oairwaja, Stona Cuttar's manjid and a few minor b u i l d i n g s . 
I t descr ibes in d e t a i l s with i l l u s t r a t i o n s , the a r c h i t e c -
tural decorat ions , f l o r a l patterns , executed with the help 
of coloured stones at the J ami mas j i d , Bui and Darwaja (i 
stone c u t t e r ' s roasjid at Fatehpur S i k r i , which i s t e c h n i -
c a l l y i n l a y . Very t h e i r p ieces of r re or semi-precious 
stones were used t o make the patcerns . 
- J M i - il^ ^LAY 
164. SMITM (£ W). Moghul architecture of Fatehpur S i k r i . 
Part 4 , Albhabact; 1B98; P 21; Plates BS. 
Describes the archi tec tura l oecoration executed with the 
help of coloured stones at the J ami Mas J id and several 
other I6th century pa laces at Fatehpur S i k r i , which i s 
t e c h n i c a l l y in lay . In t h i s s t y l e very t h e i r p ieces of 
rare or semi-precious s tones were l a i d in the sockets 
s p e c i a l l y prepared in a red sand stone or marble s l a b . 
-PALACES- GENERAL- LAHUHE 
165. VOGEL (J p h . ) . Master-builder of the Lahore pa lace . 
Memoirs As ia t i c Soc Bengal. 5 , 4 ; l 9 i 6 ; 6 7 . 
Discusses the Persian inscr ip t ions which refer t o the 
construct ion of the palace buildings found over the 
entrance of Pearl mosque ano the other over the Hathi 
Pol . 
-PALACES-AKBAHS-KHWAdGAH-GENEriAL-FATEHPUH SIKRX 
166. BANERJX (S K). Akbar's Khwabgah at Fatehpur-Sikri . 
Indian Cul t . 10; 1943-44; 129-37. 
Discusses the Khwabgah at Fatehpur S i k r i . I t s l o c a t i o n , 
decoration work and i t s use as Jharoka-i-darshan i s 
mentioned. The f rescoes on the wal l s are also d i s c u s s e d . 
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tmmmmf^^E, MU^HAL-PALACiS-DIWAN-I-KHAS-aeiERAL-FATeHFUE SlKRI 
ASHRAF HUSAXN (M). Quid* to Fat«hpur Sikri . 1937, 
M«n«9«r of Publication*,Dalhi; P 77, Plates 10. 
Pratant »n account of the buildings at Fatahpur S ikr i . 
It dascribas with i l lus trat ions the Diwan*i->Khas which 
i# a f ine exas^le of the s ty le of the period. The t>uil-
ding consisting of a s inale vaulted chamber. Rising 
from the centre of the floor i s a richly carved p i l l a r 
supporting a colossal flower-shaped bracketed capi ta l . 
It also give detailed account of Ankh Michauli, Khas 
Mahal, Turkish Sultana^s house a HatnraaiQ, Khwabgah, 
Pacnh Mahal, Maryam-ki-Kothi, Jodh Bai's palace, ijirbal's 
House e t c . , Salim Chishti 's tomb i s a small but very 
attractive building set up entirely in white marble and 
stands on an inlaid marble platform. Within i s a cenotaph 
chamber surrounded by a Verandah closed on the outside 
by elegant marble screen. So rich and delicate in design 
as to give the effect of lace . The whole interior i s 
elaborately decorated in colour and the painted ornamenta-
tion i s a good example of oriental aecoration. The f loor 
of the chaiaber and a portion of that of the porch i s 
inlaid in beautiful mosaics in marbles. 
NATH (R). Diwan-i-Khas of Fatehpur Sikri: a syraool of 
Akbar*s belief in Surya-Purusa. Quart, jt^ ev. Historical Stud. 
12, 4; 1972-73; 197-211. 
Describes the location of the palace in Fatehpur S ikr i , 
he considered two basic factors, v i i the spiri t of the 
style and the personality of the builder. Fatehpur Sikri 
has a unique architectural style which i s :iiarke<i by a 
predominant use of such trabcate features as p i l l a r s , 
brackets, Chhajja and chhatri. Animate motifs had been 
depicted freely . Such symbols and icons as lo tus , 
Chakra, sr lvatta , svastika and Kalasa have also been 
used alongwith typical ly I t l w i c gaoraetric and arabesque 
designs and seme tantric tyfabolt have also been employed. 
It a l to describes the plans of Diwan-i-Khas, Ankh-Michauli: 
the real Diwan-i«lQiaB, the central coluian and conpared 
the p i l l a r s with that of wood p i l lars of Gujrat. 
- iODH BAI 
BAHERJI (S K). Jodh Bai*s palace at Fatehpur-Sikri. 
Proe Indian Hist. Congress. 5;1941: 371-7. 
Jodh Bai*s palace at Fatehpur Sikri i s the largest among 
the secular buildings bui l t by Akbar. I t s blue enamelled 
t i l i n g s , decoration at the north and south corner-rooms 
are discussed. The deta i l of the plan of the building i s I 
alto provided. 
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170. NATH (R). Genesis of the Diwan-i-Kh«s, at Fatehpur S ikr i . 
Xndlca. 5. 1; 1968; 25-35. 
Oiwan-i-Khas, i t s history and erehltsc uure are discussad. 
I l lustrat ions of the building, the central column, brackets, 
and the plan and section drawing, are given. 
-MAHl/W Kl KUTHl 
17i|. BAN&Ul (S K ) . Mariato ki Kothi or Sunhara makan of 
Fatehpur-Sikri. J U P Historical Soc. 17; 1944; 103-10. 
Describes the history of Mariam ki Kothi, and discusses 
i t s ai'chitecture by giving the plan. The decorations 
in frescoes and the sand stone carvings in low re l i e f , 
application of colour e t c . are also descussed in de ta i l . 
-RA~4G iWlAhAL- DELHI 
172. TUCKtrt (a rroudej. Hang Mahall in Delhi Palace. 
Archaeological Survey of India Annual Hep. 1907-8; P 23-30. 
Qives the historical background of the builaing wxth i t s 
architectural deta i l . The front of the palace was of 
pure marble and decorated with cuspeu arches and was 
adorned with inlaid work. The i l lustrat ions of the 
interior of the Hang Mahal, colour oecoration on the 
marble cornice are given. 
-PALACeS -Ui:::GOrtAi"iOi^  ano Uka^mBiJ-FAVBxPUti SiKRl 
173. TERRY (John). Some aspects of Fatehpur Sikri architecture. 
IdASa* 2 ,3; 1947; 20-32. 
Describes the structure of the buildings in Fatehpur Sikri (Built in 16th century). Discusses the Panch Mahal, the 
central p i l lars in Diwan-i-Khas, the design of p i l l a r s , 
brackets, their ornamentation, the detai l of the shrine 
of SaliiB Chishti, the perforated screen in marble and 
the inscriptions engraved on Buland Ddrwaza. 
-MOSAICS 
174. SARKAR (Jadunath). Glimpses of Mughal architecture-
An essay. Mara. 8,3; 1955; 65-72. 
Historical background of Mughal architecture is discussed. 
Decoration work in f lora l patterns. Geometric patterns, 
moi«ic and perforated l a t t i c e woric, in Fttehpur Sikri <& 
Sikandra, are described. Decoratitse art i t s social synthesis* 
the conditions laid down by ISIMI an art , and i t s davelO|Mi««it 
in India ara also discussed. 
mSHltBOTUM, MUOHAL-PALAC -^OfiCORATIOH and 0Bt4AM&>IT-TIL&. 
MOSAICS- LAHORE 
175. VOQEL (J Ph) . Tn«-mo»aic» of th« Labor* Fort. 192Q. 
Suparintandant, Govt. Pr int ing ,Calcut ta; P 69 
Dlscussas the anamelled t i l e work on the wails and 
other p lace s in the Lahore Fort. Qives eighty 
coloured p l a t e s , «^ich d e p i c t s . Animals, human being , 
f lowers e t c . used for decorative work. 
The one hundred and s i x t e e n panels of t i l e -mosa i c s 
are reproduced in the book are found on the west and 
north wa l l s of the Lahore Fort which caontains , the palace 
bui ldings of the great Moghuls, Jehangir ano Shah Jahan. 
Introduced from Pers ia , i t was large ly resorted t o for 
the brick buildings in the p la ins of iNlorth India, e spe -
c i a l l y in Punjab. The best knwon example in Lahore i s 
the Mosque of Wazir Khan, Chini-ka-Rauza at Agra. 
-DlWAi^ -I-KHAS-DHX)H/^ TiU>l and Uti'iAjVi£i41"-CQLUJri< 
A(iHA 
176. BANEtUI (S K). Shah Jahan's raonuraenus in Agra. J U P 
H i s t o r i c a l Soc . l7 ; 1944; 55-70. 
Discussed the archi tectural a c t i v i t i e s of Shah Jahan. 
The monuiflents discussed are Agra Fort , i t s buildings 
i . e . Diwan-i-Khas, Diwan-i-am, Shah Burj , Machhi bhavan, 
Khas Mahal, Anguri bagh, Sish mahal, Musamrnan burj , Mina, 
Nagina and Moti masj ids . Archiceccure d. colour decoration 
work are described. 
-PIEIHA iJUHA- DELHI 
177. HUflLIMANN (M). Delhi , Agra, Fatehpur-Sikri . 1963. Thames 
and Hudson, London; P 150. 
Describes the monuments of Mughal period besides other 
in De lh i , Agra & Fatehpur S i k r i . The architectural 
d e t a i l s are i l l u s t r a t e d through coloured p l a t e s . Plans 
and i e c t i o n f igures are a l so given t o describe the 
archi tec ture of the b u i l d i n g s . P ie tra dura work c o n s i s -
t ing of i n l a i d semiprecious stones in the H«nm«n in 
Red Fort , the pircure of the bird on a black marble 
ground, the deta i l of the marble t r e l l i e s - w o r k at the 
Rang Mahal, Diwan-i-Khas I s decorated with p ie tra dura 
work and ornwaental gold work on a white marble grouno. 
Jahangir i Mahal, i t s s t a l a c h i t e s t y l e of decoration 
on the p i l l a r s . Shah Jahan*s palaca ano i t s r e l i e f and 
inlay work, the marble lat t ice-work round the dummy 
tarcophagim Taj MahaX. The Panch Mahal and the design 
of aach s torey a te . g ive s a de ta i l h i s t o r i c a l and 
archi tectural background. 
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mmmm*T-'STALM::tn&- FATSHPUH SIKHX 
176. KIAINEL (Ernst). Ardhit«cture «nd decoration. Jn 
IncycXoptdia of World »rt . V 8; 1963. MC Graw-Hili, 
N«w York; P 349. 
li^ortant aspect of architectural decoration in Islaiaic 
art was the use of honeycoab or s t a l a c t i t e work. In 
this technique the transit ion between the dome and the 
square or {sany-sided supporting structure was made by 
means of small corner niches. The precise geographical 
origin of th i s decorative system, cal led mugarana work, 
has yet not been established. In the 16th-century 
pr iva te Audience Hall of the Indian emperor Akbar in 
Fatehpur Sikri , the tnaqarna work had dist inct ly s ta t i c 
character. A central p i l l a r , v^ich which branches out 
into a richly decorated s ta lact i te Capital, bears the 
throne platform; from th i s platform radiate four diago-
nally placed bridges which lead to a surrounding gal lery . 
-Jl=HAi>lGia-Di:C0rlATlU4 and Oti>l/^ ijNT-i>TUN t CAtiViNuS* 
AorlA 
179. DUSHl (Sareju). Monuments of Islamic architecture: 
a port f o l i o . Mara.35. 2j 105-35. 
I l lustrated portfolio on the Islamic architecture. It 
gives i l lustrated deta i l s of the j a i l work. Throne 
Seat of Shah Jshan, Red Fort, Central column of Diwan-i-
Khas, Fatehpur Sikri* Mughal t r e l l i s in Taj Mahal* detai l 
of a panel showing f loral design in the interior of 
Itimad-ud-Daulah* f loral decoration and seat of jus t i ce 
above a gate in Red Fort, Delhi, View of Jahaz Mahal, 
Carved p i l l a r s and brackets in Jehangir mahal, Agra 
Fort, Panch Mahal* Fatehpur sikri* Sararaan burj, Agra Fort, 
showing marble j a l i in Taj mahal* outer facade showing 
f loral design in inlay and inscription, at Taj Mahal, 
Patterned squinch ce i l ing at entrance in Taj Mahal. 
-TAMTBIC SYMBOLS 
180. MATH (R). Depiction of a tantric symbol in Mughal architec-
ture. J . Indian Hist.54; 1976; 715-27, 
Monuments of Akbar at Agra and Fatehpur Sikri contain many 
art a o t i f t l ike Chakra, lo tus , srivastra* puma-Kalasa* 
svastlka and Kirtimukh of the Hindus. The most important 
in th i s raspect i s the depiction of the Tantric Symbol 
Satkona, with a bindu in the centra or a lotus inside i t . 
This hat been used at the tonb of Humayun at Delhi, J ami 
Masjid, and ethar aonuaants of Patahpur Sikri . The western 
per«h of tiia Jahangiri Mahal of Agra Fort, at the Toab of 
MtbMT «t 3ikmi^», like tantxic 9«ntra. SAaa ministure pein-
t ingt «ra «l to used. One shows a san with a black sarpant, 
a ««n with tw« f aca« • nan holding haad of an old woman in 
ono hand a tpoir in anothor* 
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AiCHIlfiCTUaE, MUaHAt."PALACeS-BAN<i MAKAL-DiCQRAliON and 
ORNAMEMT-INLAY- DELHI 
181. QOJEtZ (Htnaann). In lay . Ijn Encyclopedia of world a r t . 
V 8j 1963. MC Oraw-Hill .Tlaw York; P 134. 
Dascribes tha Indo-Moslem inlay work of senai-precious 
atonal I . e . of black nsarule in tha i ^ i t e marole b u i l d -
inga of tha Moghul emperor Shah Jahan. asparor Akbar 
& Jahangir used var ie ty of the nnosaic work in var ious ly 
coloured marbles, l imes tone , and s c h i s t . I t i s the 
ad(^tion of Florentina mosaic incroduceo by I tah ians . 
I l l u s t r a t i o n s of Fort, Delhi (p ie tra dura and marble) 
and Itimad-ud-Daula are g iven . 
-PIETHA DuHA 
182. CHATTEl-UI ( Nandlal) . European inf luence on Indian 
p ie tra dura. J Indian H i s t . 35 , j ; 1957; 327-33. 
Describes the origin of the piet:.ra-oura inlay work 
in Mughal archi tecture . The inf luence of ItaJbian or 
Persian character in i t discussed in d e t a i l . The p i c ture 
of Orepheus playing the Viol in surrounded by animals 
and b i r d s , in examined bes ides others as a prodf f o r both 
the i n f l u e n c e s . 
-SHISH MAHAL-DECOrtArAU.'J and OthiMEAj-
GLASa-IViUSAICS- AGHA 
183. NATH (R) . Glass-mosaic decoration anu the Shish-Mahal 
of Agra Fort . Islamic Cul t . 45 , 1; 1971; 21-35. 
Discusses the origin and history of glass-mosaics 
t h e i r use in Shish-viahal. The plan of Shish-Mahal i s 
also discussed in a e t a i l . The Shish-Mahal i s s i tua ted 
on the north-eastern corner of the Anguri-Bagh, j u s t 
below tha Diwan-i-Khas h a l l . Extra th ick walls <i. c e i l i n g 
were constructed to ensure undisturbed coolness i n s i d e . 
The Mughal glass-work i s d i f ferent from the Byzantine; 
the mot i fs ana the des igns as well as the technique hove 
d i f f e r e d . Mughals have made the art for more graceful 
by assoc ia t ing i t with the exquis i te r e l i e f and i n c i s e d 
stucco-work, by using Persian mot i f s , f l o r a l and conven-
t i o n a l . The composition of p las ter was a l so d i scussed . 
-TURKISH SULiA^A-DECUKATiUM and ORi^ lAMENT-
DAD0-FATH4PUR SIKRI 
184. BANEHJl (S K). Turkiah Sultana's house at Fatahpur-Sikri . 
J . Indian Hiat . 21; 1942; 209-15. 
Oiacuasaa tha layout and architaetura of Turkiah-Sultana's 
house. Tha «arvinaa» tha daeoration with dado work,0008ia-
t i n 9 of l i g h t panala, aach rapraaanting a dif faront aeanary. 
Tha haemaM* and garden and thair d e t a i l s Bf a l so g i v e n . 
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AiCMZTlCtUAg, MUQHAL-PALAQfiS-TUfttClSH SULTANA-DtXOriATXON «nd 
QBIMMIHT-SWASTIIUW FATEHPUA SIKRI 
185 • BaiJ K.ISHORE. Unnoticad Hindu »yiibol in >^bar*» monuments 
«t Agr« & F«t«hpur S ikr i . Proc. Indian Hist Congress. 
27; 1965; 273-5. 
Synbol about v^ich th« author writes i s the Swastika, 
the iaportance of th i s synboi in the social and rel ig ious 
l i f e of the Hindus i s discussed. 
The author describes the presence of swastika on two 
panels while studying the decorative designs of Birbal's 
House» a oorder in the elaborating carved room of the 
residence of Turkish Sulaiana, in Fatehpur Sikri and 
in room of the Jhangiri mahal at Agra Fort and the 
other important place i s Akbar's tomb, on both sides 
of the main facaoe i s imprinted a bold Swastika, at 
Sikandara. 
- fUvltiS-CiB'lEHAL 
186. CHAUDHUHI { i-Jirad C ) , India: Indo-Islamic s ty le . In Q;reat architecture of the world, by John Julius Norwich. 
1980, Bonanza Books, Wew York; P 30-31. 
History of Islamic architecture in India i s discussed. 
The Mogul architecture with i l lus trat ions of i t s buildings 
and sectional plan are describes. 
The central gateway of Humayun's tomb, takes the form 
of a deep, octagonally recessed bay-a treatiuent repeated 
in the central bay of the mausoleum. Red sand stone 
exterior i s picked out in rel ief with wtiite marble. Taj 
Mahal i s built of marole and decorated with pietra dura-
inlay work. I t ' s structure i s briefly discussed, with 
marble trellis-work screen. The other builoings are, 
Jffini Masjid, ^^uaedabao, Gol Qumbaz & Fatehpur Sikri . 
- TOMBS- HISTORY 
187. QRABAR (Oleg). Islamic peoples, art of. Xjn New Encyclo-
paedia Brii^anaica. V 9; 1982. Bncyclopaedia Britannica, 
Chicago. P 1008. 
Describes the architecture of Mughal period under the 
auMieading *Mu^al art*. Gives the names of mausoleum 
of Hunayun in Delhi, the c i ty of Fatehpur Sikri and 
Taj Mahal at Agra and the period of the ir construction, 
which sunaarixe the developnent of mughal architecture. 
The technical perfection of this architecture i s the 
use of stone or marble as building and decorative 
aafterial. 
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ABCHIT^TUHE, MUOHAL-TOMBS-HlSTOiiY 
l a S . TAPi.00 ( R i t a ) . Origin «nd development of Islamic tombs 
in I n d i a d l j . Uiart Hav His tor ica l Stud. 15, 1;1975.76; 
20-30 . 
Describes the origin and development of octagonal form 
in the tombs in India . The s tructura l analyais of 
octagonal and square tombs i s d i scussed . Tombs unaer the 
Mughals are also s tudied with the archi tectural des ign . 
The s t y l e of the domes» the Persian inf luence on them. 
The Mughal tombs are, Huroayun's tomo, Taj Mahal, Akoar's 
t(^b at Sikandra, it i iaad-ud-daula, and Chini-ka-Rauza. 
- T(JMBS-D£COHATXOi^ l and OkHmBiT- AGHA 
189. laSM EL~SAID and AYSE PAti^ Ai^ i. Geometric Concepts in 
Islamic a r t . 1976. World of islaco F e s t i v a l Publishing c o . , 
London; P 154. 
Discusses the use of geometric concept of composition 
in Islamic art of b u i l d i n g s . Through the geometric 
approach t o design, the systematic execution of decora-
t i v e a r t s , ca l l igraphy, architecture were un i f i ed . How 
i t helps the a r t i s t s t o creat f ree ly y e t eas i ly and 
correc t ly whithout the r e s t r i c t i o n s of a muraerical system, 
has been explained through i l l u s t r a t i o n s . The Mughal 
monuments discussed are , Taj Mahal, ltimad~ud>daula. 
Tomb of Akbar. 
-COLOUH 
190. t>JATH (R) . Coloured decoration in Moghul archi tec ture . 
1972. D B Taraporewala, Bomoay. P 8 2 . 
Deals with architecture of the Moghul period, i t g i v e s 
the idea of colour t i l e s , mosaic, in lay marole and coloureo 
stucco motives which are found in p la s ty in ^he h i s t o r i c a l 
monuments of the Moghul period. Very few examples have 
been i l l u s t r a t e d . 
-TQMBS-MAHBL EndBi EtiAL 
191 . ANAt4THAL«VAR (M A) and R£A (A). Saracenic arch i tec ture . 
In Indian archi tecture , by M A Ananthalwar and A A^a. 
V2, 1980. Indian Book Gal lery , Delhi; P 471-90. 
Describes the Mughal architecture g iv ing the descr ipt ions 
of mosque at Fatehpur S i k r i , aausoleun of Akbar, Sixandra, 
It isad-ud-Daulah, and the Taj Mi^al. The design of the 
arches, the decoration work, and marble screen with the 
s tructure of the dome are d iscussed. 
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192. BALPCXJH (E). Archittcture- mosqu«t» tonabs. M Gnicyclopa«di4i 
Atiat lca. VX{ 1976, Cosmo Publications* N«w D«lhi; P 149. 
Qlv«s th« architectural d«iai ls of th« mosque and tombs 
built during Mughal dynasty. Mausoleum of Humayun in 
Delhi* Akbar*s tomb at Sikandra e t c . ara mentioned. 
193. CHATTERJI (Nandlal). Synthesis in Indian architecture. 
J Indian Hist. 33. 1; 1955; 41-5. 
Discusses the synthesis and assimilation in Indian archi-
tecture. The Taj Mahal i s Indian in form and in s p i r i t , 
but i s infact neither purely Hindu, nor purely Muslim. 
It also discussed the f ive domes in relation to'Pancha-ratna' 
The dome of the Taj i t s origin traceable to the old. 
Hindu-Buddhist canon based on the lotus and the water-pot. 
The ocher monuments at Fatehpur Sikri,Agra, Delhi are 
also discussed. The use of lotus motif in the Moughal 
monuments ano aany other structural points v^ich were 
borrowed by the muslims from hindu convention. 
194. FABHI (Charles). Mughal architecture. J^ Introduction to 
Indian architecture, by Charles Fabri. 1963. Asia, Bombay; 
P 40-46 
Describes with i l lus trat ions the his torical development 
of Mughal architecture and jives a detailed accouat 
of Humayun tomb, Taj Mahal, Fatehpur ^ikri i . e . Panch 
Mahal, Diwan-i-Khas, Tomb of Shaikh Salim Chishthi ^ 
Fort of Agra. 
195. HURLIMAN (Martin). India. 1967, Thames and Hudson, Londoh. 
P 173-218. 
Discusses the monuments by Moguls and ocher emperors in 
Delhi, Agra, Fatehpur Sikri . Coloured p lates , for i l l u s t -
rations, are also given, which provides the architectural 
detai ls of the buildings. Humayun tomb was designed by 
Mimk Qhiya, who produced his greatest masterpiece. In the 
centre of the garden, which i s surrounded by walls and 
gateways, stands the vast substructure of the mausoleum 
tumounted by the dome of the tomb with i t s double cupola 
and the market protuberance of the outer w^lte marble s h e l l , 
which i s Persi«n in origin. Akbar*s tomb at Sikandra, i s 
an unusual, pyrwiid-shaped building, which i s entered by 
way of a gate surrounded by minarets. Taj Mahal «vhich was 
built by Shah Jahan on a which del icate f i l i gree work of 
the intcr ipt iont , f loral decorations and abstract designs 
were doie . White Maker ana marble i s used for i t s const-
ruction . 
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196. KAJL ( H K ) . Architecture and monuments. In Travel lers* 
Ind ie , en autholoay, by H K Keul.l979» Oxford University 
Press , Delhi; F 369-81. 
Describes the a rch i tec ture of Tippoo*s For t ress , 
J«iia masi id , Delhi, M b a r ' s arausoleum, Slkandra, Humayun's 
tomb and the Taj Mahal. I l l u s t r a t i o n s are also provioed. 
197. POWELL-PHiCE (J C ) . Shah Jahan. Lt\ History of Ind ia , 
by J C Powell-Price. 1955. Thomas Nelson, London; 
Discusses the s ty le of archi tec ture in the reign of 
Shah Jahan and also gives the i l l u s t r a t i o n s of the 
bu i ld ings , bu i l t by him. 
Marole i s a d i s t i n c t i v e element in h i s form of a r ch i -
t e c t u r e . Othei. development was in the use of ornamenta-
t i on - the beautiful t r e l l i s e d marble t r a ce r i e s of the 
g r i l l s and balustrades around his cour ts Ck buildings 
decoration of the facades of gateways, i n t e r i o r s and 
walls with beautiful designs of f lowers , plants and 
animal l i f e in p i e t r a dura- an inlay of semiprecious 
stones used in Itimad-ud-daulah, and Taj Mahal. 
198. SPEISEH (Werner). Islamic a rch i t ec tu re . Irj Oriental 
a rch i t ec tu re in colour: Islamic, Indian, Tar-Eastern, 
by w, Speiser . 1965. Thames and Hudson, London; P 16-181, 
Discusses the a rch i tec tu re of Mughal monuments witb 
i l l u s t r a t i o n s under Islamic archi tecuure . The monuments 
describes are: Tomb of Humayun, B i r b a l ' s House and Buland 
Darwaza at Fatehpur S i k r i , tomb of itimad-ud-daulah, 
Taj Mahal, Pearl mosque. 
199. TAPLOO ( R i t a ) . Islamic tomb in the context of sa in t 
worship and princely egoism. J Indian H i s t . 54, 1; 1976; 
81-91. 
9ives the h i s to r i ca l background of ancestor worship 
which was not only continued in Islamic period but a lso 
c r y s t a l l i z e d in the popular Saint worship as i s evioent 
fron the majority of ear ly mausoleums. I t also descr ibes 
the Taj Mahal & Our Amir in the context of places of 
worship and mausoleums. 
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200. TaiPLE (R C). Travels of P«t«r Mundy. V 2 . 1914; 
P 201-11 . 
Dtscribes that the Temple the ed i tor of the book confirmed 
that t h e ghusal-khana of that period was the place which 
was used for intimate audience. I t a l s o describes the 
s tructure of ^bar*s tomb at Sikandra. 
-HUMAYUN-DELHI-G&>IEHAL 
201. Ai^ AND (Mulk Raj) . Beginnings of Mughal archi tecture . 
Marq.9.3: 1958; 11. 
Note on Humayun's tomb in Delhi (1564) which i s a 
de l ibera te attempt at s y h t h e s i s , i s the beginning of 
Mughal archi tec ture . 
-SAFDAR JANG-DtLHI-GBMHRAL 
202. QOETZ (Hermann). Qudsia b&gh at Delhi: Key t o l a t e 
Moghul archi tec ture , i s lamic Cult . 26 ,1;1952; 132-43. 
Two key monuments of the l a s t phase of genuine Mughal 
archi tecture are the Safdar Jang's mausoleum and the 
Qudsia Bagh at Delhi . The mausoleum i s ccxnpared with 
the mausoleum of Humayun, Taj Mahal and Bibi-ka-Rauja. 
The l o c a t i o n , landscape architecture and history of the 
Qudsia bagh i s d i scussed . 
-TAJ MAHAL-AaRA-GEi>IEHAL 
203. SOLOMON (W E G ) . Impressions of the Taj Mahal. Is lamic 
C u l t . 1 . 2 ; 1927; 231-7. 
Discusses the Taj Mahal in the l i g h t of di f ferent types 
of i n t e l l e c t u a l v i s i t o r s i . e . Poets , phi losophers . 
Students and the inf luence of the archi tecture and orna-
mentation on them. 
204. SWINGLEHURST (Edmund). Taj Mahal. In Wonders of the 
world, by Edmund Swinglehurst. 1978, Hamly4, London; 
P 102-03. 
Gives i l l u s t r a t e d account of Taj Mahal and i t s s t r u c t u r e . 
The mausoleum i s b a s i c a l l y a square stanaing on a platform. 
Each f a c e h i t a great arch with t n a i l e r arches on each s ide 
and at eaeh corner of the laausoleum but separated from i t , 
stands n i n a r e t i . On the roof i s a beaut i fu l onien dome 
topped by • spire and around the dooM stand four small 
t u r r e t s with arches. Over a l l the surfaces there are in 
l a p i s latt tXi , jasper* a g a t i , he l io trope and turquoise . 
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205. ANAND (Mulk Haj). Sik«ndr«: Under Akbar and th t t r a n s i -
t i o n fr<Hii ttona to aarbla under Jehangir . Mata. 20 ,4 ; 
1967; S 2 - 5 . 
I l l u s t r a t e s the h is tory of Mughal archi tecture from 
Akbar t o Jehangir i n t h e context of Akl>ar*s tomb. I t 
s tarted by Akbar using stones and conpleted by Jehangir 
by nof i fy ing plan and marble i s used in place of red-sand 
s tone . The ormeni:ation i . e . r e l i e f carving i t s o r i g i n . 
Vase m o t i f s , the ir o r i g i n . 
206. omiHQO (N ti)» Akbar*s tomb at Sikandra: Who b u i l t i t . 
Proc Indian His t . Congress. 26; 1964; 6 J - 5 . 
Discusses the controvers ia l point of Akbar's mausoleum 
at Sikanara, the plan and building of which completed 
by Akbar himself or by h i s son Jahanqir. He t r i e s t o 
put an explanation by giv ing proofs from h i s t o r i c a l 
records . 
207. TALUQDAR ( J C) . Builder of Akbar's tomb. J U P H i s t o r i c a l 
S o c . 7 . 1 ; 1934; 32-5 . 
Discusses the history of Akbar's tcxnb at Sikandra, The 
design and completion was of Jehangir. The author g ives 
the h i s t o r i c a l proofs and also d i cr ibes the i n s c r i p t i o n s 
on the tombs. 
-TAJ MAHAL-HlSfORy 
208. ANAND (Mulk Raj) . Taj Mahal, Mara 2 0 , 4 ; 1967; 64 -5 . 
Taj Mahal and i t s des igoer are d i s c u s s e o . The plan 
and i t s geometry, the garden, the decoration work on the 
w a l l s , marble perforated screen are d4scribed. 
209. CHLXaHTAI ( M Abdulla). Is there european element in the 
construct ion of the Taj Mahal, Agra ? Islamic Cult . 
14,2;1940;196-206. 
Trace out the his tory and claim by d i f f e r e n t authort ies 
regarding the name of the designer of the Taj Mahal. 
The d a i a was made that the Taj was designed by fore ign 
a r c h i t e c t s - Qeronino Veroneo or Austin de Sordeanx and 
that the Pie tra Dura decoraticm of the Taj was imported 
fron overseas . 
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2X0. CHASHTAI (Abdul l ih) . Ustad Isa th« s o c « i l « o archi t«ct 
of th« T a j , Proe Indian Hist Conarams.at 1938; 366-7 . 
Traca out tha history of tha architact of tha Taj Mahal 
and h i s placa of o r i g i n . Ustad Isa and tha authant ic i ty 
of h i s t o ba tha daslgnar of the Taj i s discussad in 
d a t a i l . 
211 . QOETZ (H). Cantral asian mausolaum in India: tha t r a o i t i o n 
of tha Taj Mahal. Is lamic Cult . 12 ,4 ; 1938;41V-23. 
Brought t o India by the Mughals, the Central Asian 
mausoleum was the nat ional expression of a foreign 
Turkish and Persian race of conquerors in India. The 
Taj Mahal, t h i s fore ign form has embodied the highest 
accomplishment of Mughal culture in such an unsurpassable 
s p r i t u a l i z e d perfect ion that i t because the greates t jewel 
of Indian a r t . 
212. HOSffiM (Hev H). Who plannea the Taj . J As ia t i c Soc a a n j a l . 
iXew S e r i e s . 6 ,6 j l910j P 281-843. 
Discussed the authent ic i ty of the a r c h i t e c t of the Taj 
Mahal. Gives the name of Cieronimo Verroneo, a Venetian 
v^o prepared the plans ana estimate of the bui lding. 
In support of i t he gave dififerent, theor i e s and h i s t o -
r i c a l account. 
213 . HUXLgy(Aldus). Aldous Huxley on the Taj Mahal. Mara. 
4 ,2 ;1953; 15-20. 
Discusses the architecture of Taj Mahal, i t s s t y l e . 
The ornamentation work and the element of beauty in 
i t . 
214 . KANWAR ( H I S ) . Taj Mahal and the s o - c a l l e d Ustad*Isa. 
Indiea . 6 ,1;1969; 15-28 . 
Discusses the ro le of Ustad Isa in designing the Taj 
Mahal and i t s authent ic i ty in the l i g h t of other h i s t o -
r i c a l records . I l l u s t r a t e s the grave of Isa Khan ana 
g ives the inscr ipt ion on i t . 
» A T 4 M 
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215 . KANWAH ( H I S ) . U»tad Ahmad t a h o r i . Islamic Cult . 
48 ,1;1974; 11-32. 
Oifcufsas tha Idantlty of tha arch i tec t who draw tha design 
of tha Taj Mahal* I t a l s o describes the other conten-
ders for the honour which Incluoes, Qeronlmo Veroneo, 
I t a l i a n j e w e l l e r , Austin de Bordeaux, Franeh gold and 
s i l v e r s m i t h . All Mardan Khan, Persian refugee and Ustad 
Isa Effendl , described as a Turkish inhabitant of Rum 
(European Turkey) and a c i t i z e n of Agra. 
216. MUKHERJEE (S C) . Architecture of the Taj and i t s a r c h i t e c t . 
Indian His tor ica l Uuart .9 .4;1933:872-9 . 
Examines the art and architecture of the Taj in the 
l i g h t of d i f ferent h i s t o r i c a l account and t r i e s t o e s t a b l i s h 
the a r c h i t e c t and h i s o r i g i n . The a r c h i t e c t s whose name 
has been discussed are Jerogino Veroneo, Ustad I sa , The 
decoration work, design of the arches, domes, minarets 
are compared with the design of other monuments. Such 
as Itimad-ud-Daulah, bui ldings at Fatehpur S i k r i , ana 
Agra Fort . 
217. NADVI (Sayyed Sulaiman). Family of the enginetirs who 
buxlt the Taj Mahal ana the Delhi Fort . J Bihar Rea 6oc . 
34,1;1948; 75-110. 
Describes the names of the members of the engineer family 
of Lahore, who bu i l t the Taj Mahal, the Lai Qilah and 
the Jama Masjld. 
218. NATH (R) . Imperial Firemans re la t ing t o the construct ion 
of the Taj Mahal. Medieval India: a misce l lany . V 4;19 77; 
P 158-67. 
Describes the Firmans of Emperor Shah Jahan, which g i v e s 
the d e t a i l of the construct ion of Taj Mahal. He a l so 
quotes Petar Mundy, tha English t r a v e l l e r s , who v i s i t e d 
Agra in 1631-32* fiplaraphlcal record i s a l so mentioned 
which g i v e s d e t a i l s of the large s c a l e inscr ipt ions upon 
the south and north archways of the main gateways, i n s i d e 
the mosque adjunct, upon the four Iwans of the mausoleum 
and In the mortuary h a l l . 
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219. NATH (R) . Invi i ion of th« T«j-Mahal. Quart R*v Hiator lca l 
gtud. 14,2;1974-75; 8 3 - 9 5 . 
Discussttd tha thaoxy of convarsion of Hindu tan^las and 
palacas i n i o tombs and mosques and a l l th« famous Mughal 
raonumants frc»i Fatahpur S ikr i to tha Taj Mahal wera 
o r i g i n a l l y Hindu b u i l d i n g s . To put forward arqunients the 
architactural d a t a i l s of tha Taj Mahal with i t s h i s tory 
are g i v e n . 
220. QANUiMGO ( s M). Architect of the Taj Mahal. Indo-Asian Cult . 
11,4 J1963; 367-70. 
Discusses the ident i ty of the arch i tec t of Taj Mahal. 
There are a number of names put forward as the designer 
of the Taj« He argued on the basis of s t y l e s used and 
h i s t o r i c a l records t o f ind out the rea l claimant. The 
names of Austin de Bourdeaux, Ustao I s a , and Geronimo 
Veroneo,are discussed. 
221 . WRIGHT (£rnest Hunter). Domes, b e l l towers , c l o i s t e r s , 
c a * t l e s , minarets- h i s tory of arch i t ec ture . Li Richards 
top ica l encyclopedia. V 11; 1959. Richards; i^ ew York; 
P 450. 
Discusses the Saracenic architecture in India. The 
Taj Mahal, the mausoleum b u i l t by Shah Jahan i s based 
on t h i s s t y l e of arch i t ec ture . I t i s o u i l t of pure white 
marble d e l i c a t e l y carved and in la id with precious s t o n e s , 
which forms the most e x q u i s i t e ornamentation ever used 
in arch i tec ture . 
-TOMBS-MAHtiLE-DtCUHATiON and QRi>iAMci>iT-Ii4LAY 
222. SMITH (Edmund W). Mughal colour decoration of Agra. 
V 7. 1901, Government P r e s s , Allahabad; P 28, P la tes 102. 
I l l u s t r a t e d the colour decoration of the fol lowing 
monuments in Agra: Slkandra, Akbar's tomb, Batt i s Khambha, 
Zahara bagh, Chini-ka-Rauza, ltimad-ud-daulah*s tomb. 
Chini-ka-Rauza covered with"China'', stands in a 
large garden, the t(»nb i s curved from top t o bottom with 
mosaic in t i l i n g in a var ie ty of c o l o u r s , worked up 
into numerous pat terns . The Inter ior i s f loated with 
stucco painted with r i c h and bright f l o r a l des igns . In 
Itimad-Ad-daulah's tomb both mosaic in coloured marbles 
and i n l a i d work are bsed , but l a t e r on the mosaic orna-
mentation gave place e n t i r e l y t o and was supplanted by 
In la id decoration. 
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ARCHlTECTUHE,MUGHAL-TOMBS-MARBLE-AKBAR-Di::COHAiIOiNi and 
ORiNj/W ENT-MOSAIC-AtiHA-S IK Ai>IDHA 
2 2 3 . i'JATH (R)» I n l a y s p e c i e m e n s a t A k b a r ' s t omb , S i k a n d r a , 
La i i t K a l a . iM 14; 1969 ; 5 - 9 . 
Mosaic work a t t h e tomb of Akbar a t S i k a n d r a , c o n s t r u c t e a 
by h i s son J e h a n g i r , i s c h i e f l y d i s t r i b u t e d on t h e s o u t h e r n 
g a t e w a y , w e s t e r n and e a s t e r n f a l s e g a t e w a y s and c e n t r a l 
archway on each s i d e of t h e main b u i l d i n g . I t d e s c r i b e s 
t h e u s e of d i f f e r e n t c o l o u r e d s t o n e s f o r g e o m e t r i c a l 
d e s i g n s s p a n d r e l s of t h e a r c h e s have b e a u t i f u l a r a b e s q u e 
p a t t e r n s made up of w h i t e ana b l ack m a r b l e s . Spec imens 
of a h i g h l y s o p h i s t i c a t e d s t y l e of i n l a y i n t h e p e r f e c t l y 
d e v e l o p e d c o n d i t i o n , a r e t h r e e marb le dados which a r e i n 
t h e s econd s t o r e y h a l l of t h e w e s t e r n f a l s e g a t e w a y . 
-ITBAAD-UD-DAULA 
224. MMiD (Mulk Raj). Itimad-ud-Daula. Mara. 20;4; 1967; 
56-7. 
Detai ls of the brackets , and other ornamental fea tures 
are i l l u s t r a t e d . I t s s t ruc tu re is b r i e f ly discussed. 
225. i^ ATH (R). Depiction of animate motifs at the tomb of 
I'tmaa-ud-Daulah at Agra. Islamic Cult .47.4;1973; 289-300. 
Tomb of Mirza Ghiyas Beg en t i t l ed I'tmad-ud-Dauiah ax 
Agra, was bu i l t of white marble with profuse ornamentation 
of mosaic and inlay in choicest t en t s and tones, i t 
marks the phase of t r a n s i t i o n from the red-sano stone 
s t ruc tu re of Akbar t o exquis i te white marble mansions of 
Shah Jehan, The ex te r io r has fine coloured mosaic ano 
inlay work, in geometrical , f lora l and s tyled designs . 
In t e r io r has exquisi te stucco ana pa in t ing decoration. 
Ornamental motifs of t h i s schem belong to the age of 
Jehangir and the l a rge - sca l e use of wine-vase, j a r , cup 
and disharean obvious c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . I t also discusses 
in d e t a i l the Chinese cloud-form in i t s Ornamental Scheme. 
Animate motifs , Tchi in Chinesa and Persian a r t , Mugnal 
paint ings and the i r development and influence on Mughal 
a r c h i t e c t u r e . 
226. SARKAR (Jagadish Marayan), Some aspects of Mughal a r ch i -
t ec tu ra l decorations. Quart Rev His to r ica l Stud. 
11,4;1971-72;211-16. 
Review a r t i c l e on colourdecoration in Mughal a r c h i t e c t u r e . 
I t reviews the g l a z e d - t i l e decoration, mosaic inlay ano 
glass mosaic and in the l a s t i t deals with stucco and 
a rch i t ec tu ra l paint ings and also provide the name of the 
monuments where these decorations are used. 
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and OHi^ Aiv*ii=.«lI-PItIHA DUrtA-AtiRA 
2 2 7 . 
22o • 
2 2 9 . 
2 3 0 . 
HAW.BLY (Gav in ) ana SWAAN (VVim), 
D e l h i , A j r a ana F a t e h p u r S i k r i . 
P 16d. 
C i t i e s of mughul I n d i a : 
1977 , V i k d s , i^ ew D e l h i ; 
D e s c r i b e s t h e t h r e e c i t i e s i . e . D e l h i , Agra and F a t e h p u r 
S i k r i of t h e Mughul p e r i o d wi th c o l o u r e d i l l u s t r a t i o n s 
of t h e monuments which p r o v i d e t h e m i n u t e d e t a i l s of t h e 
a r c h i t e c t u r e , sand s t o n e c a r v i n g , o r n a m e n t a t i o n , i n l a y e d 
work, p i e t r a dura d e c o r a t i o n of I t i m a d - u d - D a u l a h , Facade 
of t h e Taj Mahal , dome e t c , 
-SHAIKH SALIM CHlSTl-DECURATlUi>i and UAAmt.^J^ 
MAikJLE-CAaVii^GS-FATaHPUH 31KHI 
SPEIGHT (E E ) . S p i r i t u a l Value of I s l a m i c a r c h i t e c t u r e . 
I s l a m i c C u l t 2 , 4 ; 1928 ; 6 1 1 - 2 1 . 
Di&cusses t h e s p i r i t u a l v a l u e of t h e a r c h i t e c t u r e , 
o rna i r i enua t ion , d e c o r a t i v e a r t of I s l a m i c a r c h i t e c t u r e 
and compares i t w i th C h r i s t i a n i c o n o g r a p h y . C a r v i n g s 
of m i n a r e t s of t h e Queen mosque a t Ahmedabad, t h e mauso-
leum of S a l i m C h i s t i , I t i m a d - u d - D a u l a h and t h e i n t e r i o r 
of t h e Taj iViahall which seem t o be r e b e l a x j - o n s of ueop 
sor row t r a n s o i i t t e d i n t o dreams of such l o v e l i n e s s as t h e 
hand of man can only r e v e a l when g u i d e d by s u p e r n a l 
p o w e r s . 
-MOSAIC 
SAiMlAL (S C ) . Some l e g e n d s of F a t e h p u r S i k r i . 
I s l a m i c C u l t . 2 , 2 ; 1928 ; 2 8 7 - 9 0 . 
D i s c u s s e s t h e o r i g i n of t h e s q u a r e i n mosa ic which 
measures aoou t seven c u b i t s each way anc. s i t u a t e d on 
t h e n o r t t i - e a s t e r n s i u e of Shaikh S a l i m C h i s h t i ' s comb 
in i t s o u t e r c o u r t . 
-TAJ MAi-!AL-Dt:C0HAT10i>l and OANlAvic.vlT-AGtiA 
CAiiiiOLL (David) e t c . Taj Mahal . 1 9 7 2 . ixjewsweek, New Y o r k . 
P 172 . 
Gives a d e t a i l e d and d e s c r i p t i v e a c c o u n t of t h e Taj Mahal 
w i t h i l l u s t r a t i o n s of t h e i n l a i d a e s i g n , i n s c r i p t i o n s , 
p a i n t i n g s , p l a n s of g a r d e n which shows t h e Pe r s i a j i i n f l u e n c e 
in t h e fo rmal symmetry of t h e la i id s c a p e . I t s e x t e r i o r 
and i n t e r i o r s u r f a c e s a r e e n t i r e l y c c v e r e u wi th i n l a i d 
d e s i g n s e x e c u t e a i n some t h i r t y f i v e v a r i e t i e s of s e m i -
p r e c i o u s s t o n e s i t s p o r t a l s a r e f ramed by i n t r i c a t e 
c a l l i g r a p h i q e i n s c r i p t i o n s . In t h e l a s t c h a p t e r a g u i u e 
t o Mogul monuments w i t h i l l u s t r a t i o n s , i s a l s o g^ven . 
•t l".ir 
t tS i i v i i . . , . . • • ,_• / , •<• 
4,M-'-' 
P i c i r t A LKJflA ii>U-AV 
ubGUriAl iO.^i U.4 THH GhiNJulAPHo 
f A J MAHAi-
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ARCHlIgCTUHE, MUOHAL-TOMBS-MAHBLfiS-TAJ MAHAL-OcCUKAf iOi^ and 
0RHM«ENT-PAlt^ rTXHaS~A3RA 
231 . NATH ( R ) . Incisad paint ing in Mughal archi tec ture . 
Quart Rev Hiatorical Stud 9 ,3;1969-70;134-5 . 
Discusses the archi tec tura l paint ings depicted in the 
monuments of Agra ano Fatehpur S i k r i , t h e i r niethods and 
var ie ty of co lours . I t s resemblence t o the I t a l i a n 
S g r a f f i t o was also d i s cussed . 
-PItTHADUriA 
232. CHAGHTAI (M Abdulia). Pietra-dura oecorat ion of the 
T«j . Is lamic Cult 15 ,4j l941;46S-72 . 
Discusses the origin of pie;,ra-dura decoration. The 
muslims in Inoia began t o decorate t h e i r monuments by 
applyin J the patterns in fa ience , in mural or on stone 
in r e l i e f or in in lay lp ie tradura) . I t i l l u s t r a t e d the 
pietra-dura decoration in Taj. - d e t a i l of pietra-dura of 
Mumtaz's sarcophagus, - Ahmaoabad Jami Masjid's centra l mihrab 
having i t s arch ano a shaiosa decorated with stones in 
p ie tra-dura . 
233- CHftTTERJI (Nandlal) . I t a l i a n s and Mughal pietraaura 
J U P His tor ica l Soc 1 0 , 2 ; 1937;80-7. 
Discussed the origin and history of pietraaura inlay 
work in Mughal arch i tec ture . Examples of inlay work 
in Taj , Diwan-i-Ara at L'elhi are g iven . Whether i t i s 
Persian or I ta l ian in o r i g i n has been discuiised. 
234. SOLOMON ( W £ Q ) . Moghul mesbage of beauty. Islamic 
Cult 2 , 3 ; 1928; 376-84. 
Discusses Taj Mahal i t s art and arch i tec ture in the 
context of beauty. Describs the decorat ive art on the 
w a l l s , c e i l i n g in p i e t ra dura. The t i l e mosaics, the 
paint ing and emperor Shah Jahan- as a r t i s t . 
-R£D SAiMD STONE-GHNERAL 
235. KURAISKKM M H ) . Tombs of Makhdum Shah Daulot and Ibrahim 
Khan at Maner. ^ l i s t of Ancient monuments protected unoer 
act VII in the province of Bihar and Ori s sa , Archaeological 
Survey of India, 1931; P 61-7 . 
Tonbs t h a i r architectura and Inscr ip t ions are d i scussed . 
Thase towbs balong t o tha aariy Mughal type of arch i tec tura . 
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ARCHlTiCTUHE, MUQHAL-TOMBS-RED SAMDSTONE-HAZBAT MIH SAIYAL). 
QBNfiRAL-FATSiFUR SIKRI 
236* SIDDIQX iJaraal Mohaaiaad). Mewly discovered i n s c t i p t i o n 
of Akbar*» reign from Fatehpur. Medieval Inoia; a miscellany* 
4;1977; P 153-57. 
Describes the his tory of Fatehpur S i k r i ano the a r c h i t e c -
tural d e t a i l s of the shr ine of Hazrat Mir Ssiyad Sahib, 
which has some archi tectural pretensions of the early 
Akbari archi tec ture . The super s tructure of the tomb 
res t s on 12 p i l l a r s , each made of a s i n g l e black of 
quartzite« Describes the octagonal s tructure which i s 
converted into a hexagon on v^ich stands the semi spher ica l 
dome. The i n s c r i p t i o n s , engraved in bolo r e l i e f and 
written in Nastaliqe characters are oescribei i . 
-HAa HADA-AGRA 
237. iViATH ^a) . Chhatri Hani Hada at Agra. Vishveshvaranand 
Indoloaical J 14,1;1976; 120-32. 
Describes the archi tecture of the Chhatri of Haoa Rani 
at Ajra, I t stanos in the centre of a garaen, the garden 
i s rectangular . The facaue , the two octagonal towers 
crowned by Kiosks of hexagonal columns, beam and bracket 
system, the ornamentation are d i scussed . In the l a s t , 
the Aroar Singh Gate of Agra Fort i s a l s o uiscussed. 
-SADH JAHAi'i-PlHA'lI 
238. POWELL-PRICE (J C) . Tomb of Nawab Sadr Jahan at P ihan i . 
J U P His tor ica l Soc 9 ,2;1936; 1-5. 
s i tuated in Harooi d i s t r i c t , the area was at one time 
enclosed by a wall but of t h i s very l i t t l e remains exoept 
the f i n e entrance gateway. i<iorth of t h i s i s the tonb, 
building of d e l i c a t e p i l l a r s and great beauty overlooking 
a tank and shaded by l a r g e tamarind t r e e s . The tomb i s 
in the form of a baradari on a high p l i n t h surmouited 
by a double dome on the west supoorted on slender sand 
stone p i l l a r s . The ornamentation i s reminiscent of that 
of the Fatahpur S i k r i . The inscr ip t ions are also given 
with i l l u s t r a t i o n . 
-CHAUtiURJ-ACiRA-HlSTOaV 
239. NATH (R) . ChauburJ: the tomb of Babur at Agra. Islamic Cult 
4 8 , 3 ; 1974; 149-58. « « « — - — « u -
Situated on tha aast bank of tha r ivar Jaauna Just tfax the 
tomb of Itiiaack-ucl-Daulah and axifistly occupies tho s l t a of 
fiabur*t B«9h-l-2«r-Afih«n. Th« cuthof doocribas tha hiatory 
and arehitaetura of Babur** tonb «t Agra by giving pl^n mA 
Uiustrationt. There was vary littXa ornjnont. Arohod niclioo« 
•bova tha dadoa» had floral ^mlmm^ 
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MiCHITECTMHE,MUQHAL-TUMtiS-RgD SANDSTOHi.CHRISTIA^t-AaRA-HISTQRy 
240. NATH (R) . laportant c h r i s t i a n tombs at Agra. Ir i sy j | t .4 , i , 
1967; 19-34 . 
Oascribat tha J a s n i t s mission t o tha Mughal court . 
And discussed the tomb of Varouco, Samru^s tomb, Armanians 
quarter^ Burgoin's tomb, Mausolaum of E l l i s Marchant, 
tha i r archi tec ture , t h e s e tombs are band on Mughal s t y l e . 
-MARIAM ZAt^ Ai^ l-AGHA-SlKANDRA 
241 . NATH (R) . Mausoleum of Mariam Zamani at Sikandara(Agra). 
Quart. Rev Historical Stud. 10,2;1970-71;123-9. 
Popularly known Mariam's tomb s i tua ted in the compound of 
the Chris t ian Missionary Soc ie ty , i s the Mausoleum of 
Mariam-uz-Zamani, the "Barahdari was orig-i-naily b u i l t by 
Sikandar Lodi, was aoop&ed by the Mughals and converted 
t o the mausoleum of Mariam Zaroani. The compartments ana the 
corr idors , have arcuate c e i l i n g supported on v a u l t s , barrel 
v a u l t s , corbel led or s t a l a c t i t e sqinches were allowed to regain. 
The i n t e r i o r architecture i s formed of brick and inorter 
coiiscruction with s tucco and the associ-^ted form of decoration. 
The four facaaes of the builoing were recoustructed by the 
JAughal with carved red sana storve p a n e l s . Four reccaagular 
chhatrid and 4 octagonal were constructed . 
-i>IUa JAHAi>l- LAHOrlfi 
242. CHUGHTAl (M Abdulla). So-ca l l ed gardens and tombs of 
Zeb-un-.^isa at Lahore. Islamic Cult . 9 ,3 ,193o;610-20 . 
Describes the h i s t o r i c a l background of the gardens and 
tomb of Aurangzeb*s daughter, tomb of Woor Aahan, t h e i r 
i n s c r i p t i o n s e t c . The gardens discussed are Bagh-i-
Dilkusha* Bagh-i- Dilamez, Bagh-i-Namus-ud-Alinan Begum, 
and the Shalimar garoens . 
-l.A^^DoCAP£ uARD£t^ li^ a-TAJ MAHAL-AQRA-GgNi^ AAL 
243. SOLOMON (W £ G), In the garden of the Taj Mahal. Is lamic 
Cult . 7 ,1 ,1933; 147159. 
Discusses the landscape architecture of the garden of the 
Taj Mahal and how i t helps in increasing the beauty of 
the mausoleum. 
-KASHMIR 
244. BROWN ( Percy) . Mogul gardens .Mara 8 , 2 ; 1955; 94-100. 
Land sc«p« architecture of the g«rd«ns l a i d down toy 
Mogul eMparort i s d i s c u s s e d . Nithat garden, Shalimar 
garden, Chashiaa Shahi, the buUdihfS i n s i d e thes* gardant, 
and rasarvoira in Kaahair w dAaeritoad* 
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ARCHlT^mftg,MU(3HAL-LANDSCAP£ GAEDgNIMO-HlSTOR^ 
24d. CLIFFOHD (Der«k F l i n t ) . Gardan and landscape d«s ign. Jn 
i^ «w Hncyclopaedia Britannica. V 7;1S'82. Encyclopaedia 
Bri tannica . Inc. Chicago. P893. 
Mughal gardens of India are the der iva t ive s of Timurid 
gardens* which were pieasances of water,meadow t r e e s and 
f lowers , in which bui ld ings took a subordinate p l a c e . 
Gardens of s t r i c t l y architectural oes ign has huge walled 
enclosures with corner towers a centra l palace regular ly 
disposed avenues and tanks of water. Trees were planted 
sometimes in regular «|uincuncial p a t t e r n . In a l l types of 
Islamic gardens, f lowers were l e v i s h l y used, i t a l s o 
i l l u s t r a t e s the landscape of a Mughal garden through a 
p a i n t i n g . 
246. GOEIZ, (Hermann). Landscape arch i tec ture - i s lam. in 
Encyclopedia of Worlo a r t . V 8; 1963, wc Graw-Hill, 
New York; lOM-o. 
Discusses the landscape architecture of islamic per iod . 
Persian s t y l e garaen, l a i d out in iKkughal period in m d i a , 
are described. All oarly 16th to 1/th Cent«ury are the 
Arambagh at Agra, the tombs of da-Halima and humayun at 
De lh i , the mausoleuui of Akbar at ^ikanora^^ and the 
mausoleum of Asaf Khan at Shahoar (Lahore) which i s in 
pure safarid-Pers ian si^yle. The gardens in Kashmir, and 
Pakistan are a lso described. 
247. KANvyAR (H I S ) , ur ig in ana evolution of the design of the 
charbagh garoen. i s lamic Cul l . 4d,2;1974;iat)-17. 
Gives the origin and evolut ion of the design of the garden. 
The idea of the charbagh garden o r i g i n a l l y brought t o India 
by the f i r s t Mughal emperor, tiabur. £ach of h i s successors 
namely, Humayun, Akbar, Jahangir and Shah J ^ a n , e x c e l l e d 
h i s re spec t ive predecessors in the spheres of p lant ing 
charbagh gardens. I t a l so d iscusses the influence of 
Hindu Architecture , as such a garoen combining the 
symmetry of a square divided into four equal smaller 
squares embodied the Hindu mythologised geography of the 
world. 
248. STUART (C M V i l l e r i e s ) . Gardens of the great Wiughals 1913. 
London; P376 
Discuss the landscape architecture of the Mughal gardens 
in India . I t was from the north from Central Asia and 
Pers ia that the splendid garden t r a d i t i o n s were introduced 
in to India , taking root thera undsr the various Muhammadan 
conqusrsrs and dsvaloping into a nat ive s t y l e which 
culminated in ths bsaut i fu l Kashair gardens. Besides history 
and or ig in* the plans are also d i s c u s s e d . 
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ARCHIT£CTUHE,MUGHAL-LMDSCAP£ aAHD£iMiN<i~D£SlG{4S and PLAiviS 
249. CHOWE ^Sylvia; e t c Gardens of Mughal India : a h i s t o r y 
and a guide 197^. Vikas Publishing House, D e l h i . p . 200. 
Splendid garden t r a d i t i o n of Persia and Central As ia , 
introduced into Indxa by the muslim conquerers, was 
revived and developed by the s i x great <w>ughal emperors 
from 1526-1707. Babur, f ixed h i s c a p i t a l at Agra ano s e t 
about pi aiming the riam^agh on the r i v e r Jamuna. fhe 
Mughals created a d i s t i n c t i v e s t y l e of garden a r t . I t 
reached a peak of perfec t ion in the beautiful Kashmir 
gardens o u i l t by era^jeror Jahangir ana h i s Persian wife 
.iUT J ah an. 
Bui l t with i.iposing entrance gateways, often t erraced , 
with gushing fountain, water f a i l s ana Primming p o o l s , 
these gardens, hod a manxfolu purjose - a place for 
s p i r i t u a l meditation or for shared d e l i g h t , a r e t r e a t 
froiW a hot , dry c l imate and a r e s t i n g place for the 
emjjerors on the ir lengthy t r a v e l s . The authors, who are 
landscape arch i tec t s with a part icu lar knowledge of 
garden design, have produceu the f i r s t coitipi"ehensive 
steady of t h i s important anu fasc ina t ing subject with 
s p e c i a l l y drawn plans ano a de ta i l ed appenoix of i.ndian 
plant names. 
AGHA 
250. MATH (R) . Bagh-i-Gul Afshan of cabur at Agra.indo-Iramica. 
2 3 , 3 ; 1970; 14-23. 
Describes the water system, a r t i f i c i a l terraces with water 
chutes and cascades b u i l t on Persian t rad i t i on and aspects 
of Persian garden and t h e i r arch i t ec ture . Also mentioned 
the nines of dlff«r«>it gardens l a i d down by tiabur at 
Agra. The present name of the Bag-I-Qul Afshan,which has 
only survived, i s Aambagh, babur g ive i t the p leas ing nam^ 
of*Bagh-i-Gul Afshan' CXhe flower scat tered g a r d e n ) . i t 
was l a t e r renamed as Garden of Hest or Ara>n Bagh. 
FUK r IFICAT ION-AGRA 
251. i^ lICHOLLS (W H). Conservation of Muharamadan monuments in tbe 
United Provinces and Punjab and at Ajmer.loArchaeloaical 
Survey of India .Annual Report. 1904-5; P 10-23. 
Laying out of the gardon of shahi burj ana Diwan-i-Amn to 
r e s t o r e the Isnd sc«p« architecture of the Mughal p e r i o d . I t s 
plan i s a l s o g iven . The Anguri Bsgh,MacGhi Bhawan,Jahangir 
Mshalt their s reh i t ec ture •nd r e s t o r a t i o n work done,Zohr« b«gh 
and ths r«»«or«tion of foiifit«iiis. The kiosk i s an octagonal 
towor, of imm «t«roys,bttil»t 9i rod sand stone,and i s l a ^ M 
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ARCHITECTURE,MUGHAL-LANDSCAPE GARDENING-WATER MILL, 
DESIGNS and PLAi'iS - AURANGABAD. 
252. SOLOMON (w E G). Garden of the water fflill: Aurangabad. 
I s l amic C u l t . 10 ,1 j 1936;B8-93. 
Discusses t h e l andscape a r c h i t e c t u r e of t h e water m i l l 
garden in Aurangabad, t h e mosque s i t u a t e d in the garden 
i t s a r c h i t e c t u r e , t h e design of t h e a r c h e s , t h e p l an of 
water supply, the tanks and a h a l l below the tank. 
DESIGNS and PLANS-SHALIMAR-LAHORE 
253. SHAFl (Mohammad;. Shaiiimar gardens of Lahore . Is la in ic C u l t . 
1 ,1 ; 1927;58-66. 
Desc r ibes with p lan of t h e Shalimar gardens a t fcahore. 
D e t a i l s of the f o u n t a i n s , tanks ano Hammams a re a l s o 
d i s c u s s e d . 
-WATER SUPPLY 
254. CROWE ( S y l v i a ; . Akbar 155o-1605. i n Gardens of Mughal 
I n d i a , by Sylvia Crowe e t c . 1 9 7 J . Vikas Pub l i sh ing House 
D e l h i . P 74-89. 
Desc r ibes the p l ans of Hari P a r b a t , Nasim Bagh,Kashmir 
and Akbar ' s tomb, S ikand ra , Akbar ' s f o r t r e s s of Har i 
Pa rba t dominates S r i nagar and t h e l a k e . As i t e x i s t s 
t o d a y , probably only t h e ou te r w a l l s da ta from h i s t i m e . 
The p r e s e n t f o r t , of e i g h t e e n t h cen tu ry c o n s t r u c t i o n , 
c o n t a i n s a complex of g a i x e r i e s . On the west bank of the 
l ake l i e s Akbar 's o t h e r l egacy , t h e garden of Nasim Bagh. 
F o r t r e s s and garoen - pa lace were t h u s l inked in a very 
p r a c t i c a l way. Akbar ' s tomb at s ikandrav i s a immense 
p i l e of b u i l d i n g , s t o r e y p i l e d on s t o r e y , a raazt of t u r r e t s 
and s t a i r c a s e s l e a d i n g t o white c u p o l a s . The p lan i s 
g e o m e t r i c a l ; dimension r e p e a t s dimension and t h e whole i s 
f i n e l y propor t ioned t o s e t of the g r e a t tomb wi th in i t . 
-DECORATION and ORNAMENT-ANGURIBAGH-AGRA 
255. NICHQLLS (W H) . R a i l i n g in the Anguri bagh a t Agra. 
Archae log ica l Survey of Infllia, Annual Rep. 1906-7; 1 5 - 6 . 
Desc r ibes with i l l u s t r a t i o n the p a t t e r n of the r a i l i n g 
in Anguri b a ^ . 
The r a i l i n g i s of red sand s t o n e , and contained s i x 
independent sha f t s i n each bay. The p a t t e r n of t h e 
r a i l i n g i s of a type which was not uncoismon in Mughal 
work. The svoe p a t t e r n i s used in Diwan-i-An a t Delhi* 
Anber p a l a c e a t J a i p u r e t c . 
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See I n d i a . T o u r i s m Development 1 5 0 , 1 5 9 , 1 6 1 , 1 6 8 , 1 7 0 . 1 8 0 . 1 8 3 . 
C o r p n . 1 9 0 , 2 1 8 . 2 1 9 . 2 2 3 . 2 2 5 . 2 3 1 , 
IRVINE (W) 162 2 3 7 . 2 3 9 , 2 4 0 , 2 4 1 , 2 5 0 . 
ISHWARI PRASAD 148 NEVILL (H R) 97 
ISSAM EL-SAID 189 NICHOLLS (W H) 3 2 , 1 0 2 , 2 5 1 , 2 5 5 
JAFFAR (S M) 92 NICHOLS ( J R) 33 
JAMES ( D a v i d ) 79 ^^ BAKSHI 137 
JHA ( M i h i v i r ) 38 
90 
P-Q 
PAGE ( J A) 2 8 , 2 9 
PANIKKAR (K M) 20 
POWaL-PHICE CJ C) 2 1 . 
19 7 ,238 
PRIYALALL 24 
UANUNGO iH ^) 206 
QANUNGO (S N) 220 
SPEISBE ( W t r n e r ) 198 
SRI VAST AVA (A L) 77 
SRIVASTAVA ( S a l i g Ram)25 
STIEaLIx>l ( H e n r i ) 66 
STUART (G M V i l l e r i e s ) 2 4 8 
SWAAN (Win) 227 
SWIi^ iGLEHUR3T Uclmund)204 
T-V 
R-S 
RAD (V t S P) 30 
RAWSOiM ( P h i l i p ) 4 3 
REA (A) 191 
HIZVI ( S a i y i d A t h a r Abbas )51 
SAL 13 
SACRISTE ( E d u a r d o ) 127 
SAWDEriSOivl (G) 
See Sanderson (Gerden) 
SANDERSON ( G o r d o n ) 7 5 , 8 6 , 8 7 , 
1 3 2 , 1 3 3 , 1 4 4 , 1 4 9 
SANIAL (S C) 229 
SARASWATI (S K) 14 ,15 
SARKAR ( J a d u n n a t h ) 174 
SARKAR ( J a g d i s h Narayan)226 
SHAFI (Mohammad) 253 
SHARMA (R«iB«sh Chandra) 128 
SHAHMA (Y D) 49 
SHARP (H) 50 
SIDDIQI ( J a m a l Mohaamad) 236 
SIVARAMAMURTI (C) 16,129 
SMART (Ted) 17 
SMITH (Edward P) 64 ,73 
SMITH E W) 1 6 4 , 2 2 2 . 7 3 
SMITH (V A) 22 
SOLOMON (W E G) 2 0 3 , 2 3 4 , 2 4 3 , 2 5 2 
SOiMANI (Qiuteppa) 18 
SCXINQARA RAJ AN {K V) 6 5 , 1 3 5 
(fi E) tm 
TAi-UUUftH (J C) 207 
TAPLOO ( R i t a ) 1 1 2 , 1 8 8 , 1 9 9 
TBViPLb (H C) 200 
TERRY ( J ) 19 
TERRY ( J o h n ) 5 2 , 7 2 , 1 7 3 
THOMPSON (J P) 103 
TUCKER (RFroude) 9 5 , 9 8 . 1 7 2 
VOGEL ( J Ph) 1 4 5 , 1 6 5 , 1 7 5 
VOLWAHSEtvl (Andreas ) 44 
W-Z 
WRIGHT (Ernest Hunter) 221 
ZAFAR HASAN (M) 154 
91 
SUBJeCT INDEX 
( a « f « r « n c e s are t o the s e r i a l numbers) 
AKBAK'S lOMB 
223 
1 0 5 - 0 9 , 2 0 0 , 2 0 b - 0 7 , 
AHCHIteCTUhE .MUGHAL, 
GENEBAL 1-19 
AKBAR 2 0 - 2 1 
AKBAH i, JAHAMGIH 22 
AoHA 2 3 - 2 4 ' 
ALLAHABAD 25 
BiHAH 26 
DELHI 2 7-30 
HArtYANA 31 
JAHA>IG1H 22 
KASHMlri 32 -33 
LAHOaH 34 
HISTORY 3D-44 
AKBAH 4 5 
AGHA 4 6 , 4 7 
BIJAPUH 4a 
DELHI 4 9 , 5 0 
FATEHPUn SiKal 5 1 , 5 2 
BAULi 
ipee WELLS 
BULAilD DAEWAZA 
$ee DESIGNS And PLAi>iS-DOuKS 
CHAUBUHJ-AQRA 239 
DECXHATION and OHNA^E i^i 
f i e i»0RTIFICATI0.4,MusaJES, 
PALACES, TOMBS 
DESIGNS and PLANS, MlQNUMEt^ IS 
53-66 
AGRA 67,68 
BANGLA DESH 69 
FATfiHPUR SIKRI 70-73 
KASHMIR 74 
LUCKiMOW 75 
BATHS 76 
DOORS 77 
BULAND DARWAZA 78-80 
PQHilFICATIQivi 
AGRA aX-84 
O&HI 85,86 
DXWAN- I->«M .LAHORE 
MINARiTS 83 
87 
MOSUUES 89,90 
DELHI 91 
MAHABAI KHAi>J-PESHWAH 92 
PALACES 
FAIEHPUR SiKRl 93 
JODHBAI 94 
AKBAHl MAHAL-AGRA 95 
JAHA»>JGiHi mAHAL-AGrtA 9o 
KHAS MAHAL-AGRA 97 
i HRUAlbS-IAKHi - x-AKBAHl-
KALAi>IUrt 9d 
raviBS 9y,iou 
FAiEHPUrt SlKxil 101 
JAHA.>iGXa-LAHURE 102-103 
fOWiBS ivlAhiiLii 104 
AKBArt-AGHA-SlKAi^ UrtA 105-09 
HUiAAYUw-DtLhi 1 1 0 , 1 1 2 
ITiiviAD-UD-DAULA-AGRA 113-114 
lAJ MAHAL 115-29 
rOMBS-RED isMUil^Aa 
HESS Xi>iG-AGRA 130 
FixiOZ KhA.4 131 
JASV^Ai>li Sl.>IGH 132 
MAiiiYAv"* ZAViAi^ i-AGRA-
SlKAi>iDrtA 133 
WELJ-S-WAT EH SUPi^ LY 134 
DiWAi>l-i-KHAS 
AGRA 1 /6 
DELHI 177 
FAIEHPUR S1I«;RI 1 6 7 9 6 8 , 1 7 0 , 1 7 8 
FORIIFICATION 
GENERAL 
AGRA 136 ,13 7 
DELHI 138-41 
HISTORY 
AGRA 142 
DELHI 143-144 
LAHORE 145 
DECORATION AND OHNAMENT 
ONiAY AGBA 146 
PISTRA DURA 1 4 7 , 1 4 8 
92 
PIETRA UUHA-D£LHi 149 
MOSAlC>riL£ 
LAHUHi: 150-51 
FORTS 
See FOiiTlFICATIOi^l 
GOLGUWBAZ-BIJAPUH 
S»« MOSQU£S-^L(JUI^>BAZ 
HAlviAM 
See BATHS 
HUMAYUN'S rOivia 1 1 0 , 1 1 2 , 2 0 1 
INLAY 
See DECOnAflOH and Oai^ JAviti^ lT 
IT iiViAD-UD-DAULA l l J , 1 1 4 , 2 2 4 - 7 
JAHAt>IGlHi MAhAL 9 6 , 1 7 9 , 1 6 0 
JAHAf>KiIri'S iVtAti 102,103 
J AMI MASJIU 
See iviOSuUhS 
LAHUrtt fUHT 
See fOHTlFiGATlUij-i-AHUrtc 
LMUiiCAPE uAiiiJt.Ui>lu 
Gti^ ltrtAL 
TAJ MAHAL-AtiRA 243 
KAShMiK 244 
HlsrOHY 245-248 
DESlGi^ S and PLANS 249 
A3HA 250 
FOHTiFlGATION-AGflA 251 
WATEH MlLL-AUrlAiW. iJAL* 252 
SHALlMAH-LAHUat 253 
WATER SUPPLY 254 
UEX)RATION and ORNA a^>iT 
SMAJ&l 
M(3Jiil BAGH-AORA 255 
MARBLl: TOMBS 
See TOMBS-MARBLE 
tKAkilm ZAMANl'S TOMB 
See TO A^BS^ RED SA.MD STuNt 
MAUSOLHiMS 
See TOMBS 
MIRZA GHIYAS BEQ'S TOMB 
TQMBS-MARBLE-IT1MAD-UD4 
iLA 
MOSAICS 
See DECORATION and ORNAM&>rr 
MOSOJES 
G&ciiitiAd. 
AHMEDABAO 152 
BUAPUR 153 
DELHI 154 
FAIEHPUR SIKRI 155 
KASHMIR 156 
HISTORY 157-58 
MOTi MASJiD-AtiRA 159 
DACCA 16U 
DECO.IATION and ORi^ A^M£i^ T 
CAxWlNGS-li^SCRiPTlONS l 6 l 
PtSHAWAR 162 
SroNcS ,CUi-UJRED-FATtHPUR 
SiKRi 163 
JAMl-DtCURAfiOi>i and ORi^ JAM&^ lf 
INLAY -FAiEHPUxi SlKUil lo4 
mOi i MASJ ID 
See MUSUUiiS 
NUHjAhA;48S teWB-LAHORE 
See TOfABS-REJu SAi>ID SIONc 
PALACES 
GEi^ cRAL 
LAHORE 165 
AKBAR'S K^ IVW^ GAH-FATEHPUH 
SlKdl 166 
DlWAi>l-i-KHAS-FATtHPUR SiKRI 
10 7-68 
JODH BAI 169 
HISTORY 
DlWAN-I-KHAS-FAi EHPUR SIKRI 170 
MARlAiVl KI KOTHI 171 
RANG MAHAL-DELHI 172 
DECORATION and OR^ i^AMENT 
FATEHPUR SIKRI 173 
MOSAICS 174 
TILE-LAHORE 1/5 
DIWAN-I-KHAS-COLUUR-AGRA 176 
PIETRA DURA^DELHI-177 
STALACTITfr-FAfEHPUR SIKRI 178 
JAHANaiH-AGRA 
STONE CAHVIi>iaS 179 
TAi^ TRIK SYMBOLS 180 
33 
RANQ MAHAL-OELHI 
INLAY 181 
PIETHA DUHA 182 
SKISH MAHAL-/OHA 
MOSAICS-GLASS 133 
TUtiKISH SULI ANA-FAT HHPUH SHCHl 
DADO 184 
SWASTIKA 185 
PIETHA iXJrtA 
S»« DECQhAilOi^ and OiUm^-il 
PLAL>IS 
Seo DESlGi^ lS and PLAi^ S 
HANIG MAHAL 1 7 2 , 181-82 
HBJ PURT-AGRA 
See FQKliFiCATlO>;-AGHA 
HHD FUHT-U£LHi 
See FURT iF iCAf iU>i-DtLh 1 
RED SAi^ iD iJfOi^ ifc TUviBS 
See lUWBS-HHD SA.^ 1D SiU.>ii; 
SHAH iiUKJ - Di:CU.VATlU< and 
PlETivA DUiiA 149 
SHISH MAHAL 183 
STEP WELL 
See DESlGi'lS and PLAi>IS-VK£LLr 
TAJ MAHAL 
See TOMBS-MAHBLE-TAJ MAHAL 
TOMBS 
GENERAL 18o 
HISTORY 18 7,188 
DECORATION <L QRiM/ytAENT 
AORA 189 
COLOUR 190 
TOMBS-*^BLE 191-99 
GENERAL 
AKaAR-AGRA-SlKA>iDRA 200 
HUMAYUN-D£LHI 201 
SAFDAR JAMQ 200 
TAJ MAHAL-AGRA 203»204 
HISTORY 
AKBAR-AGRA-SIKANDRA 205-07 
TAJ MAHAL 208-21 
D B ; 0 R A T I 0 N and ORNAMENT 
^ INLAY 222 
AKBAR-AaRA-SlKAi>lDRA 
MOSAIC 223 
iTlMAD-UD-DAULA-AGRA 224 
MOSAIC 225 ,226 
PIETRA DUrtA 227 
SHAIKH SALLii CHISHTI 
CARVINGS 228 
MOSAIC 229 
TAJ MAHAL - AGRA 230 
p a i n t i n g s 231 
PIETRA WiiA 232 -4 
TOMBS-RED SAi>iD STuNE 
GEi^ lcRAL 235 
HAZRAT MIR SAlYAD-rAiEHPUR 
SiKRi 236 
RAi^ i HADA - AGRA 23 7 
SADR JAHANi ••PIHA>ljL 233 
HISTORY 
CHAUBURJ -AGRA 239 
CHRISTIAN 240 
MARIA4 ZAMANI-SlKAi^ DtiA 241 
NUH JAHAN-L4iiOHE 242 
TURKISH SULTANA'S HOUSE i « 4 , 1 3 5 
WALLS-FORT IFICATION-LAHORE-
DECORATION and ORNAMENT ISO 
